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For the general public, rockets and spacecraft represent the pinnacle of high technology. In reality, however, space technologies
often lag behind their terrestrial counterparts. In the time it takes
to qualify a new component for space applications, the next generation may have already arrived. One historically important role
for The Aerospace Corporation has been to identify promising
technologies in their infant stage in order to help system designers prepare for their eventual realization and minimize the lag in
technology insertion.
This issue of Crosslink focuses on some emerging technologies
that show significant potential for space applications. Much of
the content will bring readers directly into the laboratories and
research centers at Aerospace to look over the shoulders of scientists and engineers exploring exotic materials, new processing
techniques, and unconventional ways of exploiting the fundamental laws of physics.
In the field of dynamical systems, for example, researchers are
seeking to harness the inherent noise and distortion in transmitted signals with an eye toward developing new approaches to
cryptography and stealthy communications. In the area of quantum physics, researchers are trying to exploit the intriguing and
often counterintuitive quantum properties of atoms and particles
to create a new way of conceiving computer systems. In the field
of optics, researchers are applying the corporation’s sophisticated
laser resources to the testing and development of space electronics and optical communications systems.
While many satellite systems have grown larger over the years,
many of the actual components have grown smaller. This issue of
Crosslink reviews some of the nanotechnologies that could continue this trend in miniaturization. Carbon in its various forms is a
major subject of research—in particular, graphene and nanotubes,
which could potentially reduce mass, increase sensitivity, and improve electrical performance of satellite components. On the macroscopic scale, materials scientists are producing new composites
with unexpected properties that might eventually influence the
way launch vehicles are designed and built.
The work showcased in this issue of Crosslink will ultimately spur
the advancement of tomorrow’s space systems. Recurring themes
include innovation, creativity, and a solid application of the scientific process. We hope you will be intrigued and inspired as you
read about possible future directions in flight software, nanomaterials, nanoelectronics, ultrashort-pulse lasers, machine-augmented
composites, chaotic signals, quantum computing, and more.
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IN BRIEF

News & Notes

Aerospace Supports Iridium NEXT

Artist’s rendition of an Iridium NEXT satellite.

Courtesy of Iridium Satellite Communications Inc.

Iridium Satellite Communications Inc. is planning to field its
next generation of communication satellites known as Iridium
NEXT. Aerospace has been playing an important role in moving the project forward.
Iridium NEXT will be the largest constellation of its kind,
said Karl Baker, senior project leader for Commercial, International, and Homeland Security Programs, with 81 satellites and
nine launch vehicles. The Department of Defense will be one
of Iridium’s primary customers. Baker explained that funding
for the multibillion-dollar project was secured in the form of a
loan arranged by Société Générale, a corporate and investment
banking firm. The loan was guaranteed by the French government’s export credit agency, COFACE. Both the loan and the
guarantee were predicated on the involvement of Aerospace,
which was tasked to provide technical due diligence in advance
of contractor selection. Following Aerospace’s assessment,
Iridium named Thales Alenia as the prime contractor for the
satellite and SpaceX as the primary launch provider.
Aerospace’s role will now be to monitor the overall program, taking direction from Société Générale. Specific Aerospace duties defined in the seven-year contract with Iridium
and Société Générale include the preparation of quarterly

reports summarizing progress, performance, and schedule.
Aerospace will be responsible for verifying the health of the
Iridium spacecraft; life expectancy and degradation patterns
will be monitored and compared to various forecast models
and evaluated in terms of the impact on customers.
Aerospace will assess the timing of various milestones for
the entire program schedule, including signoff of tests relating
to the on-orbit acceptance of each satellite. Aerospace oversight
will encompass satellite construction, launch vehicle construction, launch operations, transition and operation of the satellite system, and development of new user equipment. If any
significant delays or problems arise, Aerospace will analyze the
causes, consequences, and potential remedies.

CIA Honors Aerospace Researchers
James LaPean, Bruce Nibbelink, Carol Thompson, Peter Sowa,
and Marcus Shaw of the NRO/AS&T Advanced Materials Program were part of a team that received the John A. M
 cCone
Award from the Central Intelligence Agency in October 2010.
The award was established in 2003 and annually recognizes
individuals or teams whose accomplishments exemplify the
essential attributes of the CIA Directorate of Science and

Technology—deep technical expertise, disciplined program
management, and responsiveness to missions that address the
nation’s most pressing intelligence problems. The award acknowledges the importance of teamwork, creativity, initiative,
persistence, and determination. LaPean, Nibbelink, Thompson, and Sowa also received the 2010 Aerospace Trustees’ Distinguished Achievement Award for their work on this project.

Specialized Satellites Considered for War Zones

Inaugural USA Science and Engineering Festival

The Department of Defense is considering a new family of
satellites that would ensure communications with unmanned
aerial vehicles. The Airborne Intelligence, Surveillance, and
Reconnaissance Satellite (AISR-Sat) program would guarantee that ample bandwidth and antennas are available for
unmanned aircraft in the middle of a conflict zone. The AISRSats would fly in geostationary orbit so that unmanned aircraft
could beam video and other data to ground commanders.
Aerospace has been supporting the initial AISR-Sat effort.
“We are working on a concept for a common spacecraft bus
that could host a number of AISR supporting payloads,” said
Charles Cornell of the Advanced Systems Directorate. “We are
also working on an AISR support architecture and transition
plans.”

The inaugural USA Science and Engineering Festival took
place in Washington, DC, on October 23–24, 2010. Aerospace
helped sponsor the event, which drew more than 500 exhibitors. “Aerospace’s theme was satellites and how they affect
almost every aspect of our lives,” said Pamela Keeton, director of external communications. Mike Haas, assistant general
manager for NOAA programs, brought models of NPOESS
and DMSP satellites to the Aerospace booth. To demonstrate
the use of infrared imaging onboard these meteorological satellites, an infrared camera was also set up. Visitors could have
their pictures taken in infrared showing the variations in their
body temperature. “Aerospace distributed 960 comic books
that introduce children to aerospace science and technology
and took approximately 1700 infrared photos,” Keeton said.

2
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A6 E-Pod Opened
Aerospace opened the doors to the new A6 E-pod,
part of the Physical Sciences Laboratories, in May
2010. “The E-pod hosts several laboratory elements
of the Space Science Applications Laboratory and
the Electronics and Photonics Laboratory, and
has been tailored to the modern needs of the lab’s
work,” said James Clemmons, principal director,
Space Science Applications Laboratory. The pod
includes a 20-foot-diameter motorized clamshell
dome situated on a 28-foot-high concrete tower on
the roof of the building. The sky dome is a flexible
testbed for a wide range of applications, including
those that project laser beams into the sky. These
beams would be observed from space by orbiting
assets. The overall building design specifications
emphasize maintaining a clean environment that
can satisfy increasingly stringent requirements for
A crowd gathers to commemorate the opening of the A6 E-pod in May 2010. The observatory
optical and space-science work.
dome, housing a Cassegrain telescope, can be seen on top of the building.
“Alongside the clamshell dome,” Clemmons said,
“is the newly installed observatory dome that will
house a 1-meter classic Cassegrain telescope for infrathe E-pod for its space-based and ground-based sensors. This
red astronomy, satellite and debris studies, and sky observafacility features rough vacuum distributed throughout and a
tions in support of the Remote Sensing Department.” The
special lead-lined room designed to protect researchers workcustom-designed telescope will feed a variety of imaging
ing with radioactive sources. The three departments also share
and spectral instrumentation. The E-pod has also taken over
a cleanroom that is being maintained at a Class 1000 level,
development of innovative hyperspectral imaging infrared
but with the capability of achieving more stringent cleanliness
sensors designed, built, and tested by the Imaging Spectrosstandards when needed. Ultrashort-pulse laser diagnostic tools
copy Department. The Space Sciences Department has estabfor evaluation and analysis of microelectronics are also devellished a state-of-the-art test and calibration laboratory within
oped using the state-of-the-art facilities within the E-pod.

Aerospace Assists in Telescope Cost Assessment

Courtesy of NASA

In June of 2010, NASA realized that cost growth and schedule
risk for the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) may have
been underestimated. To address these concerns, NASA convened an independent comprehensive review panel. Aerospace
was brought in to serve as the executive secretariat and to provide technical support for revised cost/schedule risk analysis.
Aerospace examined historical cost-growth trends for
similar projects and compared them with the predicted cost of
JWST. The analysis showed that the complexity of the mission
may have been underestimated, resulting in an overly optimistic prediction of the final cost. Aerospace identified a number
of higher-level strategic threats to the program and estimated
their likelihood, potential cost, and schedule impacts. These
impacts were then considered by the panel during its revised
cost/schedule risk assessment of JWST.
Aerospace developed a tool to assist the panel in defining
a realistic cost reserve posture based on the project’s planned
budget and performed a preliminary risk-based cost analysis.

Full-scale model of the James Webb Space Telescope at Goddard Space Flight Center.

According to the panel’s report, Congress will need to
increase NASA’s $444 million request for JWST by about
$250 million in 2011 just to get to the projected launch date.
In 2012, another $250 million will be necessary on top of
NASA’s current $380 million projection in that year.
CROSSLINK SPRING 2011
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Henry Helvajian, Senior Scientist, Micro/Nano Technology Department

Research That
Leads to
Innovation
For nearly 20 years, Henry Helvajian has
been touting the virtues of using tiny
components—or miniature satellites—to
achieve big results in space.

Donna Born

I

“

have always been curious. I’ve never done the same
dance step twice, which means I am always looking
for ways to make things a little bit different, hopefully
a little bit better,” said Henry Helvajian, senior scientist in The Aerospace Corporation’s Physical Sciences
Laboratories. Helvajian develops new research areas,
conducts experiments, mentors members of the technical staff and graduate students, and writes proposals to
secure funding. He believes in the power of research
and regrets that it is not given recognition in proportion
to its use and importance. “People forget very quickly
where the original ideas came from. Those original
ideas—the things we do routinely here in the lab—came
from somebody’s research. Somebody spent a lot of time
getting an idea to work out.”
For example, Helvajian’s push to build and fly
nanosatellites (spacecraft with mass between 1 and 10
kilograms) and to incorporate MEMS (microelectro
mechanical systems) took many years, even with the
help of his research colleagues. He and other scientists
in the lab first had to convince Aerospace management
and then convince those with research funds to provide
them for the necessary development. In the first five to eight
years, they received a lot of pushback, “with jokes,” as they
tried to convince anyone who would listen of the potentials
of microengineering space systems. They presented their ideas
many times to several government agencies, from the Air
Force Office of Scientific Research (AFOSR) to DARPA (the
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency) to NASA. They
started new conferences that would bring the MEMS research
community together to focus on the aerospace industry, and
they developed technology.
The persistence of Helvajian and his colleagues started
to pay off in the 1990s, when Aerospace launched a box
of MEMS experiments that flew on the space shuttle. “I
4
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remember pitching this idea to NASA, saying you need to look
at making a small box that would fly inside the shuttle, with all
these tests you can do. It wasn’t very complicated, and NASA
bought it.” An Aerospace MEMS team put together 15 devices
that flew and yielded phenomenal results. Tiny devices such
as chemical sensors and accelerometers yielded data that compared with data from the shuttle’s own sensors. That was a big
step. “How far all of this has come over the past 20 years! All
the worldwide efforts in developing very small satellites, with
major companies involved, with our traditional customers
involved! Some of the success must be pointed to the phenomenal success MEMS has had in terrestrial applications. The
microengineering of space systems is now inevitable because it
offers intelligence, ‘volition,’ and motility to space systems on a

miniature scale—and it has been shown to work. The remaining question is microengineering, yes, but to what extent?”
The amazing success of small satellites and their possible
future applications was compellingly portrayed in Small Satellites: Past, Present, and Future, a book that Helvajian edited
with his colleague, Siegfried Janson. “Small satellites started
the Space Age, and applications for small and ultrasmall spacecraft will continue to expand to include a surprising array of
missions—Earth observation, lunar and near-Earth exploration, interplanetary probes, and communications,” the authors
wrote. More than 860 microsatellites, 680 nanosatellites, and
38 picosatellites had been launched at the time of the book’s
publication in 2008. If all goes well, next year will be a boon in
the launching of “CubeSats,” satellites measuring 10 × 10 × 10
centimeters and weighing a few kilograms. The CubeSat standard was proposed by Robert Twiggs of Stanford University
after seeing the first Aerospace picosatellite (less than 1 kilogram) conduct a successful mission in space.

A Dual Focus
“For the past ten years,” Helvajian said, “my thoughts have
been split between two different communities: microengineering space systems on the one hand, and laser material processing and photophysics on the other—two different areas I’ve
been pushing.” Helvajian is looking at developing materials
and processing techniques that will enable the construction
of a spacecraft as an assembly of mass-producible functional
modules.
More specifically, he is adapting biological systems architecture to satellite manufacturing. In biology, the cell is a selforganism with its own energy source. The cell replicates, and
all biology has to do is make sure the cell replicates in the right
way. Helvajian is trying to find out if anything remotely similar can be done with the way satellites are made: “You have a
bunch of blocks, modules that are all the same. They have their
own energy source, they communicate among themselves,
they do not replicate but can be mass produced and are nearly
identical, and they can be interconnected to provide higher
functionalities. Because the modules can interconnect to form
larger structures, I don’t have to build a complete space system
on the ground, but I do have to make that module very reliable and very sophisticated.”
The modules are launched into orbit with enough internal
propulsion to move to their destinations. At first, they behave
as tiny independent satellites—until they find other modules
or assemblies and connect to them. Once there, they serve
as a component of the larger system, performing whatever
their function is—data transfer, energy exchange, fuel supply,
etc.—to help carry out the primary mission. “So that CubeSat
goes up there and actually has its wherewithal, it moves—but
imagine it just moves to the next one and bolts itself. If I can
do that, if I can throw 10 of them up and bolt them up…. You
don’t even have to bolt them because there are missions where
they can fly together in close proximity and do something

else. These ‘dances’ are all being directed by information that is
flowing up from the ground,” Helvajian explained.
Moreover, the modules could be assembled to form nearly
any shape. “We can keep throwing up a bunch of ‘smart tiles,’
park them in orbit, and when we have enough, send the commands to start assembling them. I just have to make each
module very reliable and be able to produce it in large quantities—very much like how computer laptops are produced now.
One develops a reliable manufacturing plant that makes these
modules. In space, I can make something small by assembling
four modules or something that’s a kilometer by integrating a
million of them. Furthermore, after assembly, if a module fails,
we just replace the module in space, which means there can
be a continuous upgrade path. In biology, we learn that the
cells you start with as a child are not the exact cells that you
die with as an adult. There are many technical challenges, of
course, but no violation of basic physics laws.”
The question becomes what structural material to use to
make this module. Metal, silicon, and polymers have high
lifecycle energy costs (i.e., mining, refining, and disposing).
Helvajian and “a lot of very smart people” in his lab have been
looking at glass ceramics, a versatile and inexpensive material, whose chemical and physical properties are particularly
well suited for aerospace engineering (high strength-to-weight
ratio) and photonics (transmitting, controlling, and detecting

“There are many technical challenges, of course,
but no violation of basic physics laws."

light). Photostructurable glass ceramics can be shaped and
functionalized using laser lithography. “It’s all about functionalizing the material properties where necessary by controllably
exposing it to laser light; making changes where you want
things to happen. You can do that with light-sensitive glass
ceramics. For example, one kind of exposure densifies the
glass so visible light can propagate, another kind reduces the
loss to radio-frequency propagation, another kind makes it
chemically soluble so that patterned material can be removed.
Recently, the Air Force released an announcement looking for
glass ceramics that under laser light exposure become an electric conductor.”
The laser wavelength, the amount of photons applied, and
the means by which they are applied all affect the material
differently. Under the right conditions, the material is locally
transformed to allow the growth and dissolution of different
crystalline phases. AFOSR is now asking the question, “Can
you take something like a doped glass that is still an electrical
insulator, and locally convert it to have metallic properties?”
Helvajian said that is going to be the test.
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“We’ve demonstrated in our laboratories (along
with other labs now joining worldwide) that material properties can be locally controlled with very
high finesse using lasers. We have experimented
with a commercially available photostructurable
glass to vary its properties controllably—for example, to locally make it mechanically stronger
or weaker—and have used this to fabricate glass
MEMS. We can alter the radio-frequency transmission properties to enable fabrication of miniature
antennas. We can locally alter the optical infrared
transmission properties that make it useful as an
optical filter. We can alter the chemical solubility
such that the exposed material dissolves in acid at
just the right rate or transform the material to make
it high-temperature compatible. And as people
begin to realize what can be done with controlled
laser light exposure, it will open the opportunities
of many different material transformations.”
Helvajian’s lab is developing the research on
Helvajian (right) and colleague Siegfried Janson (senior scientist) discuss the properties of an
Aerospace CubeSat and how such a spacecraft would be realized in a glass-ceramic material.
what needs to be done to make this happen. “A
major step is getting manufacturers to start making
these novel glasses so we can prove that what we
say and we’ve done in our laboratories (albeit on a
American, whatever that is. I was and still am multilingual.
small scale) is possible on a larger scale. We’ve published on
And I was enamored by what was going on in the space area—
this—quite a bit, actually.”
Mercury, Gemini, Apollo—I was following them all.” His
Indeed, Helvajian’s publication record is extensive. “Refascination with the stars (“as in astrophysics”) grew. He also
search must be developed without micromanagement, but it
became interested in lasers and built one that actually worked
also must be shared. If you don’t put your work out there for
and then developed a broadcaster that sent radio music on the
review, you will not know if you are walking down the right
optical wave. “My family had no college graduates on either
path.” His overall publications include more than 100 papers
side. There was no guidance for my future, but I knew I was
and 10 book chapters (he stopped counting a while back). He
interested in space and laser light.” The laser had just been
has also edited four books in microengineering aerospace sysinvented and “used in a James Bond movie to ensnare another
tems and has more than 10 patents, two of which are licensed
devotee.”
to companies that have so far resulted in royalties to AeroTwo life-changing events happened during his years at
space worth nearly half a million dollars.
Hollywood High. In his freshman year when he was 16, his
Helvajian worries that research is not being given enough
father died, and as is Armenian tradition, he became “head of
support today and is particularly lacking in the United States
the family”—his mother, younger brother, and himself. In his
with regard to laser processing. “What is not done today will
junior year, he won a National Science Foundation summer
be felt 20 years from now. I work on ideas that can potentially
program grant in lasers at the University of Southern Califortake us into the future, 25 to 30 years down the line.” But he
nia (USC). It was there that USC graduate students and faculty
says it is not enough to do just the research. The modern
showed him his possibilities.
scientist has to push the idea, get the right people excited
“They opened my eyes, and I am thankful for that. I honabout it. Scientists should also mentor students, he said. Over
estly think we at Aerospace should do more of that here, esthe years, Helvajian has mentored numerous graduate stupecially at the Physical Sciences Laboratories. We do. We have
dents from local universities. The last Ph.D. student, just two
students all the time in our building. I have them in my lab.
years ago, received her degree while doing all her research at
But I think lots more of that should happen, because you do
Aerospace.
have an influence, you do have an impact on students of that
age. My summer at USC affected me quite a bit.” Helvajian
A Rising Star
eventually won a scholarship to Stanford, where he earned his
B.S. and M.S. in electrical engineering and quantum electronOf Armenian descent, Helvajian was born in Egypt, where his
ics. He earned his Ph.D. at USC in the same field but working
grandparents had migrated during the Armenian genocide
in photochemistry. He joined Aerospace in 1984 following
of 1915. When he was nine years old, his parents left Egypt,
two years as a National Academy of Sciences postdoctoral felwhich was beset with class and religious tensions in the late
low doing chemistry at the Naval Research Laboratory. Rick
1950s, and emigrated to Southern California. Until that time,
Heidner III (Aerospace Distinguished Scientist) “found” him
his mother had been his teacher. His formal schooling began
looking for a job at a laser photochemistry conference, and
in Los Angeles.
offered him a position in his section that had both lasers and
“We got here in 1963. Coming to the United States was
space. “A ‘no’ answer would surely have been tempting fate.”
wonderful, and it was a wonderful time. I was trying to assimilate myself, my background; I was trying to be something
6
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Future Directions in
Flight Software Assurance
Aerospace is helping mission planners understand and manage the risks
associated with an increased reliance on sophisticated onboard software.

Elisabeth Nguyen, Robert Pettit, and Myron Hecht

I

n 1999, the Mars Climate Orbiter was
lost as a result of a software error in its
navigation system. A few months later,
the Mars Polar Lander crashed because
software prematurely shut down its descent engines. In 2005, the Huygens Probe
lost half of its image data because of a defect in a single line of code.
Software accounts for a relatively small
fraction of total satellite cost, but as these
instances show, it can have a disproportionate effect on mission success. In fact,
an Aerospace study of operational failures
showed that, in the period from 1998 to
2000, nearly half of all observed space
vehicle anomalies were related to software.
A rigorous and consistent software assurance approach is clearly needed—but with
current systems employing up to a million Engineers examine a satellite architecture using the Aerospace AADL-based reliability prediction tool.
lines of code, the prospect of verifying
and validating system software in a timely
fashion poses a significant challenge. As
or other programmable electronics. Flight software must
part of its overall focus on mission assurance, Aerospace has
interface with that hardware correctly, and interactions among
embarked upon numerous research efforts to develop new
software components also have to work. Software design ususoftware analysis techniques and to apply the latest developally includes several layers of abstraction, with corresponding
ments to critical space programs.
interface definitions.
Various factors influence how well software systems can be
Software Assurance
assured. Data-bus architectures, for example, are a significant
contributor to system assurability. Although the data bus is a
Software assurance is different from hardware assurance.
low-level component when viewed from a hardware perspecTraditional hardware assurance focuses on when a compotive, it carries and synchronizes data from all major spacecraft
nent will wear out or break. Software assurance considers
subsystems. Most spacecraft use the MIL-STD-1553 data bus,
the entire system life cycle, from concept definition (which
but this has a relatively low throughput. Aerospace is analyzing
determines how much software is needed and how complex
newer techniques, such as time-triggered bus architectures and
it will be) through testing (which ensures that system-level
even Ethernet variants, for assurability and practicality.
interactions—as implemented in software—will function as
The choice of programming language also has a significant
designed). Similarly, software assurance can span all levels of
effect
on software assurance. Different languages have characsystem abstraction. For example, hardware redundancy can
teristics,
such as type safety, that can make it easier or harder
generate a need for software-driven failure detection and comto
introduce
and catch errors in coding. Some languages allow
ponent switchover, and many hardware components also inprogrammers
to specify the preconditions and required outclude firmware (software logic fabricated into the component)
comes of a function. Automated checkers can then determine
CROSSLINK SPRING 2011
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whether the function will produce the required outcome based
on the given preconditions. SPARK (based on Ada) and Java
(combined with the Java Modeling Language) are examples of
languages that allow this feature. These languages have not yet
seen widespread use in the space industry, however, so Aerospace is investigating their applicability.
Space-rated processors lag well behind commercial processors in computational performance. Determining the worstcase execution time of a software process—and thus whether
it can be guaranteed to complete within its allotted time—is
extremely difficult. A large part of the problem is uncertainty
in the timing characteristics of the processor on which the
software runs. Memory consistency is also a difficult problem;
most processors execute multiple software tasks, and in critical
systems, it is imperative that critical tasks (such as fault management) are protected from potential failures in other tasks.
Determining execution time used to be a simple calculation: multiply the number of instructions by each instruction’s
cycle time and processor clock rate. Commercial processor architectures long ago abandoned this simple execution model,
and recent space-rated processor designs, such as the RHPPC
603e and the RAD-750 PowerPC, have incorporated some of
their more advanced techniques. These include out-of-order
execution of instructions to work around data dependencies;
caching instructions and data read from memory; and branch
prediction, which is predicting the outcome of a control flow
branch and speculatively issuing instructions. Calculation of
flight software timing characteristics must now factor differing memory speeds, e.g., off-chip memory vs. on-chip cache
memory. These new processor enhancements also introduce
new flight software assurance issues, such as ensuring consistency between off-chip and on-chip data.

Simulation and Modeling
To evaluate software execution parameters, functional simulation is generally preferred because it gives quick answers; however, it does not capture the complex dynamics of the flight
software as it executes. Cycle-accurate simulation—which
simulates the exact internal behavior of a microprocessor,
cycle for cycle—is used for detailed studies requiring high
fidelity; however, this comes at a significant performance cost.
Aerospace is working to develop a cycle-accurate simulation
system within a realistic vehicle environment. Researchers are
creating an enhanced tool suite based on a unified simulation
environment to support assessment and diagnosis of real-time
flight software execution on modern space processors. The
tool would also serve as a flexible concept design environment
for new space-based applications and systems. The effort also
includes parallelization of the simulation algorithms to avoid
the performance problems of cycle-accurate simulation, making it competitive with functional simulation as a timely analysis technique.
Testing and simulation can give strong assurance that some
particular case with some particular set of inputs will execute
correctly—but these techniques can cover only a small fraction of the software’s vast range of possible inputs. Modeling is
therefore a necessary complement to testing and simulation.
A model is an abstraction of the software system created by
means of a discrete modeling language. It can be used to check
8
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whether the critical properties of the software can be expected
to hold true. Formal models have defined semantics that enable this analysis, which is usually done by a software program.
Because it works on an abstraction of the software, such
a model checker would not, for example, identify memory
conflicts between different processes on the same processor
(as a cycle-accurate simulation would). It can, however, verify
high-level properties—such as the absence of potential for
deadlock between processes—that would be difficult to prove
through testing. Aerospace has a technology transfer effort
underway to use temporal-logic model checking to model
and analyze the reachable state space of a program (or set of
interacting programs). The goal is to find the most effective
way to model spacecraft fault-management software, to capture the critical characteristics in the abstraction, and to define
the right properties for software assurance. Aerospace is also
working to complete a flight-software reference architecture.
Reference architectures are used to define the characteristics of
a software product line and to show how different elements of
that product line can vary. Some spacecraft are actually built as
product lines, but even if they are not, they still exhibit a high
degree of commonality, so a reference architecture can support
spacecraft analysis across programs. This is particularly true at
a high level, where many of the same system requirements are
used over and over.
The spacecraft reference architecture is used to help capture and analyze requirements in the early phases of development. The architecture itself is represented as a set of generic
requirements imposed on a spacecraft. These can be at different levels of abstraction. For example, a requirement for
stationkeeping might have refined—but generic—counterparts
for low Earth orbit, geosynchronous orbit, and highly elliptical
orbit. Relationships among these requirements can be captured as generic, analyzable properties.
The generic requirements from the reference architecture
can be tailored for inclusion in a request for proposal for
spacecraft procurement. This will help ensure completeness of
the requirements included and make such requests more consistent across programs. This would make it easier to exploit
Aerospace’s formal analysis capabilities. Furthermore, when
the contractor requirements are being evaluated, Aerospace
can assess whether the contractor’s instantiation of the generic
requirements still satisfies all of the relationships that the reference architecture defines among those components.

Reliability Modeling
When a spacecraft hardware component fails, the failure is
generally permanent. With software, however, a failure need
not be permanent or unfixable. Simply retrying a function, or
restarting a process, can be used to recover from a failure if
system conditions (e.g., specific sensor inputs or interprocess
timing) change between attempts.
Complex software applications actually have an expected,
quantifiable failure rate, but spacecraft have built-in capabilities—such as fault management, anomaly detection and resolution, and safing—to deal with these problems. Traditional
reliability analysis does not account for software failures,
which means that predictions of spacecraft reliability are
overly optimistic.

Context for goal
(can be used with goals
or strategies)

Top-level goal

Justification for
use of strategy

Decomposition Strategy
(may be implicit)

Subgoal

Subgoal

Subgoal

Subgoal

Unfinished argument
Goal supported
by conversation
with subjectmatter expert

Goal supported
in another
diagram

Evidence
supporting
goal

Recommendation
for improving
evidence

Recommended
further
assessment

Evidence
not in
scope

Elements adapted from the Goal Structuring Notation for a software assurance case.
Arguments or goals are represented by rectangles. Black arrows show the argument

decomposition, red arrows show context. This version explicitly defines the strategy
used for decomposition. Strategies aren’t required if the decomposition is obvious.

Accounting for software failure and recovery in system
reliability is significantly more difficult than addressing hardware alone. For example, in a hardware-only analysis of a
system consisting of two redundant channels, the reliability
is determined by the reliabilities of the two channels and the
switchover mechanism. When software failure and recovery
is accounted for, the analysis must also include the software
failure rate, the probability of software recovery, and the time
necessary to execute the recovery. The mathematics behind the
assessment are more complex and generally require the use of
analytical tools. In addition, the models used to properly represent such redundancy require significant time and effort to
create and verify.
Aerospace is working to develop tools to more quickly and
accurately create models of combined hardware/software systems by integrating the reliability assessment with system architectural modeling. This effort draws upon the Architecture
Analysis and Design Language (AADL), a system-modeling
language that covers both hardware components and software
functions as well as their system-level interactions.
AADL includes an error annex, so that failure behavior
of architectural components can be specified within the same
language (and tool) as the architecture, significantly reducing
the difficulty in producing valid failure and repair models.
Aerospace has implemented an extension that enables the
error annexes to be linked to a tool that can solve the underlying mathematics. This will enable programs to build and analyze reliability properties of software systems more quickly and
accurately than in the past, paving the way to incorporation of
software considerations into system reliability analyses.

and operational environments can mean that critical defects
are missed during testing. Aerospace encourages flight software testing to be as realistic as possible, as early as possible.
Methods used by Aerospace include software-in-the-loop testing (where the actual flight software is used in a test setup with
simulated hardware) and hardware-in-the-loop testing (where
actual flight hardware is used). Each has limitations. Softwarein-the-loop testing cannot verify performance requirements
and does not enable testing of complex timing characteristics
of flight software. A hardware-in-the-loop testbed costs as
much to construct as the operational unit (which can easily
exceed a million dollars).
Aerospace has introduced a third method, called softwareemulated hardware-in-the-loop, that offers most of the benefit
of hardware-in-the-loop testing but without the prohibitive
cost. In this method, all satellite systems are emulated through
software that mimics the functionality, interfaces, and performance of flight hardware, therefore providing a test system
that is functionally equivalent to a hardware testbed. Once a
software-emulated testbed has been developed, it can be replicated on demand at effectively no additional cost. Emulating
hardware also addresses the obsolescence issues faced by many
programs, because the testing can be performed even if flight
hardware is no longer available.
Aerospace has developed a software-emulated hardwarein-the-loop framework for I/O (input/output) components
and data buses. The core of the system was implemented as a
flexible discrete-event simulation server with a modular interface to back-end processes. The system has been demonstrated
using the real flight software from a government space program, with 21 emulated I/O components and four data buses.
Aerospace is using the emulated system to conduct independent testing for the program.
Future efforts will involve emulation of the actual flight
processor. In the near term, this effort will aim for a higher

Realistic Testing
Another challenge in flight software assurance is testing the
software in a realistic environment. Differences between test
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level of abstraction than the cycle-accurate simulation effort,
so the more widespread (and faster) functional simulation
will be used. Aerospace hopes to combine software-emulated
hardware-in-the-loop testing with cycle-accurate simulators
for a flight-hardware emulation of even higher fidelity.
Functional emulation in an effort this broad still poses
difficulties. The compiled flight code must be linked with a
board support package (providing libraries specific to the
processor being emulated) and compiler executive (a software
component similar to an operating system) and distilled into
a binary image for emulation. The startup software for the
processor, which resides in a separate memory location, must
then configure the interrupt vectors of the interfaces, initialize
the hardware, and load the binary image into the initialized
processor memory. All of these steps are necessary before
emulation of the flight software can even begin. Aerospace is
working to develop this capability in a flexible way so that it
can be used efficiently across programs for comprehensive
independent testing.

Assurance Cases
While spacecraft designs have traditionally achieved high
reliability through hardware redundancy, the desire to reduce
power consumption, mass, and cost while increasing spacecraft capabilities has shifted more of the burden of ensuring
reliable operations onto the flight software. Modern spacecraft
designs implement the bulk of the control system’s functionality in software, so flight software engineers have to understand
the spacecraft’s overall requirements and design to ensure that
the software will meet mission needs.
This is especially true for functions that must be highly
dependable, such as the safing system. Most spacecraft have
such a system, or at the least a mode of operation, to keep the
vehicle powered and thermally safe in the event of an anomaly.
Safing gives ground operators time to understand a problem
and develop a solution without having to worry about vehicle
loss. Safing systems are usually complex, and might use some
of the same hardware and software used in normal operation—so it is important to understand why something that
causes the primary system to fail will not also cause the safing
system to fail. This means that the interactions among different hardware and software components used in safing need
to be understood, and the evidence that the components and
their interactions have been verified needs to be documented
to provide confidence that all the risks to the vehicle have been
identified and mitigated.
Assurance cases are increasingly being used for performing
this kind of analysis. “Case” in this sense is like a case in the
legal world: a documented argument that a system will meet
its mission assurance requirements. In the past, Aerospace
work on assurance cases focused on their ability to represent
an assurance argument clearly and concisely, exposing deficiencies that might reveal risks and enabling the arguments
to be reviewed independently. Graphical notations were used
for diagramming the arguments and formalizing their syntax.
More recent work has looked at creating patterns that can be
used across different arguments, to help in making stronger,
reusable arguments. Existing patterns focus on general software arguments and do not take advantage of the similarity of
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requirements and architectures across different spacecraft—
the same similarity that is being captured in the reference
architecture.
Aerospace has produced a set of patterns that are specific
to safe-mode arguments, with an emphasis on functionality
that is implemented in flight software. The patterns capture,
for instance, the need to show that safe-mode attitude control
can be maintained even if normal attitude control has failed.
Creating patterns for assurance also enables lessons learned
to be disseminated across different programs—for example,
by requiring the arguments to show how critical lessons have
been addressed.
Aerospace’s assurance case work is complementary to its
reference architecture work. The requirements in the reference
architecture capture what properties need to hold, whereas the
assurance case captures why they need to hold and why specific ones were included or excluded. Assurance cases are not
a formal analysis technique, so argument assertions cannot be
checked mechanically; but those assertions are simple to write,
and the case is easily reviewed by nonexperts. Each technique
makes its own contribution to overall flight software assurance.

Synthesizing Different Analysis Capabilities
Bringing together all the different analyses needed to support
flight software assurance is a challenge in itself. Some of this
synthesis can be done using the assurance case. The individual
analyses show that the claims in the argument (e.g., safemode software will control the satellite so that the solar arrays
are illuminated) are supported by evidence (e.g., successful
software-emulated hardware-in-the-loop testing). However,
the intricacies of interactions among software and hardware,
among software components, and among varying levels of
abstraction, mean that it is difficult to argue that the individual
analyses cover the problem space without synthesizing the
analyses themselves.
The disadvantage of synthesizing two (or more) analyses
is that it forces the analyses to be more general, so they might
not be as well-suited to their individual tasks. Thus, sometimes it makes sense for analyses to be tightly coupled (as with
AADL modeling and quantitative reliability assessment); other
times, a rough correspondence is better (as with the reference
architecture and assurance cases).
Aerospace has been working to integrate formal modeling
of software through several lifecycle stages by means of a project known as the Software Lifecycle Analysis Environment.
Flight software contractors use different commercial tools
for their requirements, architecture, and design artifacts, and
that makes Aerospace’s job a challenge: the contractors have
to be free to use the tools that work best for them, but Aerospace has to be able to assess their artifacts regardless of the
tools they use. The Software Lifecycle Analysis Environment
toolset was designed and developed with vendor-independent
open-source components. Aerospace can use it to analyze the
links between the contractors’ different requirements, design,
and test representations to gauge their completeness and
consistency with respect to each other. The Software Lifecycle
Analysis Environment is currently being upgraded using a
new metamodel as the underlying representation. This will enable entire models to be captured and critical properties to be
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defined and analyzed using standard queries that exist in commercial and open-source tools.
Aerospace’s Modeling and Analysis for Real-Time Embedded Software (MARTES) center integrates different tools that
are specifically focused on embedded software analysis and
prototyping. This includes off-the-shelf real-time computing
hardware and operating systems as well as software modeling,
analysis, and development tools. One of the key areas supported by the center is the capability to perform early precode
analysis of real-time embedded software architectures, including performance analysis and examination of concurrent
software behavior. The MARTES center also provides facilities
to explore and evaluate new software architecture, design, and
development technologies for real-time embedded systems
with a particular focus on spaceflight software.

that abstractions do not hide subtle flaws that could lead to
vehicle loss. Both these approaches require continual improvement because the size of the software to be assured grows
along with its complexity.
Aerospace is focused on developing capabilities that are
reusable across programs to enable strong assurance while
reducing time and cost. Ideally, this will lead to analyses that
consolidate existing capabilities rather than employ isolated,
individual efforts. A continuing push for automated formal
analysis will raise the level of confidence in the types of analyses already being conducted. The spectrum of analysis techniques will be tied together by the assurance case, helping to
focus limited resources to achieve the greatest benefit. These
strategies will together enable Aerospace to assure the software
that will implement the needs of twenty-first century space
systems.

Conclusion
Software assurance is a difficult problem because software absorbs the increasing complexity needed of modern space systems. Abstract modeling becomes important to deal with the
complexity, but precise analysis remains necessary to ensure
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The Next Big Thing:
Nanomaterials Development
for Space Technology Applications
The ability to modify material properties and composite structures on the nanoscale offers
intriguing possibilities for space system designers. Aerospace is evaluating nanomaterials
and processing techniques that will directly affect future space capabilities.

Frank Livingston, Alan Hopkins, and Bruce Weiller

A

dvances in space capabilities are
often driven by advances in materials science. Satellite structures
require durable, lightweight materials
that can withstand the physical stresses of
launch and operate for extended periods
in the extreme environment of space.
System capability is largely defined by individual components such as sensors and
circuits that combine various materials
with different processing requirements.
Recent years have seen a growing interest
in the ability to manipulate compounds
on the nanoscale to increase functionality, versatility, and performance; however,
many challenges associated with nanomaterial synthesis, nanostructure fabrication, and device manufacture must be
addressed to fully realize the potential of
nanomaterials for space systems enhancement. Aerospace has been leading innovative efforts to solve these problems, drawing upon broad
expertise and specialized resources not found anywhere else.

Nanostructured Thin Films for Infrared Sensors
Space systems rely on sophisticated sensors for numerous
military and intelligence applications, including surveillance,
target tracking and discrimination, fire control, and infrared
and hyperspectral imaging. Current sensor systems generally
must be cooled to ultralow temperatures to enhance operating
stability and resolution and to minimize thermal noise and
dark current. However, cryogenically cooled devices present
significant design challenges related to size, weight, power,
and cost, as they are expensive to manufacture, require frequent calibration and maintenance, and consume appreciable
amounts of power.
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Infrared detectors made from pyroelectric materials (which
generate a temporary electrical current in response to a change
in temperature) have received significant attention as a result
of their stability, sensitivity, wide spectral response, and low
amount of dark current. In a pyroelectric detector, a ferroelectric absorbing layer is used to capture radiant energy, which
heats up the pyroelectric material, causing a spontaneous and
reversible electric polarization and a measurable variation
in the surface charge. When integrated with the appropriate electronic circuitry, the output current can be correlated
to the rate of temperature change. These capacitive detectors
have particularly benefited from the inclusion of a thermally
sensitive dielectric layer made from multimetallic oxides and
perovskites (a class of crystalline mineral characterized by
high pyroelectric coefficients and low dielectric loss tangents).
Several fundamental barriers must be overcome before perovskites and other promising nanomaterials can be

200 nm

Aerospace, in collaboration with the Institute for Collaborative Biotechnologies at
UC Santa Barbara and the U.S. Army Research Laboratory, has been investigating
biologically inspired methods for creating and tailoring high-purity nanocrystalline
materials under benign conditions for application in advanced infrared sensors.

20 nm

2 nm

The new approaches permit the synthesis of exceptionally small perovskite nano
particles, which can be functionalized and dispersed to form high-quality, mechanically robust thin films (such as barium titanate, shown here) on prefabricated
infrared sensor electronics.

incorporated into next-generation uncooled infrared imaging
and detection devices. For example, perovskites generally must
be processed under harsh, high-temperature conditions. Thus,
the fabrication of well-defined perovskite nanostructures is
not compatible with direct monolithic integration of detector
elements onto commercially fabricated circuits. Moreover, traditional fabrication methods do not readily support the processing and activation of integrated homogeneous thin films
to create functional, thermally isolated pixel arrays.
Aerospace has been leading cross-disciplinary efforts to
overcome these barriers, drawing upon recent advances in the
synthesis and deposition of biomimetic nanomaterials, laser
processing of nanomaterials, and design and performance testing of nanomaterial sensors. In particular, Aerospace has been
building upon work conducted at the Institute for Collaborative Biotechnologies at UC Santa Barbara, which developed
a catalytic process to synthesize nanostructured multimetallic oxides and perovskites such as barium titanate (BaTiO3)
and barium strontium titanate (BaSrTiO3). Unlike traditional

processes that require high temperatures and extreme pH
conditions—and provide limited control of composition, size,
and shape—this new technique mimics enzyme-mediated
biomineralization and relies on temporal and vectorial catalyst
gradients to provide high-purity crystalline materials with
complex nanostructures under benign conditions, i.e., low
temperature, ambient pressure, and nearly neutral pH. The
kinetically controlled vapor-diffusion method produces exceptionally small (2–5 nanometers [nm] diameter) and stable
BaTiO3 and BaSrTiO3 nanocrystals that can be dispersed and
spin-cast to form high-quality, homogeneous, crack-free thin
films on prefabricated infrared sensor circuitry. The films are
mechanically robust, and the nanoscale particles provide high
surface-to-volume ratios for enhanced sensitivity and rapid
heating and cooling for extremely fast response times and high
spatial resolution.
Nonetheless, these perovskite thin films still present challenges that limit their usefulness in infrared focal-plane arrays.
In bulk form, BaTiO3 and BaSrTiO3 perovskites are roomtemperature pyroelectric materials having
a tetragonal crystal structure; however,
as particle dimensions approach the nanoscale (less than 30 nm), the tetragonal
crystal structure gives way to a cubic crystal structure, and the ferroelectric nature
of the material vanishes. At this scale, a
high-temperature annealing step is necessary to convert the material to the tetragonal phase and restore pyroelectricity. This
has typically been accomplished using
conventional resistive and furnace heating;
however, these techniques lead to global
phase transformations, where the entire
film undergoes structural conversion. The
ideal technique would permit site-selective
activation of pyroelectric regions in the
perovskite film. Fortunately, lasers provide
an alternative to furnace heating that is
physically nonintrusive and allows for preFrank Livingston aligns the optical components of the Aerospace-developed laser micro/nanoengineering
cise phase transformations and patterned
experimental workstation, which is being used to selectively activate pyroelectric structures in perovskite thin
films for infrared sensor applications. This unique instrument pushes current technology limits on motion con- annealing at selective locations.
trol, active vibration damping, optical pulse modulation, and synchronization of tool path motion with photon
Aerospace has developed a revolutiondelivery, and provides the capability to “write” features on a diverse range of materials, transforming them to
ary
laser processing technique and micro/
an even wider range of compositions and phases with novel nanoscale structures and properties.
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nanoengineering workstation to fully exploit the ferroelectric
properties of perovskite nanoparticle thin films for infrared
focal-plane arrays. Specifically, Aerospace is using digitally
scripted pulse-modulation techniques to induce patterned
phase transformation of micro- and nanoscale aggregates
of the perovskite nanoparticles. This novel approach offers
several key benefits: precise photon flux control for highfidelity pyroelectric phase transformation; spatially localized
phase conversion for proper thermal isolation; and 2-D and
3-D patterning capability with computer-assisted design and
manufacturing (CAD/CAM) systems to support rapid prototyping, component uniformity, and low-cost manufacture. The
laser processing station pushes current technology limits on
motion control, active vibration damping, photonics, optical
pulse modulation, and synchronization of tool path motion
and photon delivery, with complete 3-D motion control on the
20–50 nm scale while traveling at velocities in excess of 200
mm/sec. The specialized capabilities of the Aerospace laser
workstation cannot be achieved with traditional laser processing approaches and do not currently exist on any commercial
instruments.
The key to laser material processing is the ability to precisely vary the laser parameters and system controls for the
specific material under irradiation at the optimal time. Precise
real-time modulation of the intensity, polarization, wavelength, and temporal and spatial characteristics of the laser
pulses permits the control of energy flow (e.g., heat) into a

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
Silicon fanout chip
g)

h)
i)

— 300 μm

Laser-pixelated
perovskite thin film

Freestanding pyroelectric
thin-film membrane

Laser-scripted pixelation is a direct-write phase-transformation process based on
the precise and position-synchronized delivery of discrete laser-pulse “scripts.”
The single-step maskless process does not rely on photolithography or etching for
pixel structure formation or pattern transfer. The result is a freestanding thin-film
membrane comprising infrared-activated pixel regions (gray inset shows a single
100 × 100 μm pixel) that are isolated within an inactive nanoparticle matrix.
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Low-temperature nanostructured perovskite thin-film growth and site-specific
laser-scripted pixelation and pyroelectric activation are wholly compatible with
direct monolithic integration of pixel elements with commercially fabricated readout
integrated circuitry. Here, a laser-processed infrared thin-film test structure has been
integrated into a leadless chip carrier and is ready for electrical characterization and
pyroelectric response measurements.

material during patterning. Consequently, the energy flux can
be regulated to express specific chemical and physical properties in the material on a highly localized scale. Precise light
modulation can affect both thermal and nonthermal processes
and can facilitate the desired type of materials processing and
alteration, such as the phase transformation of cubic nonpyro
electric to tetragonal pyroelectric BaTiO3. This approach is
ideal for a moving substrate under constant laser irradiation
and essential for a variegated substrate that consists of heterogeneous interconnected materials or phases that require
different processing conditions (e.g., BaTiO3 thin-film overlayers interfaced with semiconductor or fanout architectures).
Conventional laser processing techniques suffer from limited
power control and do not permit synchronized laser-pulse
modulation during patterning. This limitation can lead to
problems such as inconsistent photon exposure, thermal energy transfer outside the irradiated region, material removal
from nonirradiated regions, defect formation, and residual
stress and fracture, all of which can significantly degrade component functionality and device performance.
The Aerospace approach, known as “laser genotype directwrite processing,” overcomes these problems by carefully tailoring and modulating the photon delivery during patterning.
By analogy with the genotype function and trait expression
via base pairing in biology, the Aerospace technique involves
merging or pairing a sequence of concatenated laser-pulse
scripts with the Cartesian tool path. Each laser-pulse script is
designed to induce a specific material transformation and express multiple functionalities (traits) on a common substrate.
Because the laser-pulse modulation is synchronized with the
tool path in a line-by-line fashion, each laser-irradiated spot
receives the appropriate photon exposure to achieve the desired outcome.
The laser-pulse scripts can be adapted in real time—via integrated ultrafast spectroscopic detection and intelligent feedback algorithms—to compensate for the chemical and physical
changes that occur in a material as a result of the laser process
itself. Each predefined pulse script is delivered on a per-spot

basis, so the photon flux is spatially localized to a high degree, which increases thermal isolation and decreases dark
current. The development of user-defined patterns by the
CAD/CAM system enables the 2-D and 3-D processing of
existing architectures and facilitates ultimate integration
into commercial devices.
Prior to the Aerospace efforts, laser-induced phase
transformations in multimetallic oxides and perovskite
thin films remained elusive and largely unexplored. In fact,
the first attempts to use laser direct-write processing to induce patterned pyroelectric phase conversion and activate
an infrared response in perovskite thin films were conducted at Aerospace, but these conventional approaches
proved unsuccessful. Despite modifying a wide range of
laser processing parameters—including wavelength, power,
pulse repetition rate, and pulse length—the efforts either
failed to provide the thermal transients in the crystal lattice
needed to induce phase conversion or resulted in a small
extent of conversion that was accompanied by appreciable
disruption to the perovskite film (e.g., delamination and
desorption, surface roughening, and sintering).
The Aerospace team then used a different approach,
applying patented laser genotype direct-write processing techniques for high-fidelity, position-synchronized
photon modulation—and the results were striking. Using
one-temperature modeling studies of the interaction of ultra
short laser pulses with perovskite nanoparticles, researchers
were able to quantitatively examine the electron thermalization and cooling rates in the thin films. The resulting lattice
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Prototype infrared-activated pixel arrays—including 8 × 8 (above), 32 × 32, and 256 ×
256 detector pixel arrays—were fabricated on BaTiO3 and BaSrTiO3 thin films deposited
on various silicon substrates using laser genotype direct-write processing. The 8 × 8 array
patterns comprise 64 individual pixels, where the pixel dimensions are 100 × 100 μm
with a center-to-center spacing of 200 μm. Piezoresponse-force microscopy shows appreciable nanoscale ferroelectric phase contrast in laser-pixelated regions (upper right),
further confirming pyroelectric conversion to the infrared-active tetragonal phase. Ferro
electric phase contrast was not observed for the inactive nanoparticle matrix (bottom
right) surrounding the laser-activated pixel regions.

Intensity

temperature distributions were used to devise preliminary
laser-pulse scripts, which were used to carefully control the
delivery of energy (heat) into the phonon subsystem during patterning to rapidly increase the temperature of the
perovskite thin film above the phase-transition temperature
and to maintain a constant heating and
cooling rate—all without disruption or
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structure and dynamic vibrational symmetry, showed that the extent of laser0
induced phase conversion was consistent
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microscopy revealed no damage to the
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perovskite thin film.
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tive insensitivity to topography and ease of
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implementation. This technique revealed
appreciable ferroelectric phase contrast in
Raman spectra measured for (a) tetragonal-phase BaTiO3 acquired after furnace heating at 1000°C for 30 min- the perovskite films that were patterned
utes and 60 minutes; (b–c) BaTiO3 thin films following digitally scripted laser genotype direct-write processing
via laser genotype direct-write processing
at a wavelength of 355 nm and a pulse repetition rate of 80 megahertz, where the maximum per-pulse fluand further confirmed successful pyro−2
ence in each pulse script shown is 0.6 J/cm ; and (d) as-received cubic-phase BaTiO3 thin film prior to laser
exposure. The results show that the extent of laser-induced phase conversion is consistent with that attained electric conversion to the infrared-active
via conventional furnace heating and illuminate the importance of using discrete laser pulse scripts (see insets)
phase. The laser-structured and pyroto control energy/heat flow into the material’s phonon subsystem for improved lattice temperature distribution
electrically activated regions were highly
and efficient site-specific phase transformation and pyroelectric activation.
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uniform, with domain sizes ranging from
50 to 500 nm. Infrared pixel arrays—including prototype 8 × 8, 32 × 32, and 256 × 256
(100 × 100 micron) detector pixel arrays—
were successfully fabricated on pure and
doped BaTiO3 and BaSrTiO3 thin films deposited on various silicon substrates. These
prototype arrays are now being analyzed
by defense researchers to assess infrared
responsiveness and detector performance.
Aerospace’s advances in the laser processing and activation of nanostructured
perovskites and other nanoscale films are
enabling new strategies for the fabrication
of infrared detectors. Standard fabrication
approaches comprise numerous steps that
are lengthy and expensive. In contrast, laser
direct-write infrared activation is a maskThis one-of-a-kind laser micro/nanoengineering experimental workstation uses patented laser genotype
direct-write techniques for advanced materials processing applications. The instrument retains versatility
less, single-step phase-conversion process,
for basic and applied research studies, comprising multiple-wavelength capabilities with CAD/CAM linking,
and thus does not rely on photolithography
position-synchronized photon modulation, and in situ ultrafast spectroscopic detection. Aerospace researchor etching for pixel structure formation or
ers are using these features to tailor nanomaterials for a diverse array of space technology applications,
including sensors and imaging devices, frequency-agile communication systems, and small satellite design.
pattern transfer. Because the thin films are
directly integrated onto prefabricated sensor
circuitry, there is no need for solder bump
significant challenges still exist in translating these properties
formation or flip-chip bonding. The thin-film element is a
into the macrostructures required for future space vehicles.
freestanding pyroelectric membrane, where each infraredFor example, carbon nanotubes have strength-to-mass
activated pixel is isolated within a pyroelectrically inactive
ratios about 50 times greater than that of typical composites
matrix; the detector array is less susceptible to thermal mismatch and pixel-to-pixel optical crosstalk and does not require reinforced with carbon fiber and about 600 times greater than
aluminum alloys. Because some spacecraft and launch vehicle
substrate thinning. Integrated spectroscopic detection permits
components could, in principle, be constructed from carbon
phase transformation control and process optimization, and
nanotubes, the weight of a spacecraft could decrease by an
CAD/CAM linking allows for rapid changes in sensor design
order of magnitude or more with no change in size or funcand pixel geometry. These features promote rapid prototyping
and batch fabrication of new affordable infrared sensor devices, tion. For example, large satellites derive approximately 10 percent of their mass from just bulky copper wiring harnesses.
and are now being considered for commercial transfer.
A weight savings of nearly 50 percent could be achieved
Carbon Nanotubes
by swapping out copper for electrically conducting carbon
nanotubes. The technology to do so is probably still far off;
Aerospace has been investigating potential applications
more moderate increases in strength-to-mass ratios could be
for another class of engineered materials known as carbon
attained much earlier by using new composites infused with
nanotubes. These remarkable materials possess the chemical
carbon nanotubes and nanotube-infused fibers. While a numproperties of carbon, the thermal conductivity of diamond,
ber of researchers in government and private labs are working
and the electrical conductivity of copper or silicon. However,
in these composites areas, few have successfully produced

Piezoresponse-Force Microscopy
Aerospace has developed and successfully applied piezoresponseforce microscopy techniques for nanoscale characterization of the
phase contrasts of nonferroelectric and ferroelectric domains in
thin-film and bulk dielectric substrates. Piezoresponse-force microscopy permits direct imaging of ferroelectric domain structures
with resolution on the order of 3 to 10 nanometers. Traditional
atomic-force microscopes can be augmented and tailored for specific
operational modes like piezoresponse-force microscopy, where the
mechanical response of the sample is measured during local electrical
excitation by the microscope probe tip. A modulated ac voltage is
applied between the underlying substrate and conductive microscope
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tip during contact-mode scanning. Using lock-in amplifier techniques,
the local electromechanical displacement can be decoupled from the
topographical displacement via the phase shift between the rapidly
oscillating ac field and the slow cantilever displacement feedback.
The static cantilever deflection corresponds to the surface profile
variations and topography, while the modulated cantilever oscillations
are related to the piezoelectric response of the sample. Additionally, piezoresponse-force microscopy allows for the simultaneous
acquisition of data corresponding to out-of-plane distortions (where
the polarization is normal to the surface) as well as in-plane or lateral
distortions (where the polarization is parallel to the surface).

Alan Hopkins installs a print cartridge in the materials printer. To the left are multiple
formulations of carbon nanotube “inks” in disposable piezo ink-jet cartridges.

Alan Hopkins with a circuit made entirely from electrically conductive single-walled
carbon nanotubes printed on a flexible substrate.

high-strength polymer composites with nanotube infusion,
and few (if any) are addressing how to manufacture usable
structures with them once the materials are available. Further
more, stronger and lighter structures that take as long to
manufacture as current ones will probably be just as expensive.
Thus, automated production techniques that can yield stronger
materials rapidly and inexpensively must be perfected before
the full potential of carbon nanotubes can be realized.
One promising technique is ink-jet printing; it is fast and
efficient, and it is currently one of the best direct-patterning
techniques. It relies on piezo-driven nozzles to release tiny
droplets of ink from the printer head. This noncontact technique is advantageous for depositing nanomaterials such as
carbon nanotubes directly onto substrates because it does not
require masks or patterns. Aerospace researchers have demonstrated a simple, reliable method for forming uniform carbon
nanotube arrays directly onto a surface via ink-jet printing.
The key to the invention is a unique nanotube-infused liquidmatrix “ink” that has low enough viscosity to be extruded
efficiently though ink-jet sprayers, and yet hardens on contact
with the substrate. In addition, researchers have formulated a
nanocomposite ink that consists of a low-viscosity polyimide/
POSS material.
Both of the inks developed at Aerospace consist of mostly
unaligned tangles of carbon nanotubes. The goal is to somehow align these nanotubes to increase the directional strength
of the deposited layer. To do so, Aerospace researchers tried
placing organic molecular marks on substrates of gold and
glass to help guide the initial self-assembly of the nanotubes.
Researchers also evaluated the use of self-assembled monolayer boundaries for controlling the absorption of single-wall
nanotubes on the gold substrate. Single-wall nanotubes are
known to be attracted to the boundary between hydrophilic
and hydrophobic features made by using thiols (organic
compounds similar to alcohols and phenols). A separate cartridge was used to deposit patterns of thiols approximately
10 microns wide on the functionalized gold. Using this technique, researchers were able to control the position and shape
of the monolayer and construct various geometries.

Choosing the appropriate combination of solvent and substrate is crucial to prevent clogging of the ink cartridge and to
obtain homogenous films. Aerospace has demonstrated the
production of nanotube ink formulas that promoted poly
electrolyte exchange reactions, which produced homogeneous
fluids over a broad compositional range that possessed the viscosities required for flow through the microcapillary nozzles
of the ink-jet printer. These results will be used toward higherordered structures made of single-wall nanotubes by a combined process of self-assembly and drop-on-demand printing
techniques.

Nanotube-Reinforced Polymers
Qualities such as electrical conductivity, high aspect ratio,
high modulus, and high strength make carbon nanotubes a
natural candidate for use as fillers in polymer composites for
spacecraft structures. Aerospace has been investigating ways to
exploit these characteristics in polymer blends.
For example, polymer films in the thermal blankets used
on most satellites are typically coated with a conductive layer
of indium tin oxide to prevent the buildup of electrostatic

Carbon nanotubes embedded into the polymer matrix take the form of nanofiber
ropes (10–20 nm in diameter) spanning a crack in the polycyanurate caused by
shrinkage during cure. The addition of carbon nanotubes was shown to increase the
elastic modulus of polycyanurate by more than 125 percent.
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charges that could lead to potentially harmful discharges;
however, these coatings can crack and oxidize, which reduces
their conductivity. Aerospace has developed a transparent
polymer blend with sufficient bulk conductivity and environmental stability to mitigate surface charging on satellites. The
material—a carbon-nanotube/polyimide blend—could eliminate hundreds of straps used to ground the conductive front
surface of the blankets to the spacecraft. Researchers have
been able to increase the optical transmittance of the material
by using fluorinated polyaniline in the polyimide. A target

surface conductivity of 1 × 10–6 to 1 × 10–8 Siemens per centimeter was chosen as a compromise between the competing
goals of optical clarity and electrical conductivity. Moreover,
recent results show that carbon nanotube concentrations of
less than 0.5 percent by weight in the polyimide base provide
the necessary high optical clarity (or low solar absorption)
at the benchmark peak of 500 nm in the ultraviolet/visible
spectrum.
In a related effort, Aerospace studied the effect of adding carbon nanotubes to polycyanurate, a space-grade epoxy
which, when cured, displays a highly branched backbone that
forms a semi-interpenetrating network with a correspondingly
large free volume. Researchers sought to determine whether
the rigid open structure of the polycyanurate would wrap
around the single-wall nanotubes. If the load could be effectively transferred to the individual nanotubes through intimate
bonding between the nanotubes and the polymeric resin, then
theoretically, the modulus of the composite should be similar
to that of a randomly oriented short-fiber composite containing fibers of extremely high modulus.
The polycyanurate matrix was based on a bisphenol-A cyanate ester monomer. The rigid molecules in this material have
an internal structure that would lend itself to breaking up large
nanotube ropes and help disperse them into the polymer matrix. This noncovalent approach was preferred because it would
not alter the structure or strength of the carbon nanotubes and
would not introduce a surfactant into the resin matrix.
The addition of carbon nanotubes (0.54 percent by volume) to polycyanurate composite thin films increased the elastic modulus from 303,400 to 690,000 pounds per square inch
(psi)—a 127 p
 ercent increase. Other research groups outside
of Aerospace had reported an increase in modulus with fractional loading of carbon nanotubes, but none had reported an
increase of more than 100 percent. Using the rule of mixtures,
the predicted elasticity of this carbon-nanotube composite
was 1.1 × 106 psi. The fact that this predicted value was higher
than the measured value indicated that dispersion was not optimized. Decreasing the amount of carbon nanotubes to 0.01
percent by volume gave a lower value of 313,000 psi, which
was close to the 317,800 psi value predicted for that concentration. Evidently, as nanotube concentration increases, so does
tube bundling, which yields a modulus of elasticity much
lower than the predicted maximum.

End (left) and side (right) views of a single-wall carbon nanotube and polycyanurate
composite created using a computer simulation program. The model predicts a

favorable interaction between a carbon nanotube and the rigid open structure of
the surrounding polymer matrix.

Studies on nanostructured conducting polymer sensors have
been limited by a lack of easy and reliable methods for making
high-quality conducting polymer nanostructures. Conventional polyaniline thin films are cast from an organic solvent,
whereas polyaniline nanofiber thin films are cast from aqueous
suspensions.
Aerospace has been working with researchers at UCLA who
developed a process to make polyaniline nanofibers in bulk. The
synthesis is based on the classical chemical oxidative polymer
ization of aniline, but instead of using a traditional homogeneous aqueous solution, it uses an immiscible organic/aqueous
two-phase system. Aniline polymerizes at the interface between
the organic layer, which contains dissolved aniline, and the aqueous layer, which contains the oxidant and dopant. As the reaction proceeds, polyaniline nanofibers form across the interface,
and slowly diffuse into the water. When the water is filled with
nanofibers, the product is collected and purified, yielding a water
dispersion of pure nanofibers.
The resulting polyaniline nanofibers have average diameters
around 50 nm and lengths varying from 500 nm to several
microns. High-quality polyaniline nanofibers with a side range
of dopants can be made, and the synthesis is readily scalable at
room temperature. The process has been used to create many
grams of nanofibers for various applications, including sensors.
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Nanostructured Chemical Sensors

Diagram of a conducting polymer thin film (left) and nanofibers (right) exposed to
gas molecules. Compared to a thin film, nanofibers have a much higher fraction of
exposed surface and a much shorter penetration depth.
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The presence of large quantities of toxic or explosive chemical
compounds is an unfortunate reality in the business of launching satellites. The risk to civilian populations from exposure
to toxic plumes can limit access to space. If the accuracy of
plume dispersion models can be improved with real-time data
on actual exhaust plume concentrations around launch sites,
the resulting confidence could greatly increase launch opportunities. In addition, improved chemical sensors for hazardous
propellants are needed to ensure the safety of personnel working around launch vehicles and payloads. The development
of small, low-power but sensitive chemical sensors might also
allow the instrumentation of spacecraft, launch vehicle, and
tanking areas to monitor exposure to hazardous gases. Such
devices might allow mission managers to rapidly assess the
extent and consequences of a small leak and reduce the resources spent on failure investigations.
Polyaniline is a unique conducting polymer that can be
tailored for specific applications through a reversible acidbase doping. Its conductivity can be increased from less
than 10−10 ohm−1cm−1 in the undoped form to more than
1 ohm−1cm−1 in the doped form. Anything that alters either
the charge transport along the polymer backbone or hopping
of carriers between polymer chains will affect its conductivity.
This principle enables polyaniline to be used as a simple resistance chemical sensor.
A polyaniline sensor typically consists of a planar interdigitated electrode and the polymer selective layer. Conductivity changes in the polymer film upon gas exposure can be
monitored with an ohmmeter or electrometer. Much sensor
research has focused on maximizing the interaction between
vapor molecules and the polymer by modifying the polymer
backbone. However, limited diffusion through the sensor material reduces sensitivity and increases response time and can
dominate any attempts to modify the material because only a
limited number of surface sites are available for gas interaction.
The use of nanostructured sensor layers, such as poly
aniline nanofibers, can greatly improve diffusion, because
nanostructured materials have a much greater exposed surface area and permit greater penetration for gas molecules, as
compared with the bulk material. Even when the thickness of
an ultrathin film is similar to the diameter of the nanofibers,
the fibers are expected to outperform a thin film because their
shape presents a higher surface-to-volume ratio. The small diameter of the nanofibers (less than 100 nm) coupled with the
possibility of gas approaching from all sides should result in
sensors with improved performance.
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Change in the ratio of resistance of various materials before and after exposure
to 100 parts per million of hydrochloric acid vapor. The top compares conventional
polyaniline films with different thicknesses; the accompanying diagram shows the
active polyaniline layer interacting with gas and the inactive underlayer. The bottom
graph compares polyaniline nanofiber sensors of different thicknesses. The response
times are much faster than it appears in the figure, due to the logarithmic scale.

To test this hypothesis, Aerospace researchers examined
thin films of conventional polyaniline and polyaniline nano
fibers. The two films were coated onto electrode arrays consisting of pairs of interdigitated gold electrodes with gaps of 10 to
40 microns fabricated on an insulating substrate. The researchers compared resistance changes in the two films after exposure to hydrochloric acid vapor (which dopes the material and
thereby affects its conductivity). The nanofiber film (about
2.5 microns thick) gave a much greater response than a conventional polyaniline film (about 1 micron thick), even though
it was considerably thicker. This was probably due to the
higher surface area of the nanofiber film, which allowed more
interaction between vapor molecules and the polyaniline.
As for the conventional polyaniline films, the researchers
determined that their response time and sensitivity to vapors
depended strongly on thickness, with thinner films typically
performing better. When the thickness was decreased from 1
to 0.3 microns, the response time decreased significantly. In
addition, the response magnitude at a fixed time increased by
more than five orders of magnitude. One explanation is that
because only the outermost surface interacts with the vapor
molecules, a thicker film has more inactive material that does
not immediately contribute to the sensor response. Therefore,
the performance of conventional polyaniline thin film sensors
is limited by the thickness of the film.
The sensor performance when nanofibers were used as
the selective layer was essentially unaffected by thickness. The
porosity of the nanofiber films allows vapor molecules to penetrate through the entire film and interact with all the fibers.
Even in thicker films, all the fibers can contribute to the sensing process.
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10 µm

100 nm

Scanning electron microscope images of films deposited on interdigitated electrodes: polyaniline
nanofiber film cast from water (left) and conventional polyaniline film cast from organic solvent (right).

10 µm

1 µm

A polyaniline nanofiber chemical sensor (left) shown with magnified images of sensor electrodes
(middle) and polyaniline nanofibers (right).

The high mobility of charge carriers has many
potential applications for molecular electronic
devices such as room-temperature ballistic
transistors and solar cells. The extremely high
conductivity has also led to applications in the
realm of chemical sensors—a device based on
graphene was recently shown to achieve single
molecule sensitivity.
One of the limitations of working with graphene is the preparation method. Studies to
date have relied on samples obtained by micromechanical cleavage of bulk graphite. The technique looks no more sophisticated than drawing
with a piece of graphite and repeatedly peeling
it with adhesive tape until the thinnest flakes are
found. This is a tedious and unreliable method
for preparing devices based on graphene.
Aerospace has started investigating alternative
methods such as reduction of graphite oxide
and chemical vapor deposition of single layers
on copper foil. Aerospace researchers have succeeded in producing single layers of graphene
and transferring them to silicon wafers for characterization and device fabrication. Applications
could include sensors, electronic devices, batteries, and solar cells.

Conclusion
Polyaniline nanofibers can be synthesized in water, but
conventional polyaniline is insoluble and requires the use of
aggressive organic solvents. Not only is the aqueous process
better environmentally, it opens up simple routes to produce
nanocomposites with other materials. This has enabled Aerospace to produce sensors for new molecules that are not possible with plain polyaniline nanofibers. For example, excellent
sensors for hydrogen sulfide result from composites containing certain metal salts such as copper because the reaction
between the metal salt and the hydrogen sulfide gas produces
a strong acid that dopes the polyaniline. Using a similar
strategy, the sensitivity of polyaniline can be tailored to produce sensors for hydrazine, arsine, and phosgene. Aerospace
researchers also discovered a novel mechanism that enables
polyaniline nanofibers to be used as a hydrogen sensor.

Graphene
Aerospace has also begun to investigate graphene as a material for advanced applications. Graphene is a two-dimensional
sheet of graphite (a carbon allotrope) with a thickness of one
atomic layer. Until recently, graphene was only a theoretical
material used as a model for other materials such as buckyballs and carbon nanotubes, which are three-dimensional
carbon species derived from it. Many labs have now isolated
graphene flakes, and measurements show the material has
phenomenal electrical properties. Graphene’s quality clearly
reveals itself in a pronounced electric field effect such that
charge carriers can be tuned continuously between electrons
and holes in high concentrations with mobilities that can exceed 100,000 cm2/V ∙ sec even under ambient conditions.
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Novel nanomaterials synthesis and nanostructure fabrication,
laser-induced material activation and transformation, and
integration of nanomaterials into devices on the micron and
submicron scale have opened new avenues for the design and
development of space systems technology. Any new material
or manufacturing technique requires rigorous testing and
evaluation to verify its suitability for space applications, so it
may take time before the latest advances can influence space
system design. In the meantime, Aerospace research in materials science will help identify and develop new and emerging
technologies with the greatest potential for enhancing space
capabilities.
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Developing Nanoelectronics
for Space Systems
Nanoelectronic technologies offer promising capabilities. As the
commercial industrial base is shifting toward their use, Aerospace is
exploring how to harness the best of their features for space systems.

Jon Osborn, Erica Deionno, and Adam Bushmaker

G

ordon Moore, the cofounder of Intel, noted in a 1965
paper that the number of components in integrated
circuits had doubled every year since their invention in
1958, and he predicted the trend to continue for at least ten
years. Moore’s Law, as it is now known, proved accurate. In
fact, the trend continued for more than half a century. Today,
Moore believes this law is dead, because the doubling of the
number of transistors through geometric scaling must come
to an end when atomic-scale dimensions are achieved. Today’s
integrated circuit transistors are fabricated in a single plane, so
the lateral dimensions can shrink no smaller than the width
of a few atoms or a small molecule in the best-case scenario.
Commercial producers are heading toward that mark, with
individual transistors having a critical dimension of ~32 nanometers (nm). Published research shows functioning transistors with channel lengths of 10 nm. For comparison, a single
nucleotide in a DNA molecule is ~2.6 nm wide, and the basepair separation is ~3.3 nm. It is reasonable to assume that in
the very near future, emerging technologies will be required to
continue to increase the number of active devices in an integrated circuit. Some of these nanoelectronic technologies are
already being demonstrated in research laboratories, but there
are no obvious best choices at this time.
Space programs may be forced to rely on nanoscale electronic devices as the commercial industrial base shifts toward
these technologies. There are challenges to using these bestin-class emerging technologies, and Aerospace is investigating
these technologies with an eye toward understanding how
they can be harnessed for space applications.
The predominant commercial nanoscale electronic technology today is based on complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) field-effect transistor (FET) devices using
a silicon channel, high-k gate dielectric, a metal gate, and copper interconnections. This technology is used to form linear
devices, switching elements, capacitors, resistors, and interconnect wiring. These basic components in turn are used to
design digital logic, memory, and analog circuit functions. It is
the technology used for all of the familiar “iProducts,” laptops,
cellphones, and game box systems. Other electronic device
technologies are in use, but nanoscale silicon CMOS logic and
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Adam Bushmaker of the Microelectronics Technology Department measures devices on a 65-gigahertz probe station.

memory make up the vast majority of commercial production.
Current space systems use earlier-generation CMOS technology in digital signal processors, solid-state recorders, flight
computers, and navigation and control systems as well in communication baseband processors. Launch vehicles and ground
systems use this technology to perform complementary digital
processing and memory functions.

3-D Nanoelectronics

Carbon Nanotube Nanoelectronics

State-of-the-art space systems are using 130 nm t echnology
and moving toward 90 nm technology. In the near term
(within eight years), nanoscale CMOS will probably be the
choice of space system developers, down to and including the
45 nm node. At the 32 nm node, the introduction of new materials—including gate dielectrics, gate metals, and silicon-oninsulator substrates—will signal the end of CMOS geometric
scaling. Subsequent nodes, including those at 22 nm and
below, are becoming increasingly difficult and costly to fabricate. The most likely solution will be technologies that expand
in the third dimension by wafer stacking. In this approach,
the active layer and wire interconnections of a planar circuit
wafer are bonded together, and the process is repeated to stack
up circuits. Metal vias provide electrical connections from
one layer to the next. The subsequent assembly is then diced
up and packaged in a conventional manner. DARPA has pioneered programs in 3-D integrated circuits, 3-D microsystems,
and 3-D radio frequency integrated circuits. To implement
these designs through silicon, vias are used with wafer bonding processes to stack the integrated circuits, one active layer
upon another, and provide high-density 3-D integration.
Commercial stacked high-density memory products and
3-D integrated circuit prototype services are available today.
Aside from the improvement in circuit density, 3-D stacking
also provides an improvement in input/output power consumption and interconnection delays due to the tight integration of the multiple die in the wafer stack. The number of
layers in a stack is limited by the total power dissipation, the
mechanical complexity of repeatable alignment, and the registration required in the assembly process.
Space systems such as high-throughput digital signal
processors, massively parallel processors, and solid-state data
recorders would be early beneficiaries of 3-D wafer stacking.
Those subsystems would have more functionality in smaller
volumes with lower power than conventionally packaged planar devices with the same capability. However, certain aspects
of the space environment—such as extended temperature
range, thermal cycling, and radiation—may negatively affect
3-D integration and needs to be investigated. New technologies will still be required to continue densification after 3-D
integrated circuits.

Carbon nanotubes are “one-dimensional” quantum materials
that exhibit extraordinary material properties and striking,
unique phenomena that are not found in two- or threedimensional materials. Much of the attention given to this material has focused on its mechanical and thermal properties;
composites made to exploit these properties are now being
developed and used in applications (see “The Next Big Thing,”
in this issue of Crosslink). The electronic properties of carbon
nanotubes, however, are also phenomenal, perhaps even more
so than the mechanical and thermal ones.
The room-temperature electron and hole mobilities in
carbon nanotubes have been shown to be up to 100,000
cm2/V·sec, compared with 1400 and 8500 cm2/V·sec for silicon and gallium arsenide, respectively. Modeling studies of
carbon nanotube FETs have predicted cutoff frequencies as
high as 6.3 terahertz. Carbon nanotubes do not suffer from
electromigration issues and can reliably carry up to 109 A/cm2,
compared to 106 A/cm2 for copper, which suggests carbon
nanotubes could be used for interconnections. They can be either semiconductors with diameter-tunable band gaps of 0.5–1
electron volts, or metallic, depending on the chiral wrapping
angle. Carbon nanotube FETs can be made p-type or n-type
simply by choosing the appropriate contact metal, allowing for
the creation of dopant-free carbon-nanotube CMOS.
Several researchers have fabricated nanomechanical oscillators from carbon nanotubes, with resonant frequencies in
the megahertz to gigahertz range. One group used this scheme
to fabricate a complete transistor radio, with single carbonnanotube FETs acting simultaneously as the antenna, tunable
local oscillator, amplifier, and demodulator. At low temperatures, these devices exhibit single electron transistor behavior,
with potential uses for infrared detection and sensitive electrometry. Because of their high surface-to-volume ratio, carbon nanotubes have the potential to make sensitive chemical
sensors. Thin films of carbon nanotube networks have been
used as transparent electrodes for optoelectronic applications,
and carbon nanotube FETs can be fabricated on polymer substrates for use in flexible electronics.
Recent demonstrations of parallel-aligned carbon nanotube FETs have shown radio-frequency and microwave
operation. These devices exploit the material and electronic
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This table shows how CMOS technology has scaled in feature size from 0.25 micron
in 1997 to 22 nanometers today. The table also shows how strain engineering and

new materials have begun to displace silicon (Si) and silicon-oxide (SiO2) in conventional CMOS technology.
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properties of carbon nanotubes for the conductive channel
and use a field-effect top-gate structure similar to traditional
CMOS FETs. Lateral scaling continues to be limited, as in silicon CMOS, but the conductive channel is a one-dimensional
quantum conductor because of the carrier confinement within
the individual parallel carbon nanotubes, producing unique
linearity properties.
Processing of carbon nanotubes has remained one of the
largest roadblocks to development, with strong efforts directed
toward semiconductor-metallic carbon nanotube separation,
alignment, and contact formation. Researchers are focusing
on chiral-selective growth, in situ chiral-selective destruction,
and chiral-selective deposition during device fabrication. Bulk
purification of carbon nanotubes in solution through density
ultracentrifugation and other methods has had recent success,
with gram quantities of 99-percent-pure semiconductor or
metallic material available for purchase commercially. These
developments will open the way to mature device processing
techniques.
Space system implementation of carbon nanotube FETs is
now in the development stages. Novel applications are being
investigated to exploit their unique quantum conduction
properties. These devices will probably be hybridized with
other more conventional technology, such as silicon nanoscale
CMOS, where carbon nanotube FETs would be used to perform specific analog signal-processing functions. Comprehensive space environmental effects and device reliability are
yet to be determined for carbon nanotube FETs, but an early
study at Aerospace of gamma irradiation on carbon nanotube
transistors has shown little change in device characteristics at
up to 2 megarad total ionizing dose.
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Graphene Nanoelectronics
Carbon nanotube nanoelectronic devices were the first dimensionally confined semiconductors to be seriously investigated
as replacements to silicon-based nanoelectronic FETs, and
they continue to be viewed as the ultimate nanoelectronic
channel for these devices. However, two significant challenges
have slowed their development—making ohmic contact to
carbon nanotubes, and achieving the directed growth of highdensity parallel arrays of single-type semiconducting carbon
nanotubes. Graphene—a single atomic layer of carbon—has
been shown to be chemically stable, possess unique twodimensionally confined electronic transport properties, and
yet also allow ohmic contact; it is also compatible with conventional CMOS-like deposition and etching processes. These
advantages (as well as the recognition conferred by the 2010
Nobel Prize in physics) will probably drive graphene-based
nanoelectronics research for the next several years.
Perhaps the most compelling characteristics of graphene
devices are that they have a symmetric drain current for positive/negative FET behavior, can be nanopatterned to form
engineered band-gaps, and can conduct electrons for the
distance of a micron without scattering. Together, these characteristics can enable ballistic-transport, terahertz-frequency
FET operation. Electrons and holes behave as quasiparticles,
called massless Dirac fermions, which are governed by the
Dirac dispersion relation instead of the Schrödinger wave
equation. In this mode, carriers move ballistically (scatter-free)
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The creation of 3-D integrated circuits begins with several conventional circuit
wafers (a). These are aligned and bonded face-to-face using a low-temperature
oxide bond (b). The carrier wafers are removed, with the two tiers connected with
tungsten vias after etching and planarization (c). The process is then repeated (d).

Design Hardening of Commercial Technologies
Most of today’s advanced nanoelectronic device technologies are
being developed in the commercial sector, where performance and
power are typically optimized, trading away temperature range
and component reliability. Commercial semiconductor road maps
show component reliability timescales are being reduced to 5–7
years, more closely aligning with commercial product life cycles of
2–3 years. This approach is simply not geared toward the development of space electronics, which require long lifetimes, high reliability, extended temperature range, and radiation hardness.
At The Aerospace Corporation, researchers are studying two main
approaches to applying nanoscale CMOS technology to space
applications—radiation hardness by design (HBD), and reliability
by design (RBD). The goals are to enable developers of integrated
circuits to improve the intrinsic reliability and radiation tolerance
of the commercial processes to meet space-use requirements. In
these techniques, physical layout, circuit design, and system-level
designs are used to mitigate radiation-induced failure modes and
wear-out conditions.
Radiation Hardness by Design
Hardness by design has been under active research development at Aerospace since the late 1990s. More recently, a Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) program, begun in
the mid-2000s, has greatly advanced the technology and reduced
to practice complex radiation-hardened, application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) designs targeting 90 and 45 nm technologies.
An example of HBD using a physical layout modification would be
to interleave the individual bits in a word stored in memory so that
a single-event upset from a galactic cosmic ray would cause no
more than one bit of error. This technique can be complemented by
a circuit-level modification of the design to make it less sensitive
to transient charge deposition within the memory bit from those
same energetic particles. Error detection and correction can also
be applied at higher circuit levels so that with additional bits per
memory word, any upset-induced bit errors can be automatically
corrected on readout. Finally, system-level mitigations can be
applied by using a background memory-scrubbing function, such
that single bit errors do not accumulate in the memory over time.
Together, these techniques have been shown to be effective at
hardening commercial memories to the levels required for space
applications. Similar HBD approaches can be used to handle other
radiation effects, including single-event transients, single-event
latchup, and total ionizing dose.
Reliability by Design
Space systems developers who choose to use an unqualified
technology must begin by reviewing the commercial qualification
data and performing independent testing to understand all failure
modes in the intended environment. This prequalification study

enables the use of HBD and RBD techniques to mitigate known
failure modes. Developers must also perform formal qualification
testing to validate their designs and demonstrate requirements
closure with an end-of-life design margin.
Unfortunately, shortfalls can exist as new technologies are incorporated into critical space systems. These shortfalls can include
gaps in the understanding of basic failure mechanisms, inadequate
application of nanoscale chemistry and physics to fully understand
device reliability, and the unavailability of complete qualification data corresponding to the space system’s actual operating
conditions and environment. Although a tremendous amount of
proprietary process and reliability data is generated during commercial qualification, it is often difficult to obtain all of that data,
or the data may not extend to the temperature ranges or lifetimes
required for a space application. Furthermore, no data may initially
exist for space-specific environmental factors, such as radiation or
cryogenic operation.
A comprehensive framework to develop and effectively integrate
RBD approaches into space development cycles has not been completely formalized. There are, however, research efforts under way
at Aerospace and elsewhere to tackle the challenges of developing
a rigorous RBD approach to ensure nanoelectronic device reliability for long space missions (more than 15 years). Methods include
modifying the integrated circuit design at the physical layout level,
developing circuit and system design reliability trades, and improving thermal management of critical junction temperatures. Novel
approaches are being investigated that build upon the intrinsic
reliability of commercial technologies to meet high reliability
requirements for national security space programs.
In each of these design-hardening approaches, the implicit goal is
to trade away a small amount of performance, power, and/or device area for increased radiation robustness and extended lifetime.
System designers are typically willing to perform this trade as long
as the total loss in device performance is effectively no more than
one or two technology generations (~2 to 4 years). The net result
of using HBD and RBD techniques for space systems is to maintain
radiation robustness and high reliability while providing an
improvement in circuit density and throughput with lower power
using commercial state-of-the-art technology. As new nanoelectronic technologies beyond CMOS emerge, HBD and RBD will
become recurring themes needed to manage the technology gap
between commercial terrestrial and military space qualification
requirements. A new government-led program, the National High
Reliability Electronics Virtual Center (HiREV), has been established
to address the physics of failure and prequalification of emerging nanoelectronic technology. The HiREV program is supported
within Aerospace by various organizations, which provide program
guidance, reliability science, and prequalification data for new
nanoelectronic device technologies (www.hirev.org).
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along micron-long graphene ribbons in a manner similar to
photons moving along waveguides.
IBM has recently created 100-gigahertz graphene radio
frequency transistors for DARPA under its Carbon Electronics for RF Applications (CERA) program. The gate length of
IBM’s graphene transistor was 240 nm. By optimizing its fabrication processes to increase mobility and reduce defects, IBM
plans to increase the speed of its graphene transistors up to the
CERA program goal of 1 terahertz. Although these developments have been impressive, many issues remain before they
can be applied to space systems, including reliability, radiation
hardness, and single-event effects behavior.
Control gate
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Memristor Nonvolatile Memories
Memory technologies face a similar set of challenges to CMOS
logic as they are scaled to smaller dimensions. The fastest
conventional memory technologies are volatile, leading to increased power consumption and a loss of stored information
when the device is powered off, while nonvolatile memories
often suffer from limited speed and limited lifetimes. The ideal
technology would be fast and nonvolatile. Modern semiconductors of this type of nonvolatile, random-access memory
(RAM) are based on flash technology, which will reach its scaling limits in the near future. Many technologies are emerging
as replacement candidates, including magnetic RAM, ferro
electric RAM, phase-change-material RAM, and resistive RAM.
Resistive RAM, although behind the others in development, is very promising. This type of circuit element behaves
as a memristor (a term derived from memory and resistor), a
device that was predicted to exist in 1971 as the fourth circuit
element (in addition to the resistor, capacitor, and inductor).
Memristive devices are attractive for a number of reasons: they
are nonvolatile, they have fast switching speeds, and they can
be integrated into a crossbar memory structure that offers the
potential to scale to very high densities.
Some of the most advanced work on resistive RAM is
being conducted at Hewlett-Packard Laboratories in Palo Alto,
California. The devices being developed are based on a metal/
metal-oxide/metal structure, using platinum/titanium-oxide/
platinum. The device is composed of two layers of titanium
oxide, one that is insulating and one that is conducting. The
conducting region is based on an oxygen-deficient titanium
oxide that has positively charged oxygen vacancies that act to
dope the material and increase its conductance. Under applied
bias, these oxygen vacancies drift into the insulating region
and form a conduction channel. When the bias is reversed, the
oxygen vacancies are pushed back away from the electrode,
destroying the conductance channel. The devices can have a
high on/off ratio (up to three orders of magnitude), can switch
within a few nanoseconds, and can be cycled more than
10,000 times.
Nonvolatile memories with ultimate density near 1 terabit/cm2 are predicted because the individual memristor
bits are envisioned to be densely packed and addressed by

Graphene
layer
Pt
TiO2−x
TiO2

Pt

Substrate

Isolation
oxide

This figure shows a notional FET in which the conventional silicon substrate channel
is replaced with a carbon nanotube or graphene channel for electron conduction.
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An individual memristor circuit. The top and bottom electrodes are platinum
(Pt) and sandwich a bilayer of titanium oxide. The bilayer consists of an oxygendepleted region (TiO2−x) and an insulating TiO2 layer. The applied voltage will
cause the mobile, positively charged oxygen vacancies to move in and out of
the insulating region, thereby enabling both high and low resistance states. The
overall height of the memristor is approximately 10 nm.

polymer-based molecular switch consists
of a polymer backbone encircled by a ring
that moves along the backbone with applied voltage into one of two stable sites.
Where the ring resides will alter the electrical current in a device, resulting in a
two-state (on/off) system. Molecules with
n
the same functionality have been used to
create high-density, defect-tolerant memory circuits. In 2006, a 160-kilobit molecuAn electrically active bistable polyrotaxane previously studied in the lab. The positively charged blue ring can lar electronic memory with a density of
be made to move right or left into two stable states, encircling either the red or green moiety, under an applied 1011 bits/cm2 was demonstrated.
field. Conduction along the molecule backbone is different in the two states, enabling a programmable element.
Significant challenges must be overcome before the implementation of useful
molecular electronics—for example, the
nanocrossbar arrays using a 10 nm x-y pitch. The memristor
improvement of device performance and reliability. Often,
bits may be incorporated heterogeneously into a conventional
the desired “molecular signature” that is seen in the solution
CMOS process, which is used to address, read, and write the
phase does not translate into the solid state because the elecmemory array. Commercial devices based on this technology
trical characteristics of the electrode materials can dominate
are currently in development and should be on the market
the molecule/electrode interface. Another major challenge is
within two years. These devices, although early in their dethe realization of reproducible contacts. Often, the formation
velopment cycle, may provide a new high-density nonvolatile
of the electrical contact can alter or damage the molecules,
memory technology for future space systems developers. The
changing their functionality. Additionally, molecular electronic
individual memristors have been shown at Aerospace to be
devices are often not operationally robust—a molecular memradiation hard to both total ionizing dose and displacement
ory device may degrade after just a few on/off cycles. However,
damage; however, reliability and the integration with underlyimprovements in synthetic techniques are providing access to
ing CMOS must be evaluated further before these devices can
a greater number of viable molecular candidates, especially
be introduced into critical space applications.
ones that are being designed with robustness in mind. Once
the robustness and reliability of molecular electronic devices is
Molecular Electronics
improved, operation in relevant space radiation environments
and extended temperature ranges must be demonstrated beMolecular electronics—which relies on molecules to form the
fore insertion into space systems.
active (e.g., switching, sensing) or passive (e.g., rectification)
elements of devices—has emerged as another possibility for
post-CMOS devices. The goal is to assemble small numbers of Conclusion
atoms and implement them as functional circuit elements. The Commercial markets continue to drive new nanoelectronic
ability of a chemist to design functionality into a molecule is
technology developments leading to increasing transistor
one of the advantages of molecular devices, as is their inherent density on integrated circuits. The pace and scope of this descalability.
velopment is accelerating, and there is no shortage of future
Researchers have demonstrated rectification, logic, and
options. Carbon nanotube and graphene-based devices have
storage functions. Mechanically interlocked molecules,
the potential to reduce the lithographic challenges of straight
such as rotaxanes, have been used for more than a decade
geometric scaling while simultaneously providing FETs with
as the switching element in solid-state devices. A typical
superfast, room-temperature operation and ballistic chargecarrier transport. In the next decade, memristors, nanocrossbars, and self-assembled molecular electronics may provide
the source materials for the next wave of nanoelectronics.
Space system developers have a great opportunity to incorporate these commercially developed technologies, using
application-specific design-hardening approaches to mitigate
radiation effects and life-limiting failure modes. Ideally, the
gap between commercial state-of-the-art and the highest-risk
nanoelectronic technology insertions should be minimized,
approaching no more than a two-generation delay (~3–5
years) in the availability of a new technology for use in space
applications. It is critical to maintain vigilance in studying
2 µm
these new developments, understanding the space-specific
physics of failure, developing novel design strategies to mitigate failure modes, and reducing technical risks of first use in
SEM image of a nanowire crossbar memory incorporating a molecular switch. The
image shows the cross point of top (red) and bottom (yellow) nanowire electrodes. national security space systems.
Each cross point corresponds to a bit in memory testing. The electron-beam lithography defined contacts bridged two to four nanowires (inset).
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Erica Deionno casts a molecular electronic thin film in a Langmuir apparatus in the nanoelectronics research facility in the Physical Sciences Laboratories at Aerospace.
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including its legacy Defense Support Program (DSP) component,
and the Space and Missile Systems Center Developmental Planning
organization (SMC/XR). The facility has conducted phenomenological
research, examined operational issues, and assisted DOD and civilian
dual-use collaborations and has also supported the intelligence community and other civil space agencies, including the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration. The facility receives data directly
through its own antennas and from the SBIRS Mission Control Station
through networked contractor lines. Data is continuously streamed
to the facility, which retains archival information dating back to 2004.
Aerospace is using the ARC to develop and refine a DSP attitude
filter software tool—a ground-based recursive filter that updates
and propagates attitude information using a high-fidelity dynamics
model and primary sensor measurements. As an enhancement to
existing operational software, the tool improves the DSP line-of-sight
performance for satellites with degraded star sensors and makes the
software more robust. Aerospace has been working with the contractor to integrate the software and evaluate its performance using
recorded and live DSP data.
The Algorithm Development Laboratory (ADL) was established within
the ARC by SMC/XR in May 2009. One goal of the ADL is to develop
and evaluate mission-data processing (MDP) algorithms and process
test data for overhead persistent infrared (OPIR) sensor systems. As
part of that effort, the laboratory recently developed near-real-time
subspace projection algorithms for detecting and tracking infrared
events (targets). Compared with traditional techniques, these algorithms demonstrated superior performance in resolving closely spaced
objects and suppressing clutter. These algorithms will be fine-tuned for
a commercially hosted infrared payload (CHIRP) with a wide-field-ofview staring sensor scheduled to launch in late 2011 for the Air Force.
Sensor concepts being developed today have more stringent signal
processing requirements than ever before, and Aerospace’s algorithm
analysts are using the ADL to reduce risk and to continue innovative
algorithm development for next-generation OPIR MDP capabilities.
—Kent Bradford
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Ultrashort-Pulse Lasers
for Space Applications
Ultrashort-pulse lasers exhibit exotic, fantastic characteristics. Aerospace
scientists and engineers are researching diverse applications that can take
advantage of the broad spectrum and high power delivered by these devices.

William Lotshaw

U

ltrashort-pulse lasers (USPLs) are
defined by the duration of the
pulses they emit, which range from
a few femtoseconds (10−15 of a second)
to a few picoseconds (10−12 of a second).
Because of their pulse duration, USPLs
have two novel characteristics: the laser
spectrum they produce is broad (up to or
even greater than 100 nanometers), and
the power in the pulses can be high.
The broad laser spectrum is a consequence of the Fourier-transform relationship between time and frequency,
and each pulse results from the coherent
superposition of many frequencies. The
high-peak power results from temporal
confinement of the laser energy. A laser
operating with a 50-femtosecond pulse
and a 100-megahertz pulse rate will have
a peak power that is 200,000 times higher
than a continuous-wave laser operating at
David Cardoza of the Photonics Technology Department has been investigating USPL x-ray and electron-beam
generation, beam propagation, and laser-material interactions.
the same average power.
The Aerospace Corporation is researching applications that have current
or anticipated high value to military and civilian aerospace in- communications will be, to a significant extent, determined
terests. For example, it is easy to envision USPLs as high-data- by the capacity to control how ultrashort pulses interact with
rate transmitters in free-space optical communications. Using
their operational environment, so that the desired functional50-femtosecond pulses, a message containing 10,000 bits could ities can be realized where and when they are wanted. It is not
occupy as little as one nanosecond in time. Alternately, even a
clear how or if such control may be achieved outside the labosmall amount of energy in an ultrashort pulse generates high
ratory; but in well-controlled laboratory environments, the
power. One millijoule in a 30-femtosecond pulse represents 30 use of USPLs has been growing. In particular, these devices
gigawatts of instantaneous power. Because of these characteris- have enabled diagnostic tools for quantitative characterization
tics, USPLs could potentially support a variety of military and
of material properties, performance testing and calibration of
civilian applications, such as the transmission of large amounts prototype devices, evaluation of device vulnerabilities, and exof data or high power to distant locations.
ploration of new device architectures and operating schemes.
The penetration of USPL technology into military apUSPLs are certainly exhibiting the potential to serve wellplications such as hyperspectral sensing or secure optical
established and emerging space technologies.
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Radiation Hardness for Space Electronics
In the early 1990s, microscopy using USPLs was investigated as a means to simulate the effects of space radiation on semiconductor devices in satellite payloads.
Space radiation can give rise to so-called single-event
effects, which can degrade the on-orbit performance of
electronic devices or render them inoperable. SingleCoherent
event effects can be triggered when an ionized particle
superposition
penetrates an electronic component, leaving an ionized
trail that can cause current or voltage transients that
disrupt normal operation. Scientists have devoted significant effort to evaluating the susceptibility of devices
to radiation-induced anomalies and determining their
suitability for space missions.
Aerospace and the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory
High-power
Low-power
pioneered the use of USPLs to simulate radiation-inultrashort
continuous-wave
duced current and voltage transients by generating conelectric fields
electric fields
duction-band carriers from the absorption of photons
having energy equal to or greater than the semiconducUltrashort laser pulses (right) result from the coherent superposition of many continuoustor bandgap. The bandgap defines the energy required
wave single frequencies (left).
to elevate electrons from the low-energy valence band,
in which they are tightly bound to their nucleus, to
the higher-energy conduction band, in which they are
chaotic and not well correlated with any clock). Unlike parmobile, like electrons in a metal. The technique is a variation
ticle testing, laser testing can be completely nondestructive—
of laser microscopy using an integrated circuit mounted so
experiments can be recursive with little or no analysis latency.
that the pinout signals can be monitored by equipment that
This testing of mechanisms at specific circuit nodes can be
records the device’s response to laser illumination.
investigated and characterized to provide empirical data that
The development of laser techniques for testing singlecan be used to benchmark device performance simulations
event effects has significantly expanded and improved the
and support fast design-and-fabrication cycles that explore imcapabilities needed to evaluate payload electronics for space
provements to the radiation hardness of devices.
missions. Previously, such evaluations required testing at accelThe laser testing techniques developed in parallel at The
erator facilities, where parts can be subjected to regulated exAerospace Corporation and the Naval Research Laboratory
posures of particles known to be prevalent on common orbits.
used picosecond dye-laser pulses at wavelengths between 600
While accelerator testing establishes a “gold standard” to
and 800 nanometers, which are above bandgap (i.e., they have
qualify parts, it is limited by the type of information it can
a photon energy level higher than the energy gap) in silicon
provide and by its cost and availability. Accelerators are fairly
and gallium arsenide and are therefore suitable for testing
extravagant multiple-user facilities that must be scheduled
most integrated circuit technologies. Laser testing at wavemonths in advance and can impose many usage restrictions.
lengths shorter than bandgap is predicated on linear optical
They mostly provide information about whole-device suscepabsorption and requires an unobstructed line of sight to the
tibility to specific particles and energies. The spatial resolution
device or circuit node being tested. In practice, the line of sight
needed to identify sensitive microscopic substructures is diffiis often obstructed by the ubiquitous metal interconnections
cult to achieve because of the large cross section and relatively
of modern integrated circuits as well as by the device mountlow flux density of particle beams. Accelerator testing is also
ing and packaging, which prevents above-bandgap light from
typically destructive—the device being tested often fails irrereaching the device. Despite this limitation, above-bandgap
versibly from catastrophic material damage, making iterative
laser testing has established the correspondence between laser
and recursive tests unlikely or impossible. Such recursive tests
and particle test results, thereby validating this technique.
are needed to analyze failure mechanisms and support quick
design modifications that explore mitigation alternatives.
The Next Generation
Although USPL testing of single-event effects cannot be
used as a qualification standard, it is highly valued as a screen- In addition to the line-of-sight problem, above-bandgap testing tool prior to accelerator testing. It significantly reduces the ing only probes near the surface—carriers are typically deposited just a few microns deep. Because modern micro- and
time and costs of final qualification and has several diagnostic
nanoelectronic fabrication technology is moving rapidly toadvantages over particle testing. For example, the spatial resoward higher feature densities and multiple layers in monolithic
lution of laser testing is on the order of a fraction of the laser
and heterogeneous architectures, buried circuit nodes may
wavelength, enabling raster-scan images of susceptible spots.
not be accessible or resolvable by above-bandgap, linear laserThe generation of carriers via laser excitation is fast relative to
their lifetimes and closely matches the temporal characteristics testing techniques. This problem may, however, be resolved by
invoking the more extravagant performance properties of a
of a particle strike—but with precise information on event
newer generation of USPLs.
initiation (the timing of accelerator-induced events is often
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Left: An experimental layout for ultrashort-pulse laser x-ray generation. Center: The
bright spot is emission from plasma initiated by USPL ablation of copper target.

Right: The spectrum of K-band x-rays emitted by a copper target and background
Bremsstrahlung (electromagnetic radiation) emitted by hot electron plasma.

At the same time that picosecond dye-lasers were being
applied to the development of techniques for testing singleevent effects, a generational change in USPL technology was
occurring, represented by the emergence of solid-state laser
materials such as titanium-doped sapphire. These materials
supported dramatically shorter pulses (in the range of 5 to 100
femtoseconds), while a new amplification scheme allowed for
much higher pulse energy at much higher efficiency than dyelaser systems. The new femtosecond solid-state laser technology supports wavelength and energy conversion techniques
that enable relatively simple access to wavelength sources between about 500 and 3000 nanometers, as well as new sources
of coherent ultraviolet and far-infrared radiation, x-rays, and
pulsed electron beams.
The ready availability of tunable femtosecond laser sources
in the shortwave infrared below the bandgap of silicon permitted the development of nonlinear optical techniques for
microelectronics testing and measurement. In the late 1990s,

Bell Laboratories introduced two-photon optical beaminduced current as a functional imaging technique. In 2002,
laser single-event effects techniques based on nonlinear absorption were developed at the Naval Research Laboratory.
The critical distinction between the linear and nonlinear
techniques is the mechanism of material interaction with
the laser pulse. Semiconductors are essentially transparent to
wavelengths below their bandgap, but can be induced to absorb two (or more) subbandgap photons simultaneously if the
pulse irradiance is high and the sum of their energy exceeds
the bandgap.
This can be easily exploited with USPLs equipped with a
fast convergence objective. In fact, two-photon absorption and
the resultant generation of conduction-band carriers occurs
only at the beam focus where the irradiance is high. Using
nonlinear absorption, USPL testing can overcome line-of-sight
limitations by addressing the circuit nodes of a device through
its substrate. Additionally, a three-dimensional capability can
be obtained by controlling the depth of the
beam focus in the part, with the result being
volumetric images of single-event effect susceptibility or other performance attributes.
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In single-event effects testing with ultrashort-pulse lasers, the short laser pulse deposits electron-hole
pairs at selected places in the device under test (DUT) to simulate an energetic particle strike.
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In 1998, before the Naval Research Laboratory started developing nonlinear techniques
to solve the line-of-sight problem, Aerospace
launched an alternative approach based on
work pioneered at the University of California, San Diego. In this approach, high-energy
femtosecond lasers were used to generate hard
x-ray pulses at photon energies sufficient to
penetrate the interconnection metallizations
of integrated microelectronics. The technique
would use x-ray photons capable of penetrating the obstructions and launching conduction-band carriers in the semiconductor,
which is in contrast to nonlinear absorption
techniques where the obstruction was evaded.
The USPL mediates x-ray generation through
an energetic plasma initiated by laser ablation

measurements are needed to advance the theory and support
the development of practical diagnostic tools. Aerospace is
addressing these needs with quantitative USPL measurements
of nonlinear refraction and nonlinear absorption in elemental
and compound semiconductors using techniques adapted
from peer literature, as these properties determine how a focused USPL beam will propagate through a device structure
and where carriers will be generated.
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of a metal target. Hot electrons from the laser-induced plasma
interact with the target to produce K-band x-rays. If sufficient
x-rays can be generated, collected, and focused, a laser capability for x-ray testing of single-event effects could be developed.
Since 2005, Aerospace’s research and development in USPL
applications has been balanced to include nonlinear optical
and x-ray approaches to single-event effects testing and has
also broadened to address wider applications of core techniques from laser spectroscopy to testing and measurement,
as well as reliability assessments and performance analyses of
integrated electronic and photonic device technologies. Aerospace has also closely monitored research and development
in the external peer community, where USPL technology has
been actively explored for a much wider range of applications, some of which would take advantage of the extreme
bandwidth of these lasers. Examples include high-capacity and
secure optical communications, all-optical time and frequency
standards that could be used at the core of communication
and navigation systems, and adaptive ultrawideband waveform
generators and signal analyzers. Other applications being investigated in the United States and abroad involve exercising
the high power and irradiance of USPLs in a variety of active
remote-sensing or situational-awareness schemes.
Because many of these techniques are relatively new and
unoptimized and have potentially high value as performance
and reliability diagnostics for emerging microelectronic and
integrated photonic technologies, the scope of Aerospace
research has expanded to address the physics of these techniques and the investigation of their diagnostic potential. For
example, the long-term value of nonlinear optical techniques
in testing single-event effects and more general device performance diagnostics will be determined by the ability to control
the way that ultrashort laser pulses propagate through and
interact with the materials and structures of devices undergoing testing.
This kind of control requires a detailed knowledge of the
linear and nonlinear optical properties of device materials
and their responses to excitation by ultrashort laser pulses.
While approximate information from theoretical models
and previous experiments is available, updated experimental

Temporal Resolution
USPLs are also ideally suited to time-resolved probes of other
photonic material properties important to new technology development. The lifetimes and relaxation dynamics of
conduction-band carriers establish fundamental limits on
the performance of semiconductor electronic and photonic
devices. Carrier lifetimes are quantified by the decay of the
luminescence emitted when electrons and holes recombine
across the bandgap (an interband transition), while intraband
carrier relaxation can be probed by time-resolved absorption
spectroscopy. USPLs provide a means of instantly generating excited electron-hole pairs and a “clock” to measure the
recombination rate and evolution of the excited electron-hole
population.
Two salient examples of photonic technologies that immediately benefit from carrier lifetime diagnostics are diode
lasers and solar photovoltaic cells. Semiconductor quantumwell lasers are at the core of any solid-state laser system that
will be used for on-orbit optical communications or satellitebased active remote sensing. These are in continual development to improve their efficiency and noise properties, and
to establish new wavelengths of operation. The materials and
junction structures of photovoltaic cells are similarly in constant development. One path being explored involves the use
of semiconductor quantum dots, in which the nanoscale size
of the material structure (the “dot”) alters the electronic structure and behavior of the material. Quantum-dot solar cells
may enhance the action spectrum and efficiency of current
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For wavelengths below the bandgap, carriers are generated by ultrashort-pulse
laser-induced multiphoton absorption only where laser irradiance is highest.
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Nathan Wells of the Photonics Technology Department is investigating USPL diagnostics for photovoltaic materials development and solar cell performance evaluation.

multijunction devices, which could significantly affect the
power budgets of all satellite programs. In both of these technologies, carrier lifetimes are a critical performance indicator.
Aerospace has built a time-resolved luminescence spectrometer capable of measuring lifetimes as short as tens of
picoseconds and as long as a microsecond. Additionally, a
time-resolved absorption probe for measuring intraband
carrier dynamics has also been configured and tested. Photo
voltaic devices enhanced by quantum dots represent a technology development topic for which USPL-based diagnostics
provide critical support. For example, the phenomenon of
carrier multiplication in quantum dots could significantly
enhance solar-cell efficiency if it can be controlled in a device
configuration, but there is still some controversy about the
reality and efficacy of carrier multiplication.
Carrier multiplication in quantum dots is believed to result
from the optical excitation of “hot” carriers into the upper
conduction-band levels by photons having energy at least
greater than twice the bandgap. Such highly excited carriers
can “cool” by a process in which excess conduction band carrier energy greater than the bandgap energy is coupled to the
generation of additional electron-hole pairs, with the result
that multiple conduction-band carriers are generated and
available for electrical work from the absorption of a single
photon. Some recent measurements suggest that this process
is much more efficient in quantum dots than in bulk semi
conductor material; however, these results are controversial,
and more research is needed to validate these claims.
Aerospace is working with the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory to make quantitative measurements of carrier dynamics and yields in quantum dots excited by photons greater
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than twice the bandgap to resolve the uncertainties surrounding carrier multiplication and establish screening diagnostics
for feedback to material optimization and performance evaluations of prototype devices. The Rochester Institute of Technology is designing and fabricating multijunction solar cells
containing quantum-dot layer structures intended to extend
the absorption spectrum of a junction and increase the use
of the solar spectrum. In support of the Rochester program,
Aerospace will conduct USPL studies of the optical and photonic properties of quantum-dot test structures and junctions.
Spatial Resolution
Aerospace is also investigating the use of USPLs to evaluate
the spatial resolution of sensors in focal-plane arrays. This performance parameter is measured by the modulation-transfer
function, which quantifies the spatial frequencies that the
focal-plane sensors can distinguish by measuring the array’s
response to laser illumination. For visible and near-infrared
focal-plane arrays, visible continuous-wave lasers at a set of
discrete above-bandgap wavelengths are typically used to measure a single pixel point-spread function, which can be used
to generate the two-dimensional modulation-transfer function for the array. The lasers can be focused to a spot smaller
than the pixel size, which allows electronic structures within
the pixel to be correlated to the measured point-spread and
modulation-transfer functions. By taking multiple measurements with different lasers, researchers can build up the sensor
performance over the entire wavelength range of operation.
This technique has some disadvantages that can compromise the modulation-transfer function diagnostic. For
example, the spot size, particularly at long wavelengths, begins
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In carrier multiplication, excited electron-hole pairs with excess energy greater than
the bandgap Eg (solid symbols) can generate a second electron-hole pair (dashed
symbols). As a result, multiple conduction-band carriers are generated and available
for electrical work from the absorption of a single photon.

The pulse shaper modifies the temporal and/or spectral characteristics of an input
laser pulse (lower left) by dispersing the laser spectrum into discrete bins, separately
modulating the amplitude and/or phase of the wavelength in each bin and coherently recombining the bins to generate a new pulse shape (lower right).

to approach the size of a single pixel. Additionally, the abovebandgap excitation cannot probe the pixel response in three
dimensions, which could be important in CMOS (complementary metal-oxide semiconductor) active pixel designs
where the pixels can have complex, multilayered layouts
with very high aspect ratios.
One way of potentially resolving these problems is to
use the nonlinear optical technique for carrier injection. For
USPL sources, the area over which carriers are deposited by
nonlinear absorption contracts according to the order of the
nonlinear interaction, and the laser focusing geometry can
vary the depth at which carriers are generated in a pixel. For
example, in the case of two-photon absorption, carrier injection is proportional to the square of the beam irradiance, and
the effective beam area for carrier injection should contract by
relative to that of linear absorption. Furthermore, carrier
injection occurs only at the beam focus where the irradiance
is sufficient for multiphoton absorption. The development of
the below-bandgap modulation-transfer function diagnostic
shares nearly all the optimization criteria of nonlinear absorption laser single-event effects testing. However, there is a need
for detailed information on the nonlinear optical properties of
the materials from which these devices are made, along with
advanced laser microscopy techniques to exploit these properties—and, in many cases, a way to manipulate and control the
laser-material interactions.

can be independently delayed or attenuated, and then recombines these bins to generate a new single pulse with a modified
temporal shape, a specific time-ordering of wavelengths, or
a series of pulses (a pulse “burst”). The pulse-shaper makes
it possible to investigate alternative ways of presenting USPL
energy to a material for the purpose of optimizing a desired
effect or investigating the material’s response to USPL illumination. For example, in the nonlinear optical techniques under
development for testing microelectronics and measuring the
modulation transfer function of focal-plane arrays, temporal
shaping of ultrashort pulses may enable the generation of
conduction-band carriers in areas significantly smaller than
the diffraction-limited spot size of the laser and allow for enhanced control over carrier deposition depth.
Another approach to improving the spatial resolution of
a laser probe involves controlling the spatial characteristics
of the laser beam through the curvature of the pulse spatial
wavefront. Aerospace is investigating the use of adaptive optics
for this purpose. Control over the effective area in which a
USPL interacts with a material or device structure is critically
important to the diagnostic utility of USPLs in the emerging
nanoscale material and device technologies, where the length
and separation of device structures is approaching a few tens
of nanometers, and for which there is a shortage of nondestructive measurement tools capable of resolving the structures or their time/frequency performance characteristics.
Several other areas of research on USPL applications exist
where control over the spatiotemporal formatting of the laser
is known to be critical and where adaptive control of such formatting based on active feedback may dramatically enhance
capability. In the x-ray technique discussed earlier for testing
single-event effects, the results have shown that enhancement
of x-ray yield is a complicated function of experimental and
environmental parameters that significantly affects the evolution of pulse characteristics along the propagation path. A
USPL with pulse-shaping capability can “precompensate” the
laser pulse to invert temporal distortions and ensure that the

Laser-Pulse Formatting
There is a distinct advantage in being able to manipulate the
temporal shape of the laser pulse or the order of wavelengths
within the pulse, and a pulse-shaper subsystem capable of
these manipulations is in development. Because USPLs possess a wavelength bandwidth determined by the Fourier transform of the temporal pulse, a 30-femtosecond pulse at a center
wavelength of 800 nanometers will have approximately 35
nanometers of bandwidth. The pulse-shaper decomposes the
bandwidth of a single USPL into discrete spectral “bins” that
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Atmospheric filament generated by a terawatt ultrashort-pulse laser observed by scattering of 800
nm laser light (left) and by white light from the nonlinear optical response of the atmosphere (right).

highest-peak power is delivered where it can have its greatest
effect—in this case, the highest x-ray yield. Additionally, the
temporal format in which the laser energy is delivered to the
metal target may have a significant effect on the generation of
a plasma with optimal thermophysical characteristics for x-ray
generation.

Conclusion
Laser remote sensing and free-space optical communications using USPLs are also likely to benefit from adaptive
spatiotemporal formatting. These potential space applications
receive a lot of attention, in part because USPLs have been
shown capable of some unique signal-propagation characteristics. For example, parameter regimes have been identified in
which the laser beam propagates without spatial diffraction
(beam expansion) and in which the beam is able to penetrate
obscurants such as clouds, fog, and suspended particles.
The prospects of USPL-based hyperspectral schemes for
meteorological lidar and active remote sensing for chemical, biological, and hazardous-material detection or target
characterization will be significantly determined by the ability
(or lack thereof) to manipulate and control these propagation characteristics, which appear to arise from a balance of
linear and nonlinear interactions with the atmosphere along
the beam propagation path. Because these interactions are not
fully understood, the fragility of this balance and the ability to
control the interaction of the laser pulses with the atmosphere
and the target in remote-sensing schemes represents a critical
risk element that will have to be retired to realize a practical
technology. The ability to control these interactions and accommodate fluctuating atmospheric conditions via adaptive
pulse-shaping would have utility and benefit, but necessarily
requires a detailed understanding of the underlying physics that is unlikely to emerge without a continuing research
commitment.
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The Emergence of MachineAugmented Composites
Embedding simple machines in a polymer matrix yields complex materials
suitable for applications ranging from launch vehicle fairings to golf clubs.

Gary Hawkins and Ching-Yao Tang

I

n response to a request by the California Department of
Transportation (Caltrans) in 2000, a team of materials scientists from The Aerospace Corporation considered burying shock absorbers in the rubber dampers located on top of
bridge columns. This simple concept—burying a mechanism
in a material—was later refined to develop materials useful for applications as diverse as launch vehicles and sports
equipment.

An Idea is Born
Caltrans had asked Aerospace to help wrap composite materials around the columns to ensure they would remain standing
after an earthquake. The tops of the bridge columns already
had huge alternating layers of rubber and lead to help dampen
earthquake vibrations. The scientists proposed burying automotive shock absorbers in the rubber to control the damping. The remedy could have worked, but more important, it
prompted the scientists to consider what would happen if
mechanisms were buried in a material on a much smaller
scale. What if many small (millimeter-sized) mechanisms were
buried in a flexible matrix? Would this material yield properties that could not be obtained any other way?
The team began developing this new concept. Traditional
composites are made with a matrix material that holds together many fibers. Such composite materials are stiff and
strong because the fibers they contain are stiff and strong. But,
the team postulated, if many small, simple machines were embedded in a matrix, the resulting composite would have properties like the machines. These machines could augment the
properties of the composite; thus, the scientists named their
new concept the machine-augmented composite (MAC).
Rather than start with shock absorbers, which are quite
complicated, the team decided to start with a very simple
mechanism: a four-bar linkage. This simple machine converts
compressive (perpendicular) forces into shear (tangential or
parallel) forces and vice versa. Most normal materials simply
compress when subjected to a compressive load, but a MAC

Researchers Ching-Yao (Tony) Tang and Juliet Schurr conduct impact tests on
machine-augmented composites in a drop-tower system.

made with embedded four-bar linkages would, in theory,
generate substantial shear motion when compressed.
Using Aerospace’s rapid prototyping machine, the team
made the first proof-of-concept samples with four-bar
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Unlike a typical material that deforms in the
direction of the applied force, a material with
Resulting load
negative stiffness deforms in the direction opposite that of the applied force. The Aerospace
Shear input
team took it as a challenge to make a more
useful negative-modulus material by designing
Tensile strain
a set of machines that reverse the direction of
the applied force. Pushing on the front surface
of this MAC causes the reverse side to deflect
toward the observer (rather than away, as a normal material would).
The negative-modulus MAC turned out to
Shear stress
have
a useful application. Sound waves passing
1 mm
through it would be shifted in phase by 180 degrees. If a plate combined normal material with
these MACs, some of the sound waves would
be phase shifted and some would not. When
designed correctly, the two waves would cancel
each other out through destructive interference.
An entire wall of material could be made that
A simple machine that converts shear forces into tensile/compressive forces and vice versa.
worked like sound-canceling headphones
compliant mechanisms buried in a polyurethane matrix. They
without any electronics. A launch vehicle fairing made of the
performed simple tests to prove that the material would rematerial could help reduce acoustic loads on spacecraft during
spond as expected, based on mechanics. They used the data
launch.
in a proposal to obtain their first Aerospace research and deWhile the sound material was under development, the
velopment funds, which allowed them to create mathematical
scientists continued developing samples of Z-MACs in the
models to describe the material, manufacture more realistic
laboratory. To watch how one such material would respond
samples, test the accuracy of those models, and explore poten- to impact loading, they dropped a golf ball on it. Instead of
tial applications to space systems.
bouncing off at an angle as expected, the ball bounced off with
In essence, this Z-MAC—named because of the shape of
a surprisingly high rate of spin. The top of the Z-MAC was
the machines—diverts forces from one direction to another.
shifting sideways from the impact and putting a torque on
The team first focused on applications where a preexisting
the ball. The torque caused the spin. By changing the stiffness
shear force can be used to clamp down on a part. They found
of the machines, the team could control the magnitude and
the clamping could be useful for locking down components
direction of the spin. Besides applications in golf clubs, this
during launch.
material should be able to put a torque on the nose of a bullet

Bigger Challenges
The models and experience gained in building and testing the
Z-MAC inspired development of a MAC with a more complicated machine—a fluid-filled shock absorber shaped like
an hourglass that would collapse during compression. The
volume inside of the hourglass would be filled with a variety
of fluids, each with a different viscosity, ranging from water to
high-viscosity silicone. An outside vendor was contracted to
manufacture these machines. The samples were tested to determine the damping capability of the different versions. The
results were promising when compared with naturally good
dampers (e.g., rubber), but more work was needed to mature
this concept to a point where a particular application would
specify this material over existing technologies.
DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Agency), which was
looking for technology similar to what the Aerospace scientists
had already accomplished, granted the team funding for further research. Joining a group from Texas A&M University, the
team expanded research into more complicated designs.
At the same time, researchers from the University of Wisconsin, Madison, published a paper showing how they had
achieved a “negative” stiffness (or negative modulus), taking
advantage of an unusual phase change in a magnetic material.
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Z-MAC samples produced from rapid prototyping.

as it entered an armor plate. Tumbling bullets are easier to stop
in armor.
The team wrote a series of invention disclosures, and as
the patent applications wound their way through the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, Aerospace’s Intellectual Property
Programs office started marketing the MAC material—or
“MACterial.” This generated interest from several golf club
manufacturers as well as armor manufacturers, car companies
(for bumpers), high-end bicycle manufacturers, and automotive tire companies.

From Concept to Application
DARPA issued another request for a material that could
change shape on command. The material would act similarly
to heliotropic plants, such as sunflowers, that follow the sun
as it passes overhead (the biology term is “nastic motion”).
The team looked at making little machines that would change
shape inside a material. They explored using battery technology to generate hydrogen gas in a cell to change its internal
pressure (plants move by changing pressure in their cells), but
calculations showed the limitations of this concept. Then, some
colleagues suggested that hydrogen and oxygen could be generated by electrolysis of water; then, to institute a pressure increase, the gases could be ignited to explode. When hydrogen
and oxygen burn, they create water—so, the researchers could
make a closed system that repeats the cycle again and again.
The team proposed this idea for DARPA’s nastic program
and offered to make a generic material that contained many
small cells that generated an explosive gas mixture that could
be ignited on command. DARPA awarded them the contract,
this time surprising the team with full funding. The team’s
surprise turned to panic, however, when they realized that
to fulfill the contract, they would have to change the shape
(or morph) of a helicopter blade. What started as a general
open-ended development of a new material turned into a

point design. The design of a typical helicopter blade involves
a compromise between its performance in hover, where a high
blade twist is desired for improved lift, and in forward flight,
where a low blade twist is needed for high speed. A morphing
blade could effectively overcome this trade-off by adapting its
shape to each of the two flight regimes.
After locating a group that knew about helicopter blades,
the team was able to demonstrate changing the shape of a
one-quarter scale V22 helicopter blade at the Bell Helicopter
factory in Dallas. The work for DARPA on helicopter blades
was successful. On the way to this milestone, the team manufactured the industry’s most efficient actuator, which produced
160 horsepower per pound. This success led to a follow-on
contract to build a material that changed shape and caused
large acoustic pressure waves in water. The Aerospace team
constructed and instrumented a large cistern outside its laboratory to test this acoustic source.

The Future
The researchers are now working to develop more mature versions of the MACterials into useful applications as they design
more complicated machines with exotic properties. A recent
proposal involves combining negative and positive springs.
In theory, when these two springs are attached in series, a
material with potentially infinite modulus would result. The
researchers are confident the material modulus won’t be infinite, but they are working to see how large a modulus can be
obtained.
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Nonlinear Dynamics and Chaos:
From Concept to Application
Traditionally, engineers sought to minimize noise and distortion
in system designs. Today, Aerospace scientists are seeking to
explicitly harness these effects for useful engineering purposes.

Christopher P. Silva

T

Nonlinear Engineering
The practice of electrical engineering has been dominated by
a linear paradigm that has well served the needs of communications signal processing functions. The techniques are well
established and mature and solve a large class of problems,
such as linear filters, for example. These techniques are based
on the classical superposition principle, which states that the
response of a given system to a sum of stimuli is given by the
sum of the responses to each stimulus acting alone. This view
provides a first-order approximation of a naturally nonlinear
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he vast discipline of nonlinear engineering divides into
two complementary practices: one that pursues the elimination of undesired nonlinear effects, and one that seeks
to harness nonlinear effects for useful engineering purposes.
The first practice involves either the characterization and
elimination of unwanted nonlinear distortion, or the prevention of unwanted and possibly damaging anomalous behavior
in nonlinear circuits and systems. This practice primarily affects current or near-term systems. The second practice seeks
to develop whole new design methodologies and technologies,
which in the long term may lead to future advanced systems
that may be quite different from what now exists.
The most studied nonlinear phenomenon is the complex,
random-like behavior called chaos, which is being addressed
in fields ranging from astronomy to zoology. The Aerospace
Corporation is researching how to harness the effects of chaotic signals and apply them to communication systems for
military applications. Some of the most pressing issues involve
privacy and security for processing communication signals.
There are also potential applications involving radar and sonar,
with important implications for addressing such challenges as
urban warfare and the remote detection of improvised explosive devices and suicide bombers. The foundation for this new
engineering practice is the dynamical system perspective, with
its accompanying set of powerful analysis machinery. Overall,
this practice is evolving on many fronts and levels, reaching a state of maturity where it can be applied to real-world
problems.

Top: Phase portrait of a radio frequency chaotic oscillator developed at Aerospace.
Bottom: Example implementation of a cellular nonlinear network—essentially a
programmable analog computer made up of a locally coupled array of nonlinear
dynamical systems.

world. Hence, an engineer can create designs that are intentionally linear knowing they will obey these simple principles.
Established practice has also dictated that any higher-order of

Dynamical Systems
The field of dynamics concerns the study of systems whose
internal parameters, called states, obey a set of temporal rules,
essentially encompassing all observable phenomena. Over its
long history, the field developed into three distinct subdisciplines: applied dynamics, which concerns the modeling process
that transforms actual system observations into an idealized
mathematical dynamical system; mathematical dynamics,
which focuses on the qualitative analysis of the model; and
experimental dynamics, which ranges from controlled laboratory experiments to numerical simulation of state equations on
computers.
The study of dynamics dates back to at least Galileo (1564–
1642), who essentially founded it as a branch of natural
philosophy now called physics. Galileo established the close
interplay between theory and experiment and was one of the
first to fully study the concept of acceleration. Galileo and
others, including Johannes Kepler (1571–1630), addressed the
concepts of change, rate of change, and rate of rate of change
as they were ubiquitously observed in natural phenomena.
These researchers found that nature is fraught with basic laws
relating to changes in physical states that could be observed
and measured.

Research on dynamics further developed with Isaac Newton
(1642–1727) and Gottfried Leibniz (1646–1716), who independently formalized the notion of derivatives that served to couch
these dynamical laws or systems in a mathematical form, after
which flourished the development of a whole spectrum of
formal qualitative analysis tools. These early contributions were
of a purely analytical form that dealt with classical differential equations and eventually gave rise to more geometrical
and topological methods that have dominated the field ever
since. Next, with the rapid advancement of measurement and
computational technologies, the area of experiments (at first
physical and then numerical) became an important component
of the overall study of dynamics.
Dynamics was exclusively studied in the domain of classical
physics until the 1920s, when applications to biological and
social sciences began to appear. This expansion has continued
to today, where dynamics is now studied in virtually all areas
of science. As an example, such a perspective can be fruitfully
applied to the electrical, mechanical, orbital, and propulsion
subsystems found in spacecraft vehicles. It may come as a surprise that the complex behavior called chaos did not formally
arrive on the scene until around 1950.

the superposition principle could be safely ignored. Such efoperated in or near its nonlinear saturated region to maximize
fects were called noise and distortion, and have traditionally
power efficiency. But this gain in efficiency is offset by inbeen treated more like an oddity and nuisance rather than an
creased distortion in the modulated signals that pass through
inherent and possibly useful feature of nature. The practice of
the amplifier. The distortion is exacerbated by the complexity
working within a linear paradigm, however, does not allow for of the modulations needed to attain high bandwidth efficienimportant, common, and explicitly nonlinear signal functions
cies, because they often contain amplitude variations that elicit
such as frequency generation, frequency synthesis, and power
these added distortions. In this case, an accurate and formal
amplification. It is these required functions that made up the
identification of the amplifier must be accomplished before an
first elements of nonlinear engineering.
effective nonlinear compensation strategy can be developed.
The further development of nonlinear techniques primarily There is a significant amount of activity in this arena fueled by
occurred in academia, and new discoveries found little practithe demand for personal wireless communications.
cal application. However, within the last two decades, there
The second factor involves several seminal discoveries of
has been a revolution of sorts that stems from three fundanonlinear effects that prompted a flurry of research in apmental factors. These factors have synergistically acted to radi- plying them to communications signal processing, as well as
cally evolve and change the practice of nonlinear engineering.
to many other disciplines. In essence, a new modeling and
The first factor arises from the demand for increased performance in
limited-bandwidth channels in commuResponse: C(t) + D(t)
Linear system
nication systems. As a consequence, nonInput: A(t) + B(t)
linear effects can no longer be ignored
Input: A(t)
Response: C(t)
in the design of these systems, requiring
Linear system
techniques that are not simple extensions
+
+
of linear theory. A showcase example is
Linear system
wideband communications for advanced
Response: D(t)
Input: B(t)
military satellites. Here, there is often
a “bent-pipe” architecture in which the
transponder high-power amplifier is
An illustration of the principle of superposition that marks the delineation between linear and nonlinear systems.
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analysis language emerged that captured a much larger portion of the complexity of nature. This was an about-face from
the dominant engineering mindset in that these nonlinear
effects were now being sought for their application potential.
It marked the beginning of the second branch of nonlinear engineering, in which whole new designs would be sought based
on these new effects. These discoveries have primarily occurred in the active fields of chaos, fractals, and wavelets. Unlike the linear case, this activity is still relatively immature and
presents a wide-open frontier for new practitioners. Because
the nonlinear methodology provides a higher-order view of
nature in which the superposition principle does not hold, it is
typically a large leap beyond linear thinking, involving much
more complex analysis on small classes of problems. This difficulty is offset by the tremendous application potential and
importance of nonlinear effects.
The third factor has been the rapid development of computational power that is imperative for nonlinear study and
application. The nonlinear field is characterized by complex
problems, most of which do not have closed-form solutions
and must be addressed qualitatively and numerically. Coupled
with the qualitative arsenal of tools from the discipline of
nonlinear dynamics, the computer offers a means to perform
nonlinear experiments on the desktop, thereby providing the
insight and knowledge needed to reduce nonlinearity to a beneficial practice.

Introduction to Chaos
Chaos and Bifurcation
One of the most well known and potentially useful nonlinear
dynamical effects is the bounded, random-like behavior called
chaos—in essence, deterministic noise. Chaos has been found
in a myriad of dynamical systems and in frequency ranges
from baseband to optical. This phenomenon, along with its
closely related cousin called the fractal and the mathematical
tool called wavelets, offers a new paradigm for understanding and modeling the world. It stems from the underlying
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principle of self-similarity at different scales, which appears to
be a ubiquitous property of nature.
There are three basic dynamical properties that collectively
characterize chaotic behavior. First, it exhibits an essentially
continuous and possibly banded frequency spectrum that
resembles random noise. Second, it is sensitive to initial conditions—that is, nearby orbits in the phase space (a geometrical
perspective in which the dynamical states are plotted against
each other so that time becomes implicit) diverge rapidly.
Third, it contains an ergodicity and mixing of the dynamic orbits, which in essence implies the wholesale visit of the entire
phase space by the chaotic behavior and a loss of information
because of the loss of predictability.
Chaotic behavior can only arise in dynamical systems that
are nonlinear, although these systems may be continuous or
discrete, with or without dissipation. The behavior can also
be transient or steady-state in nature and typically arises after
a sequence of qualitative changes in behavior as a function of
one or more parameters (termed “bifurcations”). A predominant manifestation of chaos occurs in the steady state of dissipative systems and is termed a “strange attractor” because its
topological structure is complex and it attracts outside orbits.

Chaotic Synchronization
The classical synchronization or entrainment of periodic oscillators has been known since at least the seventeenth century,
when Christiaan Huygens observed the coupled form of this
phenomenon in adjacent clocks on a wall. The driven or injection form of synchronization was discovered later with the
observation that a small periodic forcing signal could cause
the large natural resonance of a system to lock to it. What was
unexpected was that a similar phenomenon could be had with
chaotic signals, especially given their distinctive bounded instability character. The discovery of the driven form of chaotic
synchronization was announced in 1990, marking a turning
point in the investigation of chaos for communication systems,
for it allowed chaos to be modulated and demodulated like a
generalized carrier.
There are five basic chaotic synchronization techniques, all
of which relate to communication applications that are generic
across national security space programs:
• Master-slave synchronization. This was the earliest discovered version of chaotic synchronization. It occurs when
an autonomous (that is, unforced) system unidirectionally
drives a stable subsystem.
• Nonautonomous synchronization. Here, a nonautonomous (that is, forced) system unidirectionally drives a stable
identical nonautonomous system. This form is known to be
quite robust against link interference.
• Inverse system synchronization. In contrast to nonautonomous synchronization, inverse system synchronization occurs when the receiver is a formal dynamical inverse of the
transmitter that will reproduce the latter’s forcing function.
• Adaptive control synchronization. By far the most prolific
class of synchronization approaches, this is based on the numerous variants of adaptive control for chaotic systems (also
known as “control chaos”). In fact, these techniques have
demonstrated some capability (although easily defeated)
of extracting information from unknown systems, or even
making distinctly different dynamical systems synchronize,
thereby possibly weakening the security claims often made
for chaos-based communications. These techniques can also
make the other forms of chaotic synchronization more suitable for practical implementation—for example, where there
are link degradations and parameter mismatches.
• Coupled synchronization. This consists of bidirectionally
coupled identical systems and is a simple generalization of
the traditional classical form involving sinusoidal oscillators.
The first four forms of chaotic synchronization are suitable
for standard communications purposes, while the fifth is suitable for network communications. It is also preferable that the
linking signal between the component systems be of the scalar
variety. Because of the newness of these discoveries, many
studies are still needed to address important engineering and
operational issues, and to compare findings with traditional
synchronization approaches.
Implications for Engineering Applications
Until about the mid-1980s, chaos was primarily studied by
physicists and mathematicians in a theoretical sense. These

Fractals
The word “fractal” derives from the Latin word “frangere,”
which means “to break.” The field marks a whole new geometrical modeling paradigm that can remarkably capture
the complexity of shapes and textures found in nature, such
as clouds, forests, trees, flowers, galaxies, leaves, feathers, rocks, mountains, coastlines, and even blood vessels.
The study of fractals involves the notions of self-similarity,
repetitive iteration, and fractional dimension. In particular,
fractal geometry generalizes ordinary notions of length,
scale, and dimension in interesting and subtle ways. For
example, the 1-D length of a coastline depends on how
finely it is measured, a 2-D spiral can be of either infinite or
finite length yet occupy a finite area, and a 3-D space can be
densely filled without using an ordinary solid.
Fractals require the generalization of the concept of dimension (allowing it to be noninteger) that in turn is intimately
tied to the notion of scale. Fractal objects are typically
generated through some form of iterative feedback employing simple geometrical or dynamic rules. At each iteration,
there may be a set of rules to choose from at random, or
a parameter that can take a chosen random value. Under
general conditions, continued iteration will converge on a
final set that is the fractal.
The study of fractals was revolutionized and popularized
by the publication in 1977 of Benoît Mandelbrot’s book,
The Fractal Geometry of Nature. Since then, the field has
grown immensely, with many fruitful applications and even
commercialization in areas such as data/video compression,
frequency-independent antennas/arrays, computer generated imagery, random process and probability modeling, image half-toning, and cluster and crack propagation analysis.

studies sought to determine, understand, and report the many
unique properties of chaos and to analyze and predict its behavior. During this period, and especially after the pivotal discovery of chaotic synchronization in 1990, researchers began
to pursue practical applications. These investigations naturally
focused on applications that could exploit the deterministic,
yet random-like behavior of chaos, particularly with regard to
inherently secure signal processing and transmission.
Over the years, many other unique effects with their own
engineering implications have been discovered and investigated in chaotic systems (e.g., nonlinear amplification with signal enhancing/extracting capabilities). The bifurcation aspects
of nonlinear systems provide a profound and critical insight
into current circuit and system designs, especially as it applies
to their fundamental stability. As a consequence, the investigation of the engineering applications of nonlinear dynamics and
chaos has become a vast, rapidly maturing, and multidisciplinary undertaking, especially on an international scale.
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Chaos-Based Communications
Modulation Approaches
A whole range of methods have been proposed for implementing and demonstrating analog or digital modulation of
information using a chaotic carrier. Such modulations range
from simple addition to more complex combinations of information with the carrier that is much more indirect and subtle
than the traditional amplitude, phase, or frequency modulation of a classical sinusoidal carrier. Because of the complexity
of the carrier and the modulation, these approaches can provide privacy and security for communications without even
encrypting the information. In essence, the information is hidden in the “noise” in transmission and can be extracted in the
receiver using the inherent determinism of chaos.
Major chaos-based modulation methods being investigated
and developed internationally for communication applications
include:
• Additive chaotic masking. This was the earliest form of
modulation, wherein the information is added to the carrier
as a small perturbation and usually demodulated using a
cascaded form of master-slave synchronization.
• Chaotic switching. In this chaos-based version of traditional digital modulation, an analog signal of finite duration
represents a digital symbol consisting of one or more bits. In
this case, the digital symbol is uniquely mapped to an analog waveform segment coming from distinct strange attractors (known also as “attractor-shift keying”), or an analog
waveform segment from a distinct region of a single strange
attractor, thereby forming a chaotic signal constellation.
• Forcing function modulation. In this approach, a sinusoidal forcing function in a nonautonomous chaotic system
is analog or digitally modulated with the information in a
classical manner, with the transmitted signal being some
other state variable. This modulation typically involves the
nonautonomous or inverse synchronization methods and is
the basis for the Aerospace development effort addressing
high-data-rate, chaos-based communications.
• Multiplicative chaotic mixing. This can be considered
the chaos-based version of the traditional direct-sequence
spread-spectrum approach, except in this case, the receiver
actually divides by the chaotic carrier to extract the original
information.
• Parametric modulation. In this case, the information
directly modulates a circuit parameter value (such as resistance, capacitance, or inductance), and some state variable
from the chaotic system is sent that contains the information in a complex manner. As with forcing function modulation, this is an indirect modulation approach that typically
offers higher levels of privacy and security and can also provide chaotic multiplexing capabilities, wherein two or more
messages can modulate different circuit parameters and be
sent and recovered using one transmission signal.
• Independent source modulation. This is another indirect
modulation form where the information becomes an independent voltage/current source that is inserted in the chaotic transmitter circuit.
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• Generalized modulation. This form involves the generalization of additive masking/multiplicative modulation,
where the information and chaotic carrier are combined in
a more general invertible manner.
Survey of Baseband to Optical Systems
As chaos-based communication options were being explored
in the early 1990s, a whole series of baseband communication links were demonstrated by simulation and experiment.
These were primarily proof-of-concept exercises using simple
modulation signals ranging from tones to speech, and were
based on the various forms of chaotic synchronization and
modulation. The baseband nature of these developments was
primarily forced by the abundance of chaotic generators in the
low-frequency range and the ease by which practical circuits
can be implemented in this regime.
Some of the advantages and features of chaos-based communications that were proposed during these early studies
included digital and analog implementations that synchronize
more rapidly, robustly, and simply because of their natural
dynamical properties; unique analog communications capabilities such as privacy, low probability of intercept (LPI), low
probability of detection (LPD), and frequency reuse that are of
interest to the military; and other unique signaling functions
not possible with digital techniques, such as indirect chaotic
modulation for enhanced security and multiplexing, chaotic
signal constellations allowing for direct high-power transmitters, noise reduction with cascaded receivers, and spatial security using a ring of transmitters. These development efforts are
still at an early exploratory stage.
The first reported example of chaos-based communications used a cascaded form of master-slave synchronization
and additive chaotic modulation. The cascading was needed

to locally and coherently regenerate the chaotic carrier. This
regeneration was found to be quite resilient to noise and interference added to the linking channel, as would be needed
for a practical communication system. In this case, the chaotic
carrier was modulated by adding a voice message at a much
lower level, and was recoverable because of the regenerated
chaotic carrier. The message was buried in the “noise” when
viewed in the communications channel, indicating how this
approach can possibly provide for private transmissions. One
must be careful about making such claims, however, because it
was later shown that the additive modulation scheme is easily
deciphered using so-called de-embedding techniques. These
techniques have yet to be applied to traditional digital encryption schemes, which can be thought of as sophisticated mappings of the plain text.
The more sophisticated example of parametric chaotic
modulation cannot be imitated by traditional modulation
approaches and is much more secure. It occurs when the
message modulates a chosen circuit parameter in the system,
which in turn influences the state variables of the system in a
complex manner. Because the state variables, or combinations
thereof, are the signals sent across the communication channel, the manner in which the original message is embedded in
this signal is extremely complex and thus provides a first-tier
level of security without encrypting the message.
Some design forms of chaos-based communication can
be used for baseband communications, whereas for radiofrequency (RF) or microwave communications, these schemes
must be combined with traditional carriers and modems. In
both cases, the bandwidth of the information is limited to tens
of kilohertz; in the latter case, there is an additional loss of
LPI capability. Similar to synchronization, there were several
important engineering issues that needed to be addressed before operational application could be considered for these new
communication approaches.
By the early 2000s, there was a rich set of results for chaosbased communication using more sophisticated techniques
(such as adaptive receivers, pulse-position modulation, analog
code-division multiple access and spread spectrum), providing
more capabilities (such as supporting multiple users and suppressing multipath and jamming interference), and addressing engineering concerns (such as filtering, delay, parameter
mismatch, and added channel noise). Despite these advances,
the data throughput of such systems remained relatively low
because of the bandwidth limitations of their constituent chaotic generators. However, since the early 2000s, the evolution
of chaos-based communications has steadily continued, with
advances in frequency range, data throughput, and synchronization/modulation techniques.
One example of this evolution involves the progression of
chaos-based communications from the RF/microwave arena
into the optical range. The motivations for the optical case
were similar to those for the RF/microwave regime—namely,
bandwidth efficiency, multiuser capabilities, natural largesignal operation, privacy, and security. High-dimensional
chaotic behavior is quite easily generated in optical systems
using optical injection, opto-electronic feedback, or optical
cavities. However, the range of synchronization and modulation methods is more limited than in the RF/microwave case,
as was made evident from a 2001–2004 European project
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called OCCULT (Optical Chaos Communications Using
Laser-Diode Terminals). The initial laboratory demonstration
sustained a data rate of 3 gigabits per second (Gbps) with a
respectable 7 × 10−9 bit-error rate using a high-dimensional
chaotic additive masking modulation. The demonstration was
later repeated over a large commercial fiber-optic network
in Athens, Greece, in 2005, with sustainable data rates of
2.4 Gbps and a similar acceptable bit-error rate.
The second example represents a commercially developed
application of chaos-based techniques to the rapidly developing ultrawideband radio services in the 3.1–10.6 gigahertz
(GHz) frequency band. In this standard, the minimum or typical communications bandwidth is 500 megahertz (MHz) to
2 GHz, with only a power-spectral-density mask specified and
not the carrier or modulator type. The low-data-rate version
requires low power consumption, low complexity, low cost,
location awareness, high reliability, ad hoc networking capability, and a range of less than 100 meters or so. The dominant
implementation for such radios uses a complementary metaloxide semiconductor (CMOS) system-on-a-chip architecture.
The candidate signal sources include impulse, chirp, and
chaotic. A 2007 study showed that a direct chaotic approach
could be simpler and less expensive than any conventional
approach, with comparable bit-error-rate performance. As a
consequence, Samsung in South Korea developed a chaotic
ultrawideband radio transceiver on a 0.18-micron CMOS integrated circuit. The transceiver used a tunable chaotic signal
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source, which allowed agile changes in bandwidth and center
frequency, and was based on the summation of noncommensurate triangular pulses. The unit was successfully demonstrated at a data rate of up to 15 megabits per second (Mbps).
More recently, in December 2009, the U.S. Army Research
Laboratory funded an effort to explore chaos-based communications for satellite applications. Initial work is focused
on developing an LPI/LPD chaotic modem system that will
be suitable for satellite communications in the X, Ku, and Ka
frequency bands.
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if a general nonlinear characteristic were used instead (for
example, as found in a tunnel diode). The attempt to realize
the negative-resistance generator at high frequencies brought
out frequency-dependent parasitic and delay effects that transformed the intended piecewise-linear resistor into a partially
reactive element. This transformation essentially destroyed the
strange attractor observed at baseband. Subsequent studies
found that this implementation approach could not tolerate
even small delays, so that an alternative methodology was
required for the desired high-frequency operating range.
This alternative strategy led to a robust solution, and
marked a radical shift from an autonomous to a nonMessage
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The first research phase sought to develop a high-frequency,
broadband chaotic oscillator that would be the building block
of the project. This phase was challenging because of the frequency-dependent issues that naturally arise in creating such a
broadband oscillator, and because there were relatively few systematic approaches for designing such oscillators at the time.
The first successful realization employed the simple
baseband circuit known as Chua’s oscillator. This circuit has
become a paradigm for chaos because of its generality and
simplicity; its generality stems from its ability to formally
realize a whole spectrum of qualitative behaviors, while its
simplicity derives from the fact that it is third-order (the minimum for a continuous system) and completely linear except
for a nonlinear resistor with a piecewise-linear current-voltage
characteristic (the simplest form of nonlinearity). The oscillator consists of a passive portion, which is easy to scale up in
frequency, and an active portion, called a negative-resistance
generator, which was needed to realize the piecewise-linear
resistor. The negative-resistance generator was synthesized
in such a way as to allow for the tuning of the breakpoints
and slopes of the resistor—an important feature needed for
synchronization purposes that would be much more difficult
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Aerospace has been investigating high-frequency, high-
capacity, chaos-based communications systems as alternatives
to classical digital systems. The research strategy has consisted
of three development phases focusing on oscillation, synchronization, and modulation.
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of synchronization is also quite robust at baseband against
interference in the channel—a desirable feature for communications applications. Finally, the system naturally provides for
phase modulation of the forcing functions, which again translates into a complicated modulation of the chaotic carrier and
hence potentially enhances message security. This implementation also provides several unique and useful features. For
example, the shape of the frequency spectrum can be readily
controlled by varying the amplitude and frequency of the forcing function. Future development plans include implementing these designs in an integrated circuit to make them more
robust and reduce propagation delays, the latter of which leads
to higher chaotic bandwidths.
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Chua’s canonical piecewise-linear (PWL) circuit chosen as the basis for a high-
frequency chaotic communications link. Top: Representative PWL resistor currentvoltage (I-V) characteristic. Bottom: Circuit diagram.

autonomous approach. It also led to a U.S. patent for the socalled Young-Silva chaotic oscillator (YSCO). Two implementation topologies were developed for this oscillator—a series
topology based on a controlled voltage source, and a dual
parallel topology based on a controlled current source. There
are several advantages of this new oscillator implementation.
First, the oscillator designs are more forgiving with respect
to delays and parasitics, because it is not necessary to realize
a negative resistance as in the former, unforced case. Second,
the unforced part of the circuit can be second order and hence
easy to realize in the microwave regime (using an inductor/capacitor or cavity resonator). Third, the nonautonomous form

The second research phase examined an inverse system approach to synchronization. This is a less commonly studied
approach that extends the well-known concept of inverse
linear systems in control and filter theory. In contrast to many
of the other synchronization approaches, the receiver here is
quite different from the transmitter, with the goal of producing
a faithful replica of its forcing function. For communications
applications, the forcing function is modulated in a classical
style as a subcarrier, with a chosen state variable signal sent
across the channel. The reproduced modulated forcing function is then demodulated to arrive at the transmitted message.
The synchronization process is again a dynamical one, and
general design and circuit implementation methodologies
exist for the inverse system (continuous or discrete). This approach is also quite suitable for analog or digital data encryption, corresponding to more conventional self-synchronizing
stream ciphering. Inverse chaotic synchronization was demonstrated for the series YSCO (baseband and RF versions) using
high-fidelity SPICE (Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis) simulations, and both versions of the inverse
series YSCO have been constructed, with initial success demonstrated in their hardware synchronization.
Modulation
The third research phase seeks to demonstrate a working communications link using either analog or digital information
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with a substantial data bandwidth or rate. A phase
or frequency modulation of the forcing function
has been chosen. Progress in this phase has included a successful MATLAB-based simulation
of a complete YSCO-based communications link,
which included amplitude, frequency, and phase
modulation of the forcing function, as well as the
development and field demonstration of a series
RF YSCO frequency-modulated transceiver operating at a 1 GHz center frequency that showed the
covert nature of the transmitted signal spectrum
under simple tonal modulation. The DOD has
expressed interest in the latter demonstration because of its suitability for covert battlefield links,
Circuit board implementation of a series YSCO driven at 100 megahertz.
such as for remote soldier physiological monitoring and drug delivery and autonomous enemy
vehicle tracking. More recently, there have been
is called random-signal or noise radar, which has been under
several additional successful experimental demonstrations of
development since the late 1960s. For both deterministic and
analog and digital modulation using a series RF YSCO.
random noise, the goal is to arrive at stealthy, LPI/LPD radar
that also provides range and rate resolutions closely matching
Chaos-Based Radar
those for the ideal, but impractical, white-noise signal. These
Basic Principles and Unique Advantages
aspects are clearly advantageous for military applications
because enemy targets are being continuously scanned with
The basic principle of radar is to bounce an electromagnetic
noise, yet their position and velocity are being determined
signal off a target to determine its location, direction of movement, and other properties. The range or distance of the target quite accurately. The range and rate resolution properties of a
given radar waveform are often illustrated in ambiguity diais determined from the delay between the transmitted and
grams for traditional (nonrandom), chaotic, and ideal-noise
received signals, while the Doppler shift in these signals indiradar signals.
cates the velocity of the target relative to the radar. The target’s
Why use chaotic signals instead of random noise for radar,
direction of movement is found using continuous illumination
given that they both produce desired LPI and resolution feaand the angle of arrival of the return signal’s wavefront.
tures? The answer lies in the inherent determinism of chaos
There are two basic modes of radar transmission, continuthat gives rise to several distinct advantages. First, simple, lowous and pulsed. Because the power of the received signal is
inversely proportional to the fourth power of the range, pulsed power, lightweight, compact, broadband implementations can
be readily developed because such complex waveforms can be
transmission is often used so that coherent signal averaging
easily generated. Second, one can go well beyond the domican be done to reduce the effects of noise. Various classes
nant correlation-based receiver signal processing found in traof designed waveforms have been developed, ranging from
simple sinusoids to modulated forms to more complex signals. ditional radars by exploiting the synchronization capability of
chaotic signals. Such processing could very well be improved
Each type of waveform provides different target information
with respect to its throughput, not to mention the possibility
and resolution. For example, only velocity is provided by a
sinusoidal waveform, with an accuracy that is set by that of the of securely modulating the radar waveform with information
that can be used to better probe the nature of the target. Third,
sinusoidal source.
Motivated by many of the unique characteristics offered by through the natural and rapid loss of correlation found in
chaotic systems, multiple radars can operate in the same frechaotic signals, researchers naturally began to consider their
use for radar applications. In this case, the use of such a noise- quency bands and physical locations, yet still have the return
signals separable for individual processing (termed “electrolike signal would serve as a deterministic alternative to what
magnetic compatibility”). This signal separation could be quite
advantageous for processing the returns from an array of radar
transmitters, like those proposed for traditional radar signals,
and will also ensure multipath immunity for the radar return
m(t)
signals, as has been demonstrated for chaos-based communications. In the same way, some immunity to intentional jamming or other interference could be gained—similar to what
a spread-spectrum system does for communications. Finally,
s(t)
m(t)
there is great flexibility in the design of the radar waveform
x(t)
x(t)
if it is based on a continuous or discrete chaotic dynamical
system. Such flexibility can be used to arrive at very flat specTransmitter system
Receiver system
tra for the time-domain waveform and sharp peaks in the
ambiguity diagram at the desired target range. For example,
A schematic illustration of the inverse system form of chaotic synchronization that
is natural for forcing function modulation.
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Survey of Radar/Sonar Developments
The notion of applying chaotic signals to radar applications
dates to the mid-1990s, when the generation of such waveforms was already well evolved. Two separate paths developed
on how to approach the transmitting side of the system. In
one approach, the chaotic signal was generated at low power
levels using an analog or digital circuit and then amplified
using a traditional high-power amplifier of the solid-state or
traveling-wave-tube variety. The other approach pursued the
development of direct high-power and high-frequency chaotic
sources, up to the millimeter-wave region, using a wide variety
of vacuum electronic devices.
Researchers working on these efforts developed a chaotic
radar system using a self-mixing or autodyne effect in the
chaotic generator that gave rise to a novel return-signal processing method. Beyond these developments, optical chaos
coming from nonlinear laser dynamics has been proposed
and investigated for developing a chaotic LIDAR (light detection and ranging) system with bandwidths over 10 GHz. In
essentially all of these systems, the return signal processing
did not exploit the determinism of the chaotic signal via some
synchronization approach, but instead used traditional correlation-based processing. In addition to these over-the-air radar
systems, there has been some activity since the mid-2000s proposing and investigating the naval application of chaotic sonar.
There has been a rich panorama of applications for these
radar systems. Examples include:
• Vehicular collision avoidance and ranging. This application area seeks to take advantage of the compactness, efficiency, and low cost of chaotic signal generation, as well as
its natural electromagnetic compatibility and multipath reduction capabilities. The latter benefit has been shown to be
superior to that obtained from conventional direct-sequence
spread-spectrum approaches.
• Imaging radar for security surveillance. This application
area harnesses the broadband nature that chaos can readily
provide, thereby delivering such features as good penetration into walls, high range resolution, and discrimination of
closely spaced targets. Imaging performance for such systems has been proven to surpass more conventional timemodulated ultrawideband radars by reducing false alarms
and imaging closely spaced targets obstructed by walls.
• Other potential applications. Other possibilities include
navigation systems where high range or velocity resolutions
are required, obstacle approach or intrusion sensor systems,
and forward-looking aircraft radar to allow for all weather
flying and landing.
Aerospace Wideband Radar System
Encouraged by successful research into chaos-based communications, Aerospace started investigating chaos-based
radar. The basic objectives have been to develop a wideband,
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continuous-wave system with time-domain correlation processing and to determine its LPI and resolution capabilities.
The effort has consisted of two successive undertakings: an
initial study, which used the series YSCO as the analog chaotic
generator, and a more mature study, which used an optimized
discrete chaotic map. In both cases, proof-of-concept demonstrations were carried out, including a successful field demonstration that is undergoing external follow-up for product
development and operational field testing.
The first effort was a 2005–2006 Harvey Mudd College
Engineering Clinic project supported by the Aerospace Corporate University Affiliates Program. It focused on the use
of a series YSCO that provided a robust chaotic signal with a
bandwidth of around 150 MHz. The chaotic signal was filtered
to improve its autocorrelation properties and to remove the
forcing function signature in the frequency spectrum. The
subsequent signal was frequency modulated onto a sinusoidal carrier in the range of 1–3 GHz, and the transmitter and
receiver were switched on and off to pulse the radar signal
and prevent damage to the receiver when transmitting. The
determination of a known cable delay using the system without frequency modulation was demonstrated, followed by
some initial attempts with the frequency modulation turned
back on.
The next effort—a three-year independent research project—began with an evaluation of the characteristics of the
transmitted frequency-modulated signal for the Harvey Mudd
effort, which ranged in bandwidth from 380 to 520 MHz.
The study revealed several shortcomings associated with the
hardware implementation. As a result, attention next turned
to the use of discrete chaotic maps as the signal generator,
which offered much more flexibility in the waveform design
while significantly easing bandwidth implementation issues.
This also took advantage of the ready availability of commercial high-speed arbitrary waveform generators and digital
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successful despite their low-tech nature. IEDs are often placed
at the side of roads or embedded in them, with numerous
techniques for setting them off, including simple command
wires, wireless phones and remotes, and pressure-sensitive
detonators. Aerospace research showed that chaos-based
techniques could be used against these threats—for example,
with the application of chaotic radar to detect IEDs, pressure
plates, and their command wires. Under the direct support
of a special corporate initiative (administered by Aerospace
Intellectual Property Programs), the work has focused on an
application-specific demonstration that targets the detection
of command wires and suicide bombers. This chaotic radar
system was upgraded to include a pan/tilt scanning capability,
detection algorithms to reduce the probability of false alarm,
and a graphical user interface. Field-testing of this system was
conducted twice in special exercises at Camp Roberts in Paso
Robles, California. The system was found to be highly effective
in the detection of command wires under various conditions
such as lying on gravel, hard-baked dirt, and asphalt roads.
This detection continued to exhibit a low probability of false
alarm even for the relatively high level of clutter or interference found with gravel. Follow-on efforts are now focused to
commercially develop an operational-quality demonstration
suitable for hosting on unmanned aerial or ground vehicles.
Aerospace is also planning to further refine the system to exploit the full benefits of the chaos-based approach, addressing
such topics as chaotic source optimization and high-speed circuit implementation, synchronization-based signal processing,
the addition of signal modulation, and the use of phased-array
or multiple transmitter/receiver configurations. There is also
interest in applying this system to 2-D/3-D remote imaging for
urban warfare environments.

Doppler (δ)
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–
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Comparison of radar ambiguity diagrams for selected signals. Top: Classical pulsed,
linear frequency-modulated chirp case exhibiting multiple ambiguous resolution
cells. Middle: Continuous Lorenz chaos case with only one resolution cell. Bottom:
Ideal white noise case, providing an ideal thumbtack resolution cell.

storage oscilloscopes to provide the critical transmitter/receiver functions. A series of iterations led to a mature, bistatic,
continuous-wave radar prototype having a bandwidth of more
than 5 GHz with a 21 GHz carrier. It used a classical Bernoulli
map—whose output was conditioned like that for the series
YSCO (albeit much more easily using the software filtering
capabilities of the arbitrary waveform generator)—to arrive at
desired spectral and autocorrelation properties.
Another area where chaos-based techniques are being
explored at Aerospace involves the challenges of countering
improvised explosive devices (IEDs), which have been quite
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Beside the two basic application areas of communications
and radar reviewed here, there exists a whole range of other
important nonlinear-effect-based applications that have been,
and continue to be, investigated. Many of these have critical
implications for national security space, with some representing disruptive capability or performance improvements, and
they are all being actively pursued on an international level.
Examples include pseudorandom-sequence generation for
traditional digital cryptography systems, spread-spectrum
systems, and multiuser communication systems; analog and
digital encryption for 1-D signals, images, and real-time video;
stochastic resonance for signal-in-noise enhancement (noise
can be beneficial); cellular nonlinear networks for analog signal/image processing (essentially an analog computer with the
equivalent of terabits-per-second processing capability); bifurcation engineering involving analysis, control, and exploitation
(which encompasses the nonlinear stability issue and whole
new signal processing designs); control and anticontrol chaos
to eliminate or create chaos in systems (e.g., improved chemical mixing via anticontrol chaos); and chaos-based electronic
measures for jamming wireless transmissions and damaging
enemy circuits. A technology survey, status, and implications
evaluation for these other application areas may be presented
in a follow-up article in Crosslink.
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Qubit By Qubit:
Advancing the State of Quantum
Information Science and Technology
Quantum processing may provide the key to many computational problems
of importance for national security space—but this same technology may
pose a significant security threat if developed by potential adversaries.

Samuel Gasster

T

he first half of the twentieth century
gave rise to two significant accomplishments that have had a profound
impact well into the twenty-first century:
the development of the quantum theory
of matter, and Alan Turing’s foundational
work on the universal computer. Quantum
theory provided physicists with a deep
understanding of matter on the atomic
scale and has proven to be one of the most
accurate theories ever developed in terms
of predicting the behavior of physical
systems. Turing’s work laid the groundwork for stored-program computers. The
developments of quantum theory led to
the invention in 1947 of the transistor, a
semiconductor device that could amplify
and switch electrical signals. Independently, the theory of digital computing and
the implementation of full-scale generalpurpose digital computers took shape in the 1950s and 1960s.
In the 1980s, physicist Richard Feynman published several
papers in which he examined the ability of current computing
technology to simulate physics—in particular, quantum physics. He highlighted the fact that to adequately describe a system of n particles, a computer would need to keep track of 2n
real numbers, and thus there would be an exponential scaling
of the storage requirements. So, for even a small number of
particles, say 50, a computer must track 250 (roughly 1015) real
numbers. If each number consumes about 64 bits of memory,
the overall memory requirement would be on the order of
1017 bits, or about 100,000 petabits. That would be a stressing
requirement even for current supercomputers. Feynman also
discussed the challenges of computational efficiency and how
long it might take to complete such calculations. He argued
that given the complexity of simulating quantum systems with
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classical computers, and the inadequacy of current technology and approximations, why not use one quantum system to
simulate another? Starting with a quantum system that is well
understood and characterized, it could be possible to simulate
the behavior and properties of another quantum system that
is not so well understood. Thus was born the basic concept of
quantum computing.
This early work has spawned the field of quantum information science and technology, which deals with the manipulation, storing, and transmission of information by taking
advantage of the quantum mechanical properties of light and
matter. One of the key distinctions between quantum and classical information and computation is that quantum information processing deals with direct manipulation of individual
quanta (single quantum objects with well-defined quantum
states), whereas classical devices rely on the macroscopic behavior of a large number of quanta.

Quantum Computing: The Basics
Classical computers use electric voltage levels to represent the
logic states of binary digits (bits) and gates that implement
Boolean logical operations that transform the bit values (0 and
1) as part of the computation. Early digital computers used
vacuum tubes, and then transistors, to create the voltage levels
and implement the logic gates. Eventually, these technologies gave way to very-large-scale integrated circuits, in which
transistors and other components were directly patterned onto
a silicon die along with the electronic pathways. To squeeze
more transistors into the same amount of space, engineers
successively reduced the size of these circuit elements, with
the most recent chips incorporating gate sizes on the order of
30 nanometers (for comparison, the read/write head in a hard
drive floats about 10 nanometers above the disk surface, and
the size of a silicon atom is on the order of 0.22 nanometers).
At some point, it will not be possible to shrink the gate size
and increase the packaging density without having to fundamentally change the way these computer chips are designed
with respect to the inherent quantum nature of matter (to say
nothing about the ability to control the voltages, currents, and
heat within these dense structures).
A quantum computer, on the other hand, uses individual
quanta and their states as quantum bits, or qubits, providing
the logical representation of binary information. The physical
realization of a qubit is a physical system with two quantum
states that can be used to represent the 0 and 1 bit states. Using
Dirac notation, these states are represented as |0〉 and |1〉.
Quantum computation can be defined as the application of
a unitary transformation on a set of qubits followed by some
type of measurement on at least one of the qubits to obtain a
classical number. A common model of quantum computation,
based on classical computation, is the circuit model. Quantum computations are represented as quantum “logic circuits”
whose elements are representations of qubits and quantum
gates, including measurement.
The fact that qubits obey the laws of quantum theory and
the associated probabilistic interpretation has several important consequences that differentiate quantum and classical
computation. Some of the unique aspects that give quantum
computing its power include:
• Superposition. Unlike classical bits, qubits can exist as a
superposition of basis states; thus, a qubit |ψ〉 = α|0〉 + β|1〉
can be created, with (α,β) complex numbers called “probability amplitudes,” from the 0/1 basis qubits. A classical bit
can only represent a 0 or 1, never any intermediate or superposition value. The ability to create qubits that are a super
position of the basis states is what gives many quantum
algorithms their power over their classical counterpart—for
example, allowing the simultaneous evaluation of a function
over a large number of possible values.
• Measurement. Quantum measurement involves interacting
with a qubit in such a way that the state of the qubit will be
different after the measurement. Results of quantum measurement are based on expectation values that depend on
the square of the probability amplitudes for different quantum states.
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state from the uppermost qubit to the bottom qubit. This circuit uses three qubits,
four gate types, and measurement operations to perform the teleportation operation.

• Interference. While waves in classical physics may interfere,
this is not a phenomenon that is exploited in classical computing. In quantum computing, however, individual quanta
can interact with a relative phase, so the interference among
a set of qubits is quite important. Quantum interference
results from the relative phase of probability amplitudes and
has a direct impact on the performance of two important
quantum algorithms, the quantum Fourier transform and
quantum search. These quantum algorithms achieve their
speed as a result of superposition and interference, such that
certain states of interest for the particular problem end up
having larger probability amplitudes, within the superposition, providing a quantum parallelism that examines all
possible solutions simultaneously.
• Entanglement. This uniquely quantum mechanical phenomenon results in highly nonclassical correlations between
qubits. Essentially, when two particles are entangled, the act
of measuring one immediately determines the state of the
other, regardless of separation distance. This does not violate
special relativity because a classical, finite-speed communication channel is required to actually transfer information
using entangled states. Consider a simple example of two
qubits |A〉 and |B〉. One possible joint state of these two qubits is given by the simple product |A〉 |B〉; however, it is also
possible to create the following entangled state:

It is not possible to write this state as the product of two
separate quantum states. In this example, if qubit |A〉 is measured to find state |0〉, then this immediately determines that
qubit |B〉 will be observed in the state |0〉.
• No copying of qubits. Unlike classical bits, it is not possible
to create perfect, independent copies of qubits. Creating a
copy of a qubit requires knowledge of the complete state
of the qubit; however, to obtain such knowledge requires
performing measurements on the qubit, destroying its state.
This fact has a profound impact on both quantum computing and cryptanalysis.
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Realization of a Quantum Computer
Criteria for a Scalable Physical Technology
to Implement a Quantum Computer
In 2000, David DiVincenzo of IBM published a set of criteria
or requirements for assessing the viability of any physical
implementation for a quantum information processing
system. They can be described as follows:

• A scalable physical system with well-characterized qubits.
The stable quantum state could entail the spin (up or
down) of an electron or the polarization (vertical or
horizontal) of a photon. It requires accurate knowledge
of physical parameters, internal energy, and coupling
between qubits.

• The ability to initialize the state of the qubits to a simple
trusted state, such as |00…〉. Technology-dependent
approaches would need to be developed to initialize the
quantum registers, including the cooling or measurement
operations; an important question involves how long this
would take. Quantum error correction requires ancillary
qubits in known states.

• Long decoherence times. Decoherence (the collapse of
the probability wave) must take longer than 105 times the
quantum computer clock time. The dynamics of the qubit
interacting with its environment will need to be better
understood and controlled. Faulty control mechanisms
lead to faulty gates. Even worse, noise is essentially
analog acting on 2n complex numbers in superposition.
Also, as a result of entanglement with the environment,
coherent superposition becomes incoherent. The duration
of decoherence may be the biggest obstacle to quantum
computing.

• A universal set of quantum gates. Quantum algorithms
describe a sequence of unitary transformations. It is difficult in some cases to create these operations for two and
three qubits, and difficult to control the on/off interactions
for these gates as a result of imperfect implementation.
Not all gates would be available in each technology.

• A qubit-specific measurement capability. A technologydependent readout mechanism is required to read specific
qubits without perturbing other qubits. Current techniques are much less than 100 percent efficient.

• The ability to convert stationary and flying qubits. Flying
qubits (e.g., photons) can be used to store and transport
information; doing this at will has yet to be achieved.

• The ability to faithfully transmit flying qubits between
specified locations. In a real-world implementation, transmission losses could affect computation.
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The realization of a quantum computer will require advances
in scientific understanding of how to create and control the
quantum state of individual qubits and collections of these
qubits. This understanding will have to be translated into the
engineering advances needed to design and implement a reliable quantum computer. While there have been several proofof-principle demonstrations of the basic operation of simple
quantum computer circuits using a small number of qubits
(fewer than 15), no one currently understands how to realistically scale up to the thousands or millions of qubits that may
be necessary for useful computations.
In 2000, David DiVincenzo of IBM published a set of criteria for assessing the viability of any physical implementation
for a quantum information processing system. It has been
challenging to find physical implementations that satisfy all of
the criteria. As a result of the interactions of qubits with each
other and their environment, their states can change, making
them somewhat fragile and prone to errors. Thus, it has been
necessary to develop approaches to correct for these errors as
much as possible. The qubits in a quantum system will be entangled with one another, and with their environment, which
may result in an error in their quantum state that can lead to a
failure in the quantum circuit. If the rate at which these errors
occur is faster than the time to complete a computation, or
if the errors grow exponentially, then the quantum computer
will fail. One of the early successes with assessing the feasibility of quantum computing was the discovery by mathematician Peter Shor of specific approaches for quantum error
correction.
At present, researchers are exploring a variety of physical implementations for qubits and quantum gates, including
trapped ions, superconducting circuits, linear optics/photonics, quantum dots, and nitrogen valence centers in synthetic
diamond, to name a few. There is no clear winner, and one
should expect that quantum computers of the future would,
like classical computers, require a variety of technologies that
are each suited for specific purposes.

Quantum Algorithms
A quantum algorithm is a mathematical description of how to
perform certain computational tasks using quantum resources,
such as qubits and quantum gates. There was only moderate
interest in quantum computing until Shor published his now
famous factoring algorithm in 1994. The ability to efficiently
factor large numbers is an important capability that affects
many areas of mathematics and cryptography.
For example, computing the prime factors of large numbers (hundreds to thousands of digits long) is extremely difficult. If one wanted to use the most efficient classical algorithm
on the fastest supercomputer to factor a 2048-bit number, it
would take longer than the age of the universe (classical algorithms are exponential in the size of the input). However,
Shor was able to show that because factoring could be reduced
to determining the period of a modular function, one could
apply the quantum Fourier transform to compute this period,
and thus determine the prime factors with polynomial efficiency. The theoretical algorithm requires on the order of L
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it. Quantum key distribution provides a means for Alice and Bob to share a key, and
they will be able to detect any eavesdropping by Eve.

qubits, and L3 computational time steps, where L is the size in
bits of the number to be factored.
Another important quantum algorithm deals with data
searching. Given a set of n objects, the problem of determining whether x is a member of that set will in general require n
queries. In 1997, Lov Grover proposed a quantum algorithm
that could compute the result in only
queries.

Thus, Alice and Bob are faced with the challenge of managing their encryption keys and keeping them out of the
hands of Eve. Quantum key distribution might be the solution
to their problem. It uses the quantum properties of photons
as part of an overall protocol for the secure generation and
sharing of cryptographic keys between two parties during a
single communication session. Each new session will result in
a new, unique key being created and exchanged. For an ideal
implementation, the security of this approach rests not on the
computational complexity of some mathematical algorithm,
but on the physical laws of quantum theory (in particular, the
fact that measurement alters the quantum state, and that it is
not possible to make a perfect copy of a quantum state).
Several possible protocols have been proposed for quantum key distribution. One such protocol, BB84 (named after
its inventors, Bennett and Brassard), uses polarized photons.
This protocol involves six basic steps that employ both a quantum channel and a classical communication channel.
Authentication is the first step, in which Alice and Bob
must verify that they are in fact communicating with each
other and not someone else. This authentication step is a
security measure designed to establish the validity of a transmission, message, or originator, or a means of verifying an
individual’s authorization to receive specific categories of information. It may be accomplished using classical protocols,
and only needs to be done at the beginning of the session.
In the next step, Alice and Bob use the quantum channel
to send and receive photons. Alice transmits a stream of photons, each of which is given one of four randomly generated
polarization states. The basis of these polarization states can
be measured either rectilinearly or diagonally. Bob randomly

Quantum Key Distribution
Another important application of quantum information science involves secure communications. Consider the following scenario in which Alice wants to send a message to Bob
without letting Eve (the eavesdropping spy) know the content
of the message. Alice and Bob may communicate over an open
channel, so it’s possible that Eve could intercept their messages. Alice and Bob therefore need to encrypt their messages
before sending.
If they use symmetric key cryptography, they each need to
share the same cryptographic key, which must be kept secret
and out of the hands of Eve. They must have some method
of securely creating, sharing, and safeguarding this key. They
then use this key with an encryption algorithm to encrypt their
messages before sending them over the open channel. The only
classical encryption algorithm that is mathematically proven to
be secure is known as the one-time pad, which uses a unique
random key for each message that is the same length as the
message. Once used, that key is discarded. For short messages, this approach might be feasible, but as the message size
increases, it becomes impractical. Another consideration is the
practicality of creating and sharing a new key for each message.
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Example BB84 Protocol
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The BB84 quantum key distribution protocol relies on the fact that nonorthogonal
quantum states cannot be reliably discriminated. Thus, Alice begins with a series
of classical bits and encodes them onto qubits—in this case, photons randomly
imparted with one of four possible polarization states—the rectilinear or diagonal
bases. Bob randomly measures them in either the rectilinear or diagonal direction—

so, on average, half of his measurements will have the correct basis. When the bases
coincide, Alice and Bob can assign a corresponding bit value to each measurement
result. The bit values associated with that subset of photons form the key, which is
shown in the last row of the table.

sets his basis measurement device and measures each photon
according to the protocol. On average, Bob will only use the
correct basis 50 percent of the time.
Next, Alice and Bob use an open classical communication
channel to exchange information regarding the basis used to
transmit each photon. When the transmitted and received
bases agree, Alice and Bob will retain the corresponding
bit, discarding about half the candidate bits on average, as
mentioned above. The bit values associated with the retained
data comprise the “sifted bits,” which will contain additional
sources of error that must be corrected in the next step, known
as reconciliation, which also results in a smaller set of bits.
Even though Alice and Bob share an identical set of bits
after the sifting and reconciliation steps, an eavesdropper may
have gained some information about these bits. Thus, the next
step is to generate the secret key through a process known as
privacy amplification, which can be described as the art of distilling highly secret shared information from a larger body of
shared information that is only partially secret. This will allow
Alice and Bob to start with a shared random bit sequence
(about which Eve may have some information) and create a
shorter shared random key (about which Eve has essentially
no information).
Lastly, as part of the session, Alice and Bob can agree to
save some of the shared secret bits so that they can be used as
part of the authentication step for the next session.
The theoretical BB84 protocol assumes perfect devices,
such as single-photon sources and noise-free detectors; however, engineered systems will have to be constructed from
realistic, noisy devices and propagate photons through lossy
media (optical fiber or Earth’s atmosphere). The impact of
these factors on the overall security of any given quantum key
distribution implementation is critical to its applicability for
national security space. Depending on hardware performance
and the effects of the propagation media (and possibly Eve),
there can be a significant reduction in the number of usable
bits in going from the number of transmitted photons to the
final secure key bits. The secure key rate and quantum bit
error rate are two important system performance parameters
that must be optimized for any implementation.

Quantum Information and National Security Space
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While quantum information technology appears to offer many
potential benefits for certain computational problems and secure communications, it cannot be transitioned into national
security space without a detailed assessment of the underlying
technologies and system implementations. Also, in evaluating
any new technology, it is important for stakeholders to understand both the potential benefits for users as well as the threats
that might arise, should an adversary obtain such a capability.
Aerospace has been working to develop a detailed understanding of both the benefits and threats posed by quantum
information processing in order to advise customers, provide
the necessary subject matter expertise, advance the state of
the art (as with any technology relevant to national security
space), and support transition planning.
Potential Benefits
Space-system development presents problems that are computationally complex, and operational needs may require the
acceptance of approximate solutions. Examples include optimizing the design of a satellite constellation to suit a given set
of constraints, optimizing the priority tasking of a given set of
assets with specified constraints, or fusing data and extracting information from multiple sources. Solving these problems often requires state-of-the-art algorithms running on
supercomputers. There is considerable research under way in
evaluating those classes of problems for which known or new
quantum algorithms may provide a more efficient solution
than classical algorithms and computers.
One interesting problem that Aerospace is studying
involves possible application of quantum computing to improve how classical programs are compiled and executed on
distributed and clustered computers. Software developed for
these classical systems must be compiled to run effectively and
efficiently. These compilers perform various types of optimization and instruction scheduling based on knowledge of the
target hardware; they employ (mostly) heuristics to arrive at a
tractable solution within an acceptable period of time. It may
be possible to use a quantum computer to find better solutions
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The BB84 protocol involves the transmission of randomly selected photon polarization states by Alice and reception of those photons by Bob. It employs both a quan-

tum channel using individual photons transmitted through free space and a classical
communication channel for sifting, reconciliation, and privacy amplification.

for the classical compiler optimizations and scheduling to
allow improved use of the classical supercomputers.
Finally, returning to Feynman’s original interest in studying quantum computation—the prospect of quantum simulation—offers further potential. Many of the computational
problems of interest to national security space involve the
development of better materials or a better understanding of
material properties and behavior in adverse conditions. This
might be an area where quantum simulation could provide
advantages over the classical techniques through a more direct
and accurate simulation of the physical properties and behaviors of these materials.

Clearly, it would be prudent to start implementing encryption technology that would be immune to attack from a
quantum computer; however, adversaries are probably storing information that could be decrypted by a future quantum
computing capability, so it is also important to perform a lifetime assessment, delineating the ramifications of having secret
information compromised by a quantum computer at a later
date.
Many countries have research and development programs
in quantum information technology. In Europe, several quantum key distribution implementations have been deployed for
secure banking and voting transactions. Japan has announced
a metropolitan-scale quantum key distribution network in
Tokyo. The European Union has even proposed a ground-tospace demonstration of quantum key distribution, sending a
key from a ground station to a receiver on the International
Space Station.

Potential Threats
Technology is a two-edged sword, and the advantages of
quantum computing are tempered by the possible drawbacks.
The most obvious threat is that an adversary will apply the
resources of a full-scale quantum computer as a cryptanalysis
tool. The ability to implement Shor’s factoring algorithm could
directly put at risk several classes of encryption algorithms.
The application of Grover’s quantum search algorithm provides some, albeit modest, acceleration in brute-force search
that could also be applied to cryptanalysis.

R&D at Aerospace
Quantum computing and key distribution are important
technologies with possibly significant ramifications for future
space missions. Researchers at Aerospace have been identifying near-term (5–10 years) and long-term (beyond 10 years)
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challenges in the area of national security space
that might be addressed through quantum computing and quantum key distribution. In addition, Aerospace has been tracking general trends
and conducting targeted research in anticipation
of increased interest within the space system
community.
Creating Qubits with Ultracold Molecules
One recent project focused on developing a
quantum information processing testbed using
ultracold molecules as physical qubits. Rubidium
and cesium were selected because the laser cooling of these species is well understood, as are the
quantum states of the rubidium cesium molecule
(Aerospace has extensive experience in the laser
cooling of these atoms as a result of the corporation’s work in atomic clocks, such as those
used in navigation satellites). The project demAerospace researchers successfully trapped ultracold rubidium and cesium atoms in this dual-species
onstrated the formation of ultracold rubidium
magneto-optical trap. As part of this effort, they developed a novel quantum transition scheme to efcesium polar molecules by photoassociation. The ficiently produce ultracold rubidium cesium molecules in the lowest quantum states.
researchers developed a practical quantum transition scheme to efficiently produce ultracold
evaluation of improved error correction and control protocols
rubidium cesium molecules in the lowest quantum states. A
that will help minimize resource overhead in realistic quantum
carbon dioxide laser was used to trap and store the ultracold
computers.
atoms and molecules. The next step will be to fully implement
The next step will be to extend the Aerospace quantum
the quantum transition scheme and demonstrate qubit operacomputer compiler to include other models of quantum comtion with ultracold rubidium cesium molecules in an optical
putation, additional quantum error correction and control
trap or lattice.
protocols, and additional compiler passes to optimize the
Systems Analysis and Engineering of a Quantum Computer
quantum assembly code and minimize the number of steps
required to implement the quantum program. Using the quanIn 2006, Aerospace researchers completed a study entitled,
tum computer design and analysis toolbox, researchers will be
“The Effects of Quantum Information Technology on the
able to analyze the performance of a given quantum program
Security of Space Systems.” The study was one of the first to
assess the impact of quantum computers on space information as a function of the quantum error correction and control
protocols and resource overhead. The compiler backend code
security and the possibility of retroactive data decryption.
In 2008, researchers embarked on a project to explore pos- generation (quantum instruction-set architecture) will be
extended to incorporate a well-defined interface to accomsible quantum computer architectures and components. The
modate other quantum instruction-set architectures based on
research focused on applying a rigorous systems engineering
process to the analysis of a quantum computer system to meet different physical quantum computer architectures.
Finally, it will be necessary to develop methods to verify
user requirements based on a fictitious but representative
and validate the quantum computer designs as well as the
cryptanalysis mission. It examined how top-level system reanalysis toolbox software and resource estimates. The corquirements, based on user needs, affected the subsystem-level
rectness of these methods must be assessed before the results
requirements and how these compared with current and
can be applied to more complex quantum computer system
projected technology capabilities. This work also explored
designs.
how classical concepts of reliability and fault-tolerance could
improve the design of a quantum computer system. It also
developed a quantum programming language (similar to high- Quantum Key Distribution Test and Evaluation Facility
Another project is focused on developing a complete test and
level classical programming languages), a quantum computer
compiler, and associated analysis tools to estimate the resource evaluation facility to assess the information assurance aspects
of specific quantum key distribution implementations. The
requirements (physical qubits and gates) needed to achieve
facility will allow assessment of both security and system perreliable computation.
formance in terms of secure key rate and quantum bit-error
More recently, the researchers began a project to improve
rate. Researchers will assess the security of specific hardware
the tools and methods for evaluating quantum computer
implementations of quantum key distribution protocols, insystem designs. The work involves extending the Aerospace
cluding their confidentiality, integrity, and availability. The
quantum computer compiler into a complete quantum comimpact of side-channel attacks will also be evaluated. The facilputer design and analysis toolbox that will enable better preity will also provide quantitative data for the development of
diction of the resources and overhead needed to support the
performance models that can be used to assess the potential
necessary quantum error correction and control protocols.
These tools will provide a foundation for the development and for long-distance (ground-to-space) quantum key distribution.
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Vision for the Future
The technology development and field-testing of quantum key
distribution has progressed faster than that of quantum computing. Many of the technical challenges for scaling up quantum key distribution are reasonably well understood; however,
the task of designing and implementing a secure quantum key
distribution system and evaluating its security in an operational context is extremely challenging and could take many
years. During this time, it will be necessary to also develop a
better understanding of where, and how, to employ quantum
key distribution systems to enhance space mission assurance.
Early computer systems from the late 1950s up to the 1980s
were dominated by large mainframe systems and minicomputers. The early mainframes required a full-time staff to operate
and maintain them. Users did not typically interact directly
with these systems, but rather submitted their jobs—manually at first, and eventually through automated job submission
and scheduling tools for batch processing. Given the current
rate of technological progress in quantum computing, early
quantum computers may employ relatively few qubits—on the
order of tens to a few hundred. Programming these systems
and maintaining availability will be challenging. These early
implementations will provide fertile ground for experimentation with scaling these systems to large numbers of qubits and
gates (on the order of millions). These large-scale quantum
computers may resemble the early mainframe systems and
look like large-scale quantum physics experiments in which a
quantum core will be controlled by a complex classical computer network. Users will not interact directly with quantum
computers, but will rely on an intermediary classical system to
load, execute, and interpret quantum programs. When the job
is complete, the user would receive a message with a link to
the results. Other configurations may also be implemented—
not as general-purpose quantum computers, but as specialpurpose systems to solve specific problems. Initially, users will
need a solid understanding of quantum information, quantum
computing, and quantum programming to use these systems
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Near-term quantum computers may resemble large-scale quantum physics experiments in which a quantum core will be controlled by a complex classical computer.
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Plasma Treatment of Composite Adhesive Bonds
The low density of fiber-reinforced composites—along with
their adjustable high stiffness and strength—makes them the
material of choice for many space applications; however, these
materials are susceptible to bond failures caused by deficiencies in surface-preparation techniques. The most common
preparation technique relies on mechanical roughening (often
sanding), which uses abrasion to remove surface contaminants
and increase roughness. However, the abrasion can damage
the reinforcement plies of advanced composites, reducing effective bond strength. In addition, contamination and inconsistencies in surface preparation are problematic. Therefore,
the spacecraft community needs a more consistent and reliable
process for creating high-performance bonds.
The Aerospace Corporation has been evaluating plasma
treatment for surface preparation of composite hardware and
has found that this process can address the lack of consistency
and reliability in current industry practices. “The atmospheric
plasma treatment is noncontacting, requires minimal operator intervention, and can be applied to complex shapes while
significantly reducing the risk of physical damage to the composite since the process affects only the outer few nanometers
of the treated surface,” said Rafael Zaldivar of the Materials
Science Department, lead investigator for the project.
The plasma is generated by a capacitive discharge at atmospheric pressure to produce a uniform high-density mix
of ions, electrons, and free radicals. These reactive species
are then directed onto a surface. A number of physical processes can occur during plasma treatment: ablation (cleaning
by removing low-molecular-weight organic contaminants);
etching (affecting the surface morphology of the substrate);
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crosslinking (interconnection of long-chain molecules); and
surface activation (chemical bonding of reactive molecules
with the substrate).
“Our initial experimental work has shown that plasma
treatment not only enhances the consistency of the mechanical
performance of bonded hardware, but also increases strength.
Strength increases in excess of 50 percent have been realized.
In addition, the fracture toughness of these bonded joints,
critical to long-term durability, has also been shown to improve by more than 100 percent compared with conventional
preparation methods,” said Zaldivar. Structural-design limits
are currently determined by applying statistical margin-to-test
results determined from the materials and processes intended
for use in flight production. Process changes that deliver a
smaller variation of results or higher bond strengths will allow
an increase in structural design limits and therefore increase
the trade space for vehicle design (size, mass, and power).
A critical aspect of this work has been identifying the
mechanism responsible for many of the improvements. Using
x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), the researchers have
identified the distribution of activated groups that are formed
as a function of treatment conditions and have correlated
them to mechanical performance. In the case of epoxy bonded
graphite/epoxy composites, an increase in the concentration of
surface carboxyl species translates to an increase in adhesive
bond strength.
“These dramatic improvements are a result of enhanced
chemical bonding that is now possible at the interfaces between these newly formed carboxyl groups on the surface of
the composite and the epoxide groups within the adhesive,”
said Zaldivar. “However, not all resin systems used in composites develop the necessary type of functional groups for
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The effect of plasma-treatment duration on the formation of surface carboxyl content and the resultant shear strength.
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The improvement in adhesive strength achieved through various treatments relative
to the strength achieved through abrasion.

Preventing Radio-Frequency Breakdown
in Satellite Components

An atmospheric plasma wand used to treat composite parts prior to bonding.

improvements in strength when treated with plasma. Understanding how the chemical structure of the initial composite
material and the plasma treatment conditions combine to
result in the necessary type of functional groups is paramount
for tailoring our interfacial reactions. Tailoring of composite
interfaces not only potentially increases the capabilities of current systems, but also opens a wide array of possibilities for
new materials systems to be used in composite hardware.”
Many resin systems available for composite manufacture
today have not been used for space applications, primarily
because of drawbacks associated with their poor bonding behavior. Aerospace has recently developed a process to modify
bonding surfaces of these materials to make them more susceptible to plasma treatment improvements. For example,
polycyanurate-based composites, which are commonly used
in national security space structures, do not show the magnitude of improvement that some of the epoxy matrices do after
plasma treatment. Zaldivar said that by modifying the critical
bonding interfaces, the concentration of the active species
responsible for bond strength can be controlled locally and
increased by more than 300 percent from that of an unmodified system.
“Plasma surface preparation techniques may be able to
lower costs and improve reliability, average strength, and consistency,” said Zaldivar. “Contractors are likely to embrace the
technology when it becomes widely available, but if historical
precedence holds, they may do so without an understanding
of the underlying chemistry and physics of the adhesive bond
enhancement mechanisms. The level of understanding that
will result from this work is important if the space industry is
to move to any sort of qualified atmospheric plasma process.”

Both military and commercial satellites rely on radio-frequency (RF) systems for communication and navigation payloads. The RF power demand for these systems has continued
to grow with increasing user needs and higher available satellite power. Global Positioning System (GPS) III and the Mobile User Objective System (MUOS) are just two examples of
satellites with unparalleled RF power requirements at multiple
frequencies.
With increasing power levels comes increasing risk for RF
breakdown within high-power components. RF breakdown is
an electrical discharge—such as a plasma or multipactor discharge—that can degrade high-fidelity communication signals
and cause physical damage to susceptible components. These
discharges can lead to complete loss of essential communication or navigation signals and prevent proper satellite operation. As such, preventing RF breakdown is essential.
In response to this growing risk, The Aerospace Corporation is leading new research into plasma and multipactor
breakdown. This program, led by Timothy Graves, Space Materials Laboratory, is pursuing basic research into the underlying phenomenology while helping contractors develop better
hardware and testing requirements.
“Aerospace has a unique window into the real-world issues
experienced by RF component manufacturers. This allows us
to tailor our research programs to solve problems of today and
tomorrow through a physics-based understanding of these
concerns,” said Graves. “Our goal is to decrease risk through
an improved understanding throughout the satellite process.
From component design, through extensive ground testing,
to on-orbit operation, we depend on the success of these RF
components. Our research is providing new ways to improve
success in each of these areas.”
Multipactor breakdown is one of the highest concerns for
high-power RF component designers today. Also referred to
as multipaction, this discharge type can occur when electrons
impact material surfaces in resonance with the RF electric
field. This resonance depends primarily on three components:
the RF voltage (how fast the electron is accelerated), the RF
frequency (how long before the electric field changes direction), and the geometry (how far the electron travels before
hitting a surface).
As electrons resonantly impact electrode surfaces, the
electron density grows through secondary electron emission.
The secondary electron yield, defined as the number of emitted electrons per incoming electron, is a fourth parameter for
multipactor breakdown, such that the secondary electron yield
is greater than 1 to develop the discharge. When these conditions are met, the formation of a large electron density can
perturb the RF system and substantially increase the risk of
plasma breakdown and component damage.
Detecting multipaction in complex devices can be difficult, yet early detection in product development is critical for
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Independent R&D at Aerospace (continued)

that can initially improve the voltage threshold for
multipaction. Further studies are planned with
potential application to surface science and nanotechnology research areas.
Graves credits the success of this program to
the diverse scientific backgrounds available at
Aerospace. “Our multidisciplinary team includes
researchers in RF engineering, plasma physics,
materials science, and systems engineering. With
experts in each of these areas, we have made
strong and unique contributions toward mitigation of RF breakdown.” The program’s team
includes participants across many departments,
including William Cox, Tom Curtiss, Rostislav
Spektor, and Jason Young, all of Electric Propulsion and Plasma Science; Gouri Radhakrishnan
and David Witkin, of Materials Science; Jerry Michaelson, of Communication Systems Implementation; and Frank Villegas, of Antenna Systems.
The program has also had strong participaRF-breakdown team members (from left to right) Richard Afoakwa (University of Maryland), Timothy
Graves, Abhishek Pathak (UCLA), and William Cox.
tion from students at UCLA, Loyola Marymount
University, Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University,
Purdue University, and the University of Marysatellite cost and schedule. In some cases, devices with undeland. Graves also cites an “excellent collaboration with many
tected multipaction in unit-level tests may experience catagovernment contractors to work together toward the common
strophic failures after integration into the satellite system. To
goal of better device performance and reliability.”
prevent this, Aerospace has characterized various breakdown
“Our research will continue to adapt to meet our customer
signatures and developed new diagnostics for improved detec- needs. We hope to pave the way for improved computational
tion sensitivity.
prediction capability in complex structures, improved device
New software-based phase-nulling diagnostics for multitesting with enhanced diagnostics, and, lastly, improved unpactor detection have been recently developed at Aerospace
derstanding of breakdown phenomenology—toward our main
using fast analog-to-digital processing to analyze the relationgoal of ensuring space mission success.”
ship between forward and reflected power signals. With software, the system monitors for any complex impedance change
caused by multipactor or plasma formation. These softwarebased systems have significant advantages over manually
controlled analog devices, including higher stability, improved
interpretation, and greater sensitivity.
Multipaction depends on the material surface, which can
vary strongly with contamination. These discharges also dynamically change as multipacting electrons impact surfaces,
desorb contaminants, and/or form new surface thin films, a
process known as multipactor conditioning. Aerospace has
performed extensive research into multipactor contamination
and multipactor conditioning on various materials, specifically characterizing a new multipactor mode referred to as
transient-mode multipactor discharge.
“The transient-mode multipactor discharge forms similarly
to a conventional discharge, yet as the electrons remove contaminants and change the secondary electron yield, the multipactor is extinguished,” Graves said. “This transient process
can repeat indefinitely under continued contamination until
the device is damaged.” Several Aerospace surface science studies are investigating dynamic surface changes with multipactor Richard Afoakwa and William Cox investigate the performance of a new, softwareexposure. Initial results have shown the formation of thin films based phase-null system for multipactor detection.
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What will launch systems look like beyond the next generation
of spacelift systems? What technology is needed to enable such
systems? What are the risks, and how will they be met? What
missions will these vehicles perform, and at what operating
costs?
Prompted by such questions, The Aerospace Corporation
in 2009 began a research program to identify possibilities for
the generation of launch system architectures beyond those
currently planned or under development, and to identify the
technologies that would enable such systems. Options for
these beyond-next-generation spacelift systems are being
examined for satellite and human spaceflight applications.
The Air Force Spacelift Development Plan provides the architectural blueprint for launch following the EELV program.
This plan recommends development of a reusable booster
with expendable upper stages to significantly lower the cost of
next generation launch vehicles. Aerospace has helped the Air
Force develop a detailed technology road map for operational
deployment of this concept. The beyond-next-generation effort builds upon the investment in reusability and operable
designs from the Air Force’s plan to evaluate fully reusable
two-stage-to-orbit systems and single-stage-to-orbit systems.
Today’s technological advances offer the potential to expand
the missions and markets for beyond-next-generation systems
while reducing the cost per flight and improving turnaround
time between flights. The vision for future missions includes
routine, highly responsive space access (also referred to as
satellite launch on demand), space tourism, and point-to-point
passenger/cargo delivery between major cities (e.g., Los Angeles to Tokyo in less than 2 hours).
“The initial phase of the study found that the success of
future systems is closely tied to achieving operational efficiencies more characteristic of aircraft than of today’s rockets—for

LH

example, turn time, maintenance effort/hours, and mission
abort options. Success was not so dependent on dramatic
improvements in performance,” said Jay Penn of the Launch
Systems Division and principal investigator of the study. Aerospace co-investigators include Greg Richardson, Greg Meholic,
Bob Hickman, Joe Tomei, Glenn Law, and Fred Peinemann.
“Success will likely be driven by the flight rate of reliable,
reusable launch vehicles that meet the demands and price
markets of future missions. Two-stage-to-orbit vehicle architectures and modern engines could satisfy future performance
needs, but launch vehicles based on today’s technology would
become extremely cost prohibitive in new markets,” said Penn.
The costs of maintaining today’s technology—rather than investing in future technologies—would be prohibitive because
of low flight rates, major refurbishment needs between flights,
and significant failure costs. Most critical to the future is investment in technologies focused on operability that would
dramatically alter launch vehicle design approaches and yield
fully reusable, low-cost, highly operable space-access platforms. Investments in novel air-breathing propulsion concepts
and supporting propulsion technologies offer opportunities to
increase system robustness and performance. However, these
concepts introduce a new set of design challenges because of
their highly integrated engine cycles.
Research has concentrated on three primary areas: the
relationship between future spacelift markets and missions,
advanced launch-vehicle architectures and performance
and operability metrics outside of conventional approaches,
and game-changing and emerging technologies. The range
of emerging technologies that have been explored includes
lightweight structures that use emerging advances in carbon
nanotube-based materials, space elevators (a concept in which
payloads are lofted to orbit on a carriage that ascends a long,
very exotic tether having greatly varying properties along its
length), nuclear thermal propulsion, and constant volume

Beyond-Next-Generation Access to Space

1a

1b

1c

2a

2b

3

4

5

6

Payload/dry-weight fraction

9.2%

8.9%

10.0%

6.3%

4.4%

12.3%

6.5%

6.1%

4.0%

Orbiter wetted area (sq ft)

8000

5100

8000

15,900

16,900

13,600

10,400

11,700

11,200

Modularity

High

High

High

High

High

High

Low

Low

Medium

Orbit flexibility (polar/LEO)

0.48

0.44

0.48

0.08

0

0.12

0.40

0.12

0.24

Manufacturing complexity

Low

Low

Low/med

Low

Low

Medium

Med/high

High

Medium

Technology

Near

Near

Near

Near

Near

Far

Far

Far

Mid

9.0

10.4

8.6

9.9

15.6

9.7

16.7

25.8

10.9

Payload bay size sensitivity

Phase 1 evaluation metrics used for the design concepts related to spacelift needs.
Concepts 1 through 3 leverage rocket-booster stages and vertical takeoff. Concepts
4 through 6 leverage air-breathing first stages and horizontal operations. Green

areas show that two-stage-to-orbit concepts 1a, 1b, and 1c performed well. From
a payload-to-dry-weight basis, the hydrocarbon rocket propellant booster with a
liquid-hydrogen rocket-based-combined-cycle orbiter was attractive (concept 3).
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LH PDE/ACES

LH rocket

LH ACES

LH rocket

LH PDE

LH RBCC

LH PDE

LH rocket

LH RBCC

LH TBCC

LH TBCC

rocket and turbine-based combined-cycle boosters, pulse-detonation engines, an air collection and enrichment system, and
magneto-hydrodynamic-augmented propulsion, which allows
more total heat to be added to the flow and increases propulsion cycle and power efficiency. Key assessments of the twostage designs included defining performance parameters and
vehicle characteristics for each concept for dry weight, gross
liftoff weight, length, ground-to-orbit equivalent specific impulse, and propellant density. Also studied were spacelift and
high-speed global-reach needs such as payload/dry weight,
orbiter wetted area, orbit flexibility, manufacturing complexity,
volumetric sensitivity, and basing flexibility.
“No attempt was made to apply individual weightings
because these are highly dependent upon specific mission applications and objectives,” Penn said. “When customer and
stakeholder preferences are known, weighting can be easily
applied and cumulative scores determined for each concept.
Assuming there is a development program for innovative
propulsion and materials technologies, all two-stage-to-orbit
concepts achieved reasonable gross liftoff weights and sizes.
The relative merits of each concept are mission and application
dependent,” Penn said.
For example, if flexible access to low Earth orbit is determined to be the most critical future need, then vertical-takeoff,
horizontal-landing two-stage-to-orbit solutions appear best. In
these designs, the booster stage could be based on the reusable
booster system design, and the orbiter stage could be based on
either a fully reusable rocket or a higher-performing but more

LH rocket

LH RBCC

LH RBCC

LH RBCC

LH: liquid hydrogen
RBCC: rocket-based combined cycle
TBCC: turbine-based combined cycle
ACES: air collection and enrichment
PDE: pulse-detonation engine

LH rocket

combustion devices/pulse-detonation engines that rely on
an inherently simpler and more thermodynamically efficient
cycle than those used on existing engines.
Ten single-stage-to-orbit vehicle designs were modeled;
these encompassed vertical and horizontal launch options
using various propellant combinations and diverse rocket and
air-breathing propulsion systems. The long list of technologies
required for these designs includes passive and active highly
operable high-temperature and lightweight thermal protection systems; high-temperature seals and actuators; highly
integrated propulsion systems, aerodynamics, and control; advanced vehicle health monitoring; and a range of technologies
that foster rapid vehicle turnaround for the subsequent flight.
Even with innovative propulsion and material technologies,
the single-stage-to-orbit designs either did not meet the performance criteria or resulted in vehicles with large gross liftoff
weights and large dry weights.
“The single-stage-to-orbit system performance design was
approximately twice the dry weight and gross liftoff weight
of a similar capability two-stage-to-orbit design. Thus, even if
a single-stage-to-orbit vehicle is successful, it will not yield a
better beyond-next-generation solution than a two-stage-toorbit design using far less aggressive technologies. Based on
these findings, our efforts turned to two-stage-to-orbit design
solutions,” Penn said.
As with the single stage, the nine two-stage-to-orbit designs studied were sized to deliver 25,000-pound payload lift
to low Earth orbit. The designs and systems evaluated included

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Payload/dry-weight fraction

5.5%

5.5%

6.5%

6.1%

6.5%

6.5%

4.0%

6.1%

Orbiter wetted area (sq ft)

10,400

11,700

10,400

11,700

11,100

12,300

11,200

12,300

Modularity

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Medium

Low/med

Orbit flexibility (polar/LEO)

0.40

0.12

0.40

0.12

0.40

0.12

0.24

0.40

Manufacturing complexity

Medium

Med/high

Med/high

High

Medium

Med/high

Medium

Med/high

Technology

Mid/far

Far

Far

Far

Mid

Far

Mid

Mid

16

24

17

26

14

22

11

14

Payload bay size sensitivity

Additional metrics for horizontal operations and dual use
Basing flexibility/runway limits

Medium

Med/high

Med/high

Med/high

Med/high

Med/high

High

High

Dual use: high-speed transport

Med/high

Med/high

High

High

High

High

Low

High

Dual use: point-to-point transport

Med/high

High

Med/high

High

Med/high

High

Med/high

Med/high

A significantly wider set of air-breathing concepts were explored in phase two. Metrics were expanded to include criteria unique to horizontal-takeoff vehicles—basing
flexibility and runway operations, high-speed hypersonic cruise, and boost-glide
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point-to-point responsive global reach, with flight durations of less than 2 hours.
Comparison with the phase-one evaluation shows that achieving horizontal takeoff
capabilities and associated benefits does pay a price in other metric areas.

technically advanced rocket-based, combined-cycle powered
stage. If hypersonic cruise or dual use as an atmospheric transport or bomber becomes most important, then the horizontaltakeoff combined-cycle and pulse-detonation engine solutions
seem most promising. If integration to traditional airport runway operations and air-traffic control is needed, then concepts
employing air collection and enrichment systems are most attractive because they have acceptable payload-to-gross-liftoffweight ratios and can accommodate existing runway limits.
These air-collection designs would not have quantity/distance
issues because they take off and land with no onboard oxidizer
(a feature that the other concepts cannot avoid). In an air collection and enrichment system, the oxidizer is extracted from
the air, so there is no large quantity of stored liquid oxygen at
takeoff, and therefore no explosive hazard. If a nearer-term airbreathing solution is most appealing, then air collection and
enrichment systems also show merit.
The study found that two technologies in particular combined into a vehicle concept showed the most promise when
compared with the rocket-based and turbine-based combinedcycle concepts. The first is an air collection and enrichment
system that uses a refrigeration-based cycle to extract the
oxidizer from the atmosphere during subsonic flight for later
use in the trajectory, and the second is a pulse-detonation
engine that has a higher cycle efficiency than existing engines
and is expected to yield improved installed thrust to weight.
The pulse-detonation engine is at a lower state of development
than the combined-cycle engines, but is believed to be feasible

Booster dry weight

357,000 lb

Booster GLOW

873,000 lb

Booster length

102,000 lb

Orbiter GLOW

531,000 lb

Orbiter length

114 ft

Vehicle GLOW

LEO

25,000 lb

Polar

10,000 lb

GTO

9000 lb*

Further Reading
Aerospace Report No. ATR-2010(8161)-1, “Beyond Next Generation (BNG) Access to Space” (The Aerospace Corporation,
El Segundo, CA, 2010).

Vehicle Description

•
•
•
•
•
•

211 ft

Orbiter dry weight

Vehicle dry weight

because of its inherently simpler and more efficient design.
Pulse-detonation engines have been developed by hobbyists
and are routinely run in academia. Penn believes that this type
of vehicle concept—combining the air collection and enrichment technologies with pulse-detonation engines—merits
further evaluation.
The study results allow The Aerospace Corporation to offer
its customers feedback as they determine future development
investments. Penn’s team is working to improve the modeling
of pulse-detonation engine systems for spacelift missions and
volumetrically efficient “wave-rider” hypersonic aircraft for
point-to-point transport. The team will also design reference
missions for study—for example, transporting 50 passengers
from Los Angeles to Tokyo in less than two hours, or launching a replacement spacecraft to orbit in less than one week
after an on-orbit failure. The team will evaluate concepts and
system architectures against the requirements of these types
of missions. The researchers will also study the environmental
effects of nuclear thermal rockets, the near- and far-term benefits of carbon nanotube materials applied to launch vehicles
for their unique electrical and structural characteristics, and
the use of orbital propellant depots for refueling.

458,000 lb
1,429,000 lb

*STAR motor as 3rd stage

Rocket-based combined-cycle (RBCC) booster with liquid oxygen/hydrogen (LOX/
LH2) rocket orbiter—one of nine two-stage-to-orbit designs evaluated in the study.
A description of each concept included the quantity and type of engines on each

Horizontal takeoff
4 LH2 RBCC engines on booster
3 LOX/LH2 rocket engines on orbiter
Serial burn
Mach 6.2 staging
Booster jet back to launch site

Vehicle Characteristics

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LEO payload/dry weight = 5.5 percent
Ground-to-orbit equivalent Isp = 993 sec
Propellant density = 13.7 lb/cu ft
Orbiter wetted area = 10,400 sq ft
Technology: far term
High-temperature, low-weight, operable TPS
Hypersonic propulsion

stage, serial or parallel burn, staging velocity, and method to return to launch site
following the staging event. Abbreviations: LEO: low Earth orbit; GTO: geosynchronous transfer orbit; GLOW: gross liftoff weight; TPS: thermal protection system.
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Patents
I. Bekey, “Modular Micropropulsion Device and System,” U.S.
Patent No. 7,690,187, April 2010.
Conventional ion propulsion thrusters have a very large specific impulse but require thousands of volts and very high
power. Liquid metal field-effect electrostatic propulsion
thrusters (FEEP) greatly reduce the voltage while still having
a large specific impulse. Micromachining and replicating
the micron-sized apertures on a chip has been proposed in
the past as a means of implementing the micropropulsion
system. This invention describes an implementation of these
micromachined FEEP thrusters where the chip with its array of thrusters is incorporated into a small module that also
contains a heat sink, the metal propellant and a heater to
liquefy it and maintain it in liquid form, a passive means to
deliver the propellant to the thruster chip, and a communications means for controlling the thrust level and operation
of the module. A typical module could be a cube 1–2 cm
on a side. Many such modules can be simply bonded to the
outside of a spacecraft in small or large numbers, affixed to
printed wiring or powered wirelessly, to attain a truly modular FEEP propulsion system adaptable to any spacecraft
shape or size.

J. McKay, “Compact Broadband Non-Contacting Transmission
Line Junction Having Inter-Fitted Elements,” U.S. Patent No.
7,692,518, April 2010.
Noncontacting transmission line junctions are useful for
connecting two microwave components without introducing metal-to-metal contacts that can generate passive intermodulation products when two or more signals are present.
These junctions are also useful as dc blocks that allow the
transmission of microwave frequencies while preventing the transmission of direct current. At low frequencies,
implementation of a broadband noncontacting junction
involves a choice between large size and high insertion loss,
since the junction requires a transmission line that is onequarter wavelength long. With this invention, the quarter
wavelength section is implemented in a serpentine fashion
internal to the inner conductor of the coaxial transmission line, so that the physical length of transmission line
required is less than one-quarter wavelength. The invention
is implemented using a conductive core and a number of
sleeves that fit together, with several dielectric cups interfitted between the core and sleeves. The sleeves may be
stepped, notched, or otherwise shaped to precisely control
the broadband frequency response. The junction provides
low-frequency rejection while passing a broadband signal
within a predetermined center frequency and passband.
The increased functionality, low loss, and decreased volume
requirement is achieved by using all of the available region
inside the inner conductor of a coaxial transmission line,
a region that would otherwise contain no electromagnetic
fields and perform no electrical function.
R. Welle, “Phase-Change Valve Apparatuses,” U.S. Patent No.
7,694,694, April 2010; Fast Acting Valve Apparatuses,” U.S.
Patent No. 7,721,762, May 2010; “Microfluidic Valve Apparatuses With Separable Actuation and Fluid-Bearing
Modules,” U.S. Patent No. 7,757,716, July 2010; “Micro
fluidic Devices With Separable Actuation and Fluid-Bearing
Modules,” U.S. Patent No. 7,757,717, July 2010.
Traditionally, fluid valves operate by using a solid object
to obstruct the flow path. In large integrated devices, this
technique can lead to contamination, leakage, and limitations regarding operating pressure. This series of inventions
relates to an electrically actuated microvalve that uses a
phase-change material (such as a paraffin wax) to alternately
block and unblock the flow path of a working fluid. A side
channel forms a junction with the main flow channel. A
heating element adjacent to the control channel and junction generates sufficient energy to melt the phase-change
material, allowing it to be pumped into the junction. When
the material again solidifies, it effectively holds the valve
closed. Alternatively, the material can be heated to cause
expansion, thereby cutting off the flow. In contrast to other
phase-change valves, this device can remain in the closed

position for extended periods, even when the power has
been switched off.
S. Curry and D. Schwartz, “Acquisition and Encoding of GPS
Codes,” U.S. Patent No. 7,701,391, April 2010.
Acquisition of the GPS clear/acquisition (C/A) codes in disadvantaged areas, such as buildings, is difficult because the
amount of hardware needed to detect a signal and acquire
the code increases as the signal-to-noise ratio decreases.
This difficulty is compounded by the fact that the C/A code
has data bit transitions that invert the code, randomly, at
intervals of 20 milliseconds. This invention helps to improve
the overall efficiency of C/A acquisition. By describing C/A
as a low-density parity check (LDPC) code, it facilitates the
use of existing decoding algorithms to achieve C/A acquisition by directly resolving code phase. Acquisition threshold
is also improved by overcoming the issue of underlying data
transitions.
E. Simburger et al., “Thin Film Solar Cell Inflatable Ultraviolet
Rigidizable Deployment Hinge,” U.S. Patent No. 7,709,729,
May 2010.
Inflatable hinges for solar arrays cannot deploy to a rigid
state, as mechanical hinges can. This problem can be overcome by including a curable resin with the inflatable hinge
that helps rigidly position solar panels at precise angles from
each other. A transparent coating is used to prevent static
discharge but allows for ultraviolet light so that the resin can
be cured, solidifying the hinge. Wraparound contacts can
be used to connect the solar cells to flex circuits, routed to
ground pads for electrical grounding.
W. Bloss, E. Hall, D. Ksienski, and J. McKay, “Heptagonal Antenna Array System,” U.S. Patent No. 7,710,346, May 2010.
A heptagonal antenna array (one center element surrounded by seven exterior elements) provides good rejection of both near and far sidelobes, even when the spacing
between elements is increased. Compared with typical hexagonal or rectangular arrays, the heptagonal array provides
better rejection of unwanted sidelobe interference for enhanced imaging quality. The heptagonal array is a low-cost
alternative to larger antennas and can reduce losses due to
mechanical steering. Further, the heptagonal array can have
instant steering with single-beamwidth repositioning. There
is no sidelobe degradation when the reflectors are electrically and mechanically steered to the same coordinate.
J. Osborn, J. Fowler, et al., “Interferometry System Chamber
Viewing Window,” U.S. Patent No. 7,719,693, May 2010.
Interferometry provides a reliable noncontact method
of analyzing microminiature components. An imaging
interferometer typically comprises a laser light source to illuminate the device under test and reference mirror along
with a beam splitter and microscope objectives to image the
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sample onto a camera. A version of this setup—the stroboscopic Michelson test system—employs a microscope objective between the beam splitter and the test sample and a
second, identical microscope objective in the reference path.
This invention improves upon the stroboscopic technique
by moving one of the two required microscope objectives
outside of the interferometer and bringing the collimated
laser beam directly onto the beam splitter, test device, and
reference mirror. Applications include qualification of
microelectromechanical systems, which can be tested in
motion under various environmental conditions. Because of
the rigid construction of the device and environmental test
chamber, vibration is greatly mitigated.
K. Lau, “Peripheral Filtering Star Tracker Telescope,” U.S. Patent No. 7,719,761, May 2010.
A typical tracking system aboard a spacecraft includes a
telescope that can be controlled to keep the boresight axis
pointing at a tracked star. However, stray light can interfere
with tracking, causing image loss. This invention describes
an optical system having front-end lenses or filters that
decrease off-axis images in the periphery and preserve the
fidelity of on-axis images in the center of view. Two of the
invented filters have nonidentical attenuation profiles along
any line extending radially from the center. A third filter’s
periphery has a uniform but partial-reflective coating that
is configured during manufacture in the shape of triangular
wedges arranged in an equiangular fashion, providing effective gradient attenuation. Though designed to minimize
noise in a star tracker, the invention can also be applied to
the manufacture of common optical devices such as eyeglasses and cameras.
H. Hou, “Compressed Data Multiple Description Transmission and Resolution Conversion System,” U.S. Patent No.
7,720,299, May 2010.
To improve the integrity of data in unreliable channels, the
data stream can be split, compressed, and transmitted over
two independent paths. However, discrete cosine transform
(DCT) is not a true merge-and-split process, so when it is
used for that purpose, the result is lossy data. This invention
is a system for transforming and compressing data for communication or storage that can be applied to DCT type-II
or DCT type-IV data. First, the DCT data is split and communicated over two channels. Then, using an inverse DCT
rotator in the transform domain, the two halves are merged.
The redundancy inherent in the two data blocks allows one
to approximately reconstruct the original data block in case
one of the two blocks is lost or corrupted during transmission. The system can also be implemented as additions to
JPEG and MPEG compressors, decompressors, and communication systems for transmission over wireless communication links.
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K. Coste, “Catalytically Activated Transient Decomposition
Propulsion System,” U.S. Patent No. 7,757,476, July 2010.
Catalytic decomposition engines have traditionally suffered from limited thrust, low performance, and limited gas
propellant options (only hydrazine). This catalytically activated transient decomposition propulsion system resolves
many of these issues. It functions by injecting a pressurized
monopropellant toward a catalyzing agent in a decomposition chamber, generating a gas that is then used for thrust. A
solenoid valve precisely controls the flow of propellant into
the chamber. Surface tension keeps the propellant in contact
with the catalyst until the reaction is complete. The gas is
released through an exhaust nozzle equipped with a fastacting valve at the nozzle throat; the valve ensures that the
decomposition process is given adequate time before venting. The improved density performance of the propulsion
system increases the total thrust available without increasing system size, allowing greater range of usable orbits. The
system is well suited for use on picosatellites and enables
the use of highly energetic but stable propellants such as hydroxyl ammonium nitrate.
K. Siri, “Uniform Converter Input Voltage Distribution Power
System,” U.S. Patent No. 7,773,395, August 2010.
Dc-dc power systems often require the use of multiple
power converters connected with serial input and parallel
output; however, mismatches in component values can result in nonuniform distribution of converter-input voltages,
which can cause power flows through individual converters to drift from uniform power distribution. The patented
control scheme for uniform voltage distribution ensures
uniform utilization of and uniform thermal stresses among
the series-connected converters. This serial-input, paralleloutput power system was designed to eliminate reliability
problems associated with nonuniform converter-input voltages. It includes multiple dc-dc converters having control
ports that are electrically isolated from the output voltage.
Input-output isolation is achieved through a distribution
voltage and differential voltages extracted from the successive floating voltages between the system input voltage and
a system input ground. This system can include as many
converters as desired and can further provide voltage regulation, current limiting, overvoltage protection, and undervoltage protection.
E. Simburger, D. Rumsey, and P. Carian, “Nanosatellite Solar
Cell Regulator,” U.S. Patent No. 7,786,716, August 2010.
This invention describes a regulator for maximizing the
power output of multiple solar array panels on small satellites. The regulator implements a peak-power-tracking
algorithm to automatically provide peak power output from
the solar arrays to a power bus under all conditions. The
regulator includes a controller that communicates power
data to a satellite processor for power management. This

patent is linked to previous patents that explain a distributed
power system that uses a power ring bus to connect multiple
dc-dc converters, which are then connected to a solar cell
mounted on a nanosatellite.
G. Radhakrishnan, P. Adams, and F. Ross, “Method for Producing Large-Diameter 3D Carbon Nano-Onion Structures at
Room Temperature,” U.S. Patent No. 7,790,243, Sept. 2010.
Carbon nano-onions have been observed during arc discharge and electron-beam irradiation. These processes
have yielded small, circular structures ranging from 4 to
36 nanometers. It would be useful to create these carbon
nanostructures in a larger size without having to employ a
high-temperature process or high-energy irradiation on a
substrate. This invention accomplishes that task. It uses a laser technique to deposit graphitic nano-onion structures at
room temperature in an oxygenated atmosphere. The laser
beam is aimed at a carbon target that faces the substrate to
be coated. The resulting ablation plume impinges upon the
substrate creating nested graphitic carbon structures ranging from 100 to 200 nanometers in diameter. Oxygen plays a
critical role in the chemical reactions that lead to the formation of these onion structures.
K. Lau and R. Williams, “Peripheral Filtering Lens,” U.S. Patent
No. 7,791,797, Sept. 2010.
Peripheral attenuating optical systems can be used in star
trackers, infrared telescopes, and spacecraft related devices.
This invention describes an optical system that includes a
first-optical lens or filter that peripherally attenuates the
signal strength of off-axis images. The on-axis images can
still be seen, but without degrading the primary image.
Thus, reference information from the off-axis images can
be maintained. The first two of three first optical element
designs can either apply a gradient or uniform filtering
with no attenuation in the center. A third design can also
be constructed using filters that have nonidentical attenuation profiles; in this case, the periphery has a solid reflecting coating applied during manufacture in the shape of
triangular wedges equiangularly dispersed in the periphery.
The wedges point toward the center of the filter, which still
retains a clear transmissive portion in the middle. The concept can also be applied to the manufacture of terrestrial
devices such as cameras, eyeglasses, binoculars, telescopes,
and video systems.
P. Palmadesso, N. Schulenburg, and D. Stoffel, “HypersensorBased Anomaly Resistant Detection and Identification
(HARDI) System and Method,” U.S. Patent No. 7,792,321,
Sept. 2010.
The hypersensor-based anomaly resistant detection and
identification (HARDI) system reduces the incidence of
false alarms in identifying an object signature in hypersensor data. The system comprises a hypersensor, a mask and

filter module, and an anomaly-suppression module. The
mask and filter module iterates through the hypersensor
data to generate a training mask that categorizes pixels as
common background pixels or as target and anomaly pixels.
The background pixels are used to generate a matched filter,
and the products of that filter are used to iteratively update
the training mask. The anomaly-suppression module receives and processes information pertaining to the matched
filter and the categorized pixels to determine a set of mutually orthogonal matched filters for one or more targets.
These filters produce a vector of filter products for different
spectra that can be compared to determine whether a pixel
spectrum should be rejected as an anomaly.
R. Dybdal, D. Pidhayny, and D. Hinshilwood, “System and
Method for Antenna Tracking,” U.S. Patent No. 7,800,537,
Sept. 2010.
A combination of mechanical and electronic beam-steering
techniques can be used to maintain antenna tracking when
high angular velocity requirements exist. Two forms of antenna tracking can be used—step track and monopulse. Step
tracking is an open-loop process that aligns the antenna
based on the difference in power levels observed in different
angular offsets. Monopulse tracking requires two types of
antenna patterns from the antenna feed, one for data reception and transmission and one for antenna tracking. Variation in the antenna tracking pattern produces an error signal comprised of the ratio of the tracking and data antenna
responses and a closed-loop process minimizes this error
signal to align the antenna. This patent extends two previously issued patents, numbers 7,463,191 and 6,965,343.
H. Hou, “Extended Haar Transform,” U.S. Patent No. 7,805,476,
Sept. 2010.
Data transforms can be used separately or in combination to
losslessly and reversibly transform, communicate, and store
data in processing systems. A shared Haar transform is used
on the front end, and a DCT-II, DCT-IV, or extended Haar
transform is appended on the back end. The DCT-II and
DCT-IV transforms are configured as a cascade connection of the front-end shared Haar transform; they produce
integer outputs, so the original data can be reconstructed
losslessly. The shared Haar and the appended Haar transform are cascaded to form the extended Haar transform.
The shared Haar transform uses fixed angular word pairwise
rotations, whereas the extended Haar transform uses adaptive angular word pairwise rotation. Using nonlinear lifting
methods, the extended Haar transform becomes lossless due
to the reversibility of the integer-to-integer transformation
and the adaptive word pairwise rotations. The lossless block
transforms, including both appended DCT and Haar wavelet transforms, are effective in preventing error propagation.
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Software Assurance
Robert G. Pettit IV (left), Senior Project Leader, Software Engineering Subdivision, has more than 20 years of experience in software engineering. He is widely recognized in the fields of model-based software
engineering, real-time software systems, and the Ada programming
language. He coleads the Flight Software and Embedded Systems Office, which is tasked with continuous improvement for software-related
technologies. He is a senior member of IEEE and is an adjunct professor at George Mason University and Virginia Tech. He has a Ph.D. in
information technology/software engineering from George Mason
University.
Elisabeth A. Nguyen (center), Engineering Specialist, Software
Systems Engineering Department, joined Aerospace in 2006. She has
provided technical support to a number of programs in the areas of
software systems reliability and dependability. Nguyen currently leads
research efforts in assurance cases and model checking. She has a Ph.D.

in computer science
from the University
of Virginia.
Myron J. Hecht
(right), Senior Project
Leader, Software Acquisition and Process
Department, has
supported GPS, SBIRS, AEHF, milsatcom, and civil and commercial
programs in the areas of dependability, reliability, safety, and aviation
certification. He is a senior member of IEEE and a consultant to the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission and has served on standards committees for computers in nuclear power plants. Hecht has authored 90 publications on reliability as well as multiple Aerospace technical reports.
He has an M.B.A., M.S. in nuclear engineering, and J.D. from UCLA.

Nanomaterials
Bruce H. Weiller (left), Senior Scientist, Micro/Nanotechnology Department, joined Aerospace in 1989, working in the Aerophysics Laboratory on chemical lasers, spectroscopy, and time-resolved kinetics.
His technical interests include the development of nanostructured
materials for chemical sensors and contamination issues in optics
and high-powered lasers. Weiller is the author or coauthor of 78
scientific publications. He has a Ph.D. in physical chemistry from
Cornell University.
Alan R. Hopkins (center), Engineering Manager, Polymers, completed his postdoctoral training in chemistry at Caltech and the University of Florida before joining Aerospace. He is active in the American
Chemical Society’s Division of Polymer Chemistry and cochaired a
symposium on nanostructured polymers at the society’s 2010 national
meeting; he also chaired a conference at Aerospace on carbon nanotubes for space applications. His research interests include electrically
conducting materials, carbon nanotubes, structure/property relationships in blends, and nanocomposites. He has a Ph.D. in macromolecular

science and engineering from the University of Michigan.
Frank E. Livingston
(right), Research
Scientist, Micro/
Nanotechnology
Department, studies
the photophysics and chemistry of laser-material interactions, with
particular expertise in laser-structured nanomaterials and photosensitive glass ceramics. Since joining Aerospace in 2001, he has supported
many civil and commercial programs and is currently principal
investigator of a multidisciplinary research program focused on new
fabrication methods for uncooled infrared sensors and frequency-agile
communication systems. He has coauthored more than 65 papers and
book chapters. He has a Ph.D. in physical chemistry from UCLA.

Quantum Computing
Samuel D. Gasster, Senior Scientist, Software Engineering Environments Computer Systems Research Department, joined Aerospace in
1988. He has supported a wide range of defense and civilian programs
and agencies, including DMSP, NPOESS, DARPA, NASA, and NOAA. He
has taught remote sensing and computer science at UCLA Extension
and has been a judge at the California State Science Fair, software and
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mathematics section. He has a Ph.D. in physics
from the University of California, Berkeley. He
is a member of the American Physical Society,
IEEE, the American Geophysical Union and the
International Council on Systems Engineering
(INCOSE).

Nanoelectronics
Erica Deionno (left), Senior Member of the Technical Staff, Microelectronics Reliability and Radiation Effects, has designed, built, and
tested polymer-based molecular electronic devices, conducted radiation testing of memristor-based memory devices, and developed experimental facilities for life-testing of MEMS spatial light modulators.
She has a Ph.D. in chemistry from UCLA.
Jon V. Osborn (center), Laboratory Manager, Microelectronics Reliability and Radiation Effects, has worked at Aerospace for more than 25
years. He was colead for the PicoSat-I and PicoSat-II missions, two of
the smallest active networked Earth satellites to fly, and has worked in
the field of radiation hardness by design. Most recently, he helped lead
the development of the High Reliability Electronics Virtual Center for
use in national security space systems. Osborn is a registered Professional Engineer in California and has an M.S. in electrical engineering

from the University of
Southern California.
Adam W. Bushmaker (right), Member of the Technical
Staff, Microelectronics
Reliability and Radiation Effects, received
his Ph.D. in electrical engineering from the University of Southern
California. His research interests include novel nanomaterials-based
devices, terahertz electronics and photonics, and space science and
technology. He received his B.S. in engineering physics from the University of Wisconsin, Platteville.

Machine-Augmented Composites
Ching-Yao (Tony) Tang (left), Member of the Technical Staff, Mechanics Research Department, joined Aerospace as an intern in 2001.
Since becoming a regular employee in 2008, Tang has provided technical
support in experimental and computational mechanics for national security space programs and is serving as coinvestigator on multiple commercial and DARPA programs involving armor, tire technology, novel
materials, and underwater acoustic sources. He has a Ph.D. in aerospace
engineering (propulsion) from Purdue University.
Gary F. Hawkins (right), Principal Director, Space Materials Laboratory, has recently been investigating the manufacture of composites
with unique properties by embedding small, simple machines in a

matrix material. His
technical accomplishments are in the fields
of materials sciences,
nondestructive testing, rocket nozzle
design, and manufacturing engineering.
Hawkins has been granted 12 patents and has published more than 40
papers. He received his Ph.D. in physics from Wayne State University.

Chaotic Signals
Christopher P. Silva, Senior Engineering Specialist, Communications
and Networking Division, started at Aerospace in 1989 as a member
of the Electronics Research Laboratory. Throughout his career at Aerospace, Silva has supported many projects, including private/secure
communications, chaotic radar, analysis of nonlinear circuits, and
multicarrier satellite communication channels. In 1999, he received

the Aerospace President’s Achievement Award.
He is a fellow of IEEE and a senior member of
AIAA. Silva has a Ph.D. in electrical engineering
from the University of California, Berkeley.

Ultrashort-Pulse Lasers
William T. Lotshaw, Laboratory Manager, Lidar, Atomic Clocks, and
Laser Applications Section, joined Aerospace in 2005 and works in the
Photonics Technology Department. He is a physical chemist with 26

years of experience in the technology and applications of ultrashort-pulse and solid-state lasers.
He has a Ph.D. from the University of Chicago.
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